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Abstract
NANOCRYSTAL-MOLECULE ENERGY TRANSFER CONJUGATES
FOR CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SENSING
by Rebecca C. Somers
Submitted to the Department of Chemistry on
July 2, 2008
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in Inorganic Chemistry
Abstract
New tools and probes are constantly being developed for chemical and biological
sensing. As novel materials emerge, growing demand for sensing in specific
applications can be addressed. One such class of materials is fluorescent inorganic
semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs), popularly known as quantum dots. The unique, size-
dependent properties of NCs are promising for biological microscopy applications in
cancer research; however, obstacles such as biocompatibility and sensitivity must be
overcome (Chapter I). This Thesis work addresses the challenge of converting the
chemically inert NCs into a dynamic equilibrium-based sensor. A strategy of
implementing fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) as the signal
transduction mechanism of a CdSe/ZnS NC-molecule donor-acceptor pair with a
rhodamine-based acceptor dye is investigated. Energy transfer in NC-dye pairs is found
to be efficient, with kFRET rates approaching 108 s -1 (Chapter II). A reversible and
ratiometric NC pH sensor is synthesized by tethering NCs to a squaraine-based pH dye.
The presence of an isosbestic point between the two emission maxima from the NC and
the dye allows the sensor to be self-calibrating (Chapter III). The ratiometric nature of
the NC-based sensor signifies potential for emission-based sensing in biological
environments. Various NC surface modifications and coupling strategies using a
physiologically relevant pH dye are compared to determine the characteristics needed
to introduce NC based sensors into a biological environment (Chapter IV). NCs
functionalized with poly(ethylene glycol) ligands (PEG) were deemed best suited to
impart biocompatibility, and first generation PEGylated bio-applicable NC pH sensors
were photophysically characterized under single and two-photon excitation and its
stability evaluated (Chapter V). The PEGylated NC pH sensors were introduced into an
in vivo tumor environment, and using multiphoton laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM),
the sensors are able to ratiometrically report a change in pH induced by an external
stimulus. Challenges such as calibration in in vivo experiments are currently being
addressed (Chapter VI). New conjugation techniques with NCs are further explored with
Click Chemistry (Chapter VII). The NC-molecule sensing developed during this Thesis
work is general and may be applied towards sensing of other analytes in other
applications, using a variety of NC materials (Chapter VIII).
Thesis Supervisor: Daniel G. Nocera
The Henry Dreyfus Professor of Energy and Professor of Chemistry
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1.1 Introduction
The need for sensing and continuous monitoring of chemical and biological
analytes is ubiquitous, spanning areas of environmental sciences,1-3 fundamental
bioprocesses,4-1 1 critical care medicine, 12 17 and national defense. 18 2 0 The growing
demand for chemical and biological sensing has been accompanied by an increased
activity devoted to the development of chemosensors for the fields of chemistry, biology,
and materials science. Chemosensors recognize, by chemical or physical means, and
signal the presence of analytes on a molecular scale.21-3 1 A chemosensor consists of an
analyte binding site and a reporter site. Signal transduction is established upon analyte
binding. The overall architecture leads to the "3R scheme" of recognize, relay, and
report. The recognition event between the analyte and the binding site must be
reversible for continuous monitoring of analyte concentrations. A rapid equilibrium
between the analyte and receptor site permits continuous measurements of dynamic
optical response to changes in analyte concentration. The selectivity and the sensitivity
of the sensor are determined by the specificity and strength of association of the analyte
to the recognition site, as well as the efficiency of the relay signal transduction
mechanism to the reporter and the response of the reporter itself.
Whereas sensing can operate by numerous transduction mechanisms, including
oxidation-reduction, electron transfer, and colorimetric changes, the largest group of
chemical sensors produce a signal by fluorescence.32 Sensors that operate by detection
of emission are distinguished by numerous advantages over other signal transduction
mechanisms. Emission based sensors may:
1) provide a signal against a low background in comparison to other types of
sensing33
2) be non- or minimally invasive in biological applications34'35
3) report on nanometer length-scales with nanosecond time responses 36 38
4) permit analytes to be monitored continuously in real time39' 40
5) achieve sensitivity down to the single molecule limit4l 4 6
6) be incorporated into a variety of imaging technologies, such as optical fibers
and waveguides47-50
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7) typically be low-cost 33
In addition, by fully understanding the excited state mechanisms that govern a
luminescent event, a signal transduction mechanism may be tailored through
manipulation of the photophysical properties of the lumiphore for the creation of new
and specific detection schemes.
1.1.a Photophysics of Optical Chemosensing Pathways
Once a molecule is excited to an electronic excited state, M*, numerous
intramolecular pathways exist for its decay back to its ground state, as illustrated by the
Jablonski Diagram in Figure I.la. Figure I.lb depicts the photophysical pathways should
the molecule undergo a photochemical reaction upon excitation. A new product, P, is
formed upon relaxation. The pathways are described by the radiative (kr), and non-
M+ hv
a) M > M,
M + heat
M*
so-
-" ' " M *
, T 1
Tik
Sn'V
S nr V I
P+hv
b) M -+ M*
P + heat
M*
So
So=
i
i
i
i
rkr knr
- I q
M P
Figure 1.1 Jablonski diagram for molecule M in its excited state M*. Fluorescence is
represented by the radiative decay rate, kr. Non-radiative decay pathways are
represented by knr. a) A molecule excited to its singlet excited state (S1) may return
back to its ground state through kr and knr, or undergo an intersystem crossing (kis) to
the first excited triplet state (Ti) to either phosphoresce or non-radiatively decay back to
its ground state. b) In a case where photochemical processes occur, an excited
molecule may radiatively or non-radiatively decay to form a distinct product.
Siz.
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radiative (knr) rate constants as well as the rate for intersystem crossing (kisc). The
radiative decay constant, kr, which is the rate of fluorescence or phosphorescence
depending on whether the decay originates from the singlet excited state or the triplet
excited state, is an intrinsic property of the molecule and reflects the probability for
emission of a photon of a given frequency.5 1-53 The non-radiative decay constant, knr,
includes all other intramolecular decay pathways that do not lead to emission of light,
and typically is rooted in the conversion of electronic energy from the excited state into
higher-energy vibrations of the ground state molecule; as vibrational relaxations occur,
heat (thermal energy) is released.54 56 Alternatively, non-radiative decay pathways can
originate from electronic trap states.57-59 The competition between the two decay
pathways of kr and knr is evident in the resulting luminescence intensity, (lo) and is
directly proportional to the quantum yield (0em), as shown in eq. I.1:
10 ooem - k kr t (1.1)
k, + kr0
The natural lifetime of the electronic excited state is to = (kr+knr). 33 Generally, non-
radiative relaxation pathways dominate (knr >> kr), leaving the molecule non-
luminescent. Only when kr >> knr will an excited molecule emit. Based on this analysis of
excited state decay pathways, it is evident that manipulation of kr vs. knr or an
introduction of a new decay pathway is essential for design of chemosensing strategies.
I.1.b Sensing via Collisional Quenching
The simplest method of perturbing the relation between kr and knr is to introduce
another pathway that competes with the radiative pathway, kr, resulting in decrease of
emission intensity. A bimolecular collision of M* with an analyte (Q, for quencher) will
further modify emission intensity and lifetime of M*, by introducing a pathway that is
non-radiative. The equation 1.1 can simply be modified by adding ko[Q] to the
denominator to give eq. 1.2,60
lo Oc -emkr =krT (1.2)kr + knr + k[Q]
where kQ[Q] is the quenching rate in the presence of quencher at concentration [Q]. By
taking the ratio of emission intensities (Io, I) and lifetimes (ro, r) in the (absence,
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Figure 1.2 Jablonski diagram depicting phosphorescent quenching of an excited state
molecule (M*) by oxygen.
presence) of Q, collisional quenching can be expressed by the Stern-Volmer equation
1.3, given as follows:
I - = 1+ koz[Q] = 1+ K[Q] (I.3)
In this equation, K is the Stern-Volmer quenching constant.33 Despite the ease of
implementing detection schemes in which the quencher is the analyte, the sensitivity
and selectivity of collisional quenching based mechanism are limited. In the case of
fluorescence, where the molecule decays from the first excited singlet-state, the ratio of
kr to kQ[Q] is large. Thus the excited state is little affected by oxygen. In the case of
phosphorescence, where the molecule decays from the first excited triplet-state, high
reactivity towards oxygen circumvents collisional quenching with an analyte. Oxygen,
which has a low energy singlet state that readily accepts energy, and thus it acts as an
interferent of the collisional quenching sensing mechanism. 61 Accordingly, the most
utilized application of collisional quenching is oxygen sensing itself. Because phosphors
tend to have a longer lifetime (due to the spin-forbidden transition to the triplet state),
phosphorescence quenching is the primary mechanism in which oxygen is quantified,33
as shown in Figure 1.2.
I.1.c Two-State Fluorescent Sensors
A second mechanism for sensing is available when the emissive response of the
sensor changes upon analyte binding. The equilibrium between the free fluorophore and
M*
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Figure 1.3 Jablonski diagram for the free (F) and bound (B) forms of a two-state probe
of a molecule (M), when interacting with an analyte (A).
the bound fluorophore will reflect the analyte concentration. If a fluorophore can exist in
two emissive states, then the sensor may be emission wavelength-ratiometric, where
the ratio of emission intensities of the two forms may be used to determine analyte
concentration. A sensor may be excitation wavelength-ratiometric as well, where ratios
of emission intensities at two different excitation wavelengths (due to different
absorptions with respect to analyte binding) are taken to determine analyte
concentration. Ratiometric sensing is powerful, as it allows the sensor to be self-
calibrating. As long as there are different photophysics of the bound versus unbound
forms of the probe that are resolvable, ratios of emission can be taken. Alternatively, if
one form is fluorescent while the other form is not, emission will only be seen in the
absence or presence of an analyte. Many pH indicators are examples of two-state
fluorescent sensors.62' 63 Figure 1.3 depicts the excited state energetics of the two-state
fluorescent sensor.
I.1.d Sensing by Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is a phenomenon in which
photo-excitation energy is non-radiatively transferred from a donor fluorophore to an
acceptor molecule.33 Collisional quenching mechanisms or two-state sensors must be
uniquely sensitive to the analyte while possessing attractive fluorescence spectral
properties, two qualities that are often difficult to find in the same molecule. However,
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with FRET, the donor and acceptor are separate molecules, so the donor may be
selected for use with simple light sources and desired lifetimes while the acceptor can
be chosen for analyte sensitivity (Scheme 1.1). Thus, incorporation of FRET into a
sensing scheme simplifies the design of the fluorescent sensor. Figure 1.4 depicts the
Jablonski diagram for FRET processes. Fgrster theory models the rate for this energy
transfer according to the spectral overlap between donor emission and acceptor
absorption, J, the donor-acceptor distance, r, and a constant B, as shown in eq. 1.4. 33
BxJ
kFRET r6 kr (1.4)
The FRET rate is dependent on the inverse 6th power of the donor-acceptor distance.
The radiative rate of the donor is obtained from the donor lifetime and the quantum
yield, as described in eq. 1.5, where knr is the non-radiative decay rate:
D =- = kD (1.5)
k, + knr
With substitution of eq. 1.5 to 1.4, one obtains:
(B x J x OD)kFRET = (B (1.6)FDr 6
A characteristic distance, Ro, can then be defined such that at r = Ro, the rate of energy
transfer, kFRET, is equal to the rate of the donor radiative decay,tD- 1, as described by eq.
1.7.
kFRET =6 with R = (B x J x )1 (1.7)
Expanding the constant B gives eq. 1.8, where n is the refractive index of the medium,
N is Avogadro's number, and ? is a constant reflecting the relative orientation of donor
and acceptor dipoles.
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Scheme 1.1 The signal transduction mechanism for a sensor based on FRET between a
donor (green) and acceptor (blue) pair. Upon analyte binding, the acceptor changes its
absorptive and/or emissive properties to modulate the emissive signal from the
construct through FRET.
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Figure 1.4 Jablonski diagram depicting FRET processes between a donor (D) and
acceptor (A).
/ 9000 In(10)K2 1j,/,6 m Do ve
Ro = 900 ln(10) DJ where J= 0dv fD(v)eA(v) (1.8)
1 28Zr 5 n 4 Nf V 4
The overlap integral, J, is comprised of fD(v), the normalized fluorescence intensity of
the donor in wavenumbers (cm- 1), and CA(V), the extinction coefficient of the acceptor.
The Forster analysis is best calculated in units of cm, as the extinction coefficient of the
acceptor is described in units of M-1 cm- '. As shown in eq. 1.8, the transfer distance is
determined by the spectral overlap between the emission of the donor and the
absorbance of the acceptor.
The efficiency (E) of FRET, or the fraction of photons absorbed by the donor that
are transferred to the acceptor, is the ratio of the transfer rate to the total decay rate of
38
II ~iL
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the donor and is described by eq. 1.9:
E = 1 D-A kD-A = (1.9)
oD kD-A + + r6
Eq. 1.9 can be modified when more than one acceptor can interact equally with the
donor as shown in eq. 1.10:
E = (1.10)
mR +r 6
Eq. 1.10 shows that the efficiency of energy transfer is generally enhanced by increasing
the number of acceptor molecules, m. It is important to note in a study that utilizes one
donor and multiple acceptors, any distance measurement will represent a statistical
average distance in a given solution of donor-acceptor pairs unless every pair has an
identical fixed distance between the donor and acceptor and an identical number of
acceptors per donor. " Critical transfer length scales are often found to lie between 20 to
90 A; the study of FRET is useful for distances comparable to biological
macromolecules and is often applied for sensing changes in protein conformation and
analyte binding events.33
Sections I.1.b - I.1.d described three common techniques to manipulate the
excited state dynamics for luminescence based sensing. The sensing strategies
developed and discussed in this Thesis are based on FRET.
1.2 The Necessity of New Sensing Tools for the Discovery of New
Cancer Therapies
Fluorescent tracers and sensors are popular in biological applications due to their
non-invasive nature, their ability to report continuously in real-time, and their
sensitivity.65 Tracers that emit different colors may be used and detected simultaneously
for multiplexing analyses.5 In addition, fluorescent sensors and probes that can be
wavelength-ratiometric or can be used as an analyte-dependent lifetime-based sensor
allows for accurate and reproducible measurement in the highly scattering and
absorptive biological environments.3' 33 Fluorescent probes can be synthetically modified
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and tailored for specificity in labeling and sensing purposes, and new tools and probes
for biological applications are constantly being developed.32
One area where the necessity of new sensing tools and probes is evident is in
the field of tumor biology. In order to understand how cancer progresses and in order to
develop selective therapies, probing the intricacies of the tumor environment is
essential. Normal tissues consist of vessels that are well-organized and regulated with
dichotomous branching. In contrast, tumor environments are characterized by dilated,
tortuous and heterogeneous blood vessels that are leaky.66" 8 Formation of new blood
vessels, or angiogenesis, is governed by a strict balance of pro- and anti-angiogenic
factors occurring only when needed, for example during wound healing and embryonic
development. This careful control of angiogenesis is askew in tumor tissues.66-68 The
chemical environment of the tumors is also markedly different. pH and oxygen (02) are
the two main parameters that define metabolic environment in tumors. Because the
tumor vasculature is so leaky, which makes for inadequate delivery, the environment is
hypoxic, lacking in oxygen.66'67 Low extracellular pH also characterizes the tumor
environment. Lactic acid, the product of anaerobic glycolysis, and carbonic acid, formed
from dissolved C02 as a product of aerobic respiration, are the two principal sources of
H* ions in tumors. They may also accumulate due to their reduced removal pathways.69
The hypoxic and acidic metabolic tumor environment incapacitates immune cells,
renders tumor cells invasive and metastatic, and induces expression of angiogenic
factors, all of which can continue to trigger tumor growth. 66,67 ,7072
Since tumors require blood vessels for growth and metastasis, targeting
angiogenesis in tumors is one strategy that has been pursued for treatment.7 375
However, anti-angiogenic therapy has only produced short-term beneficial responses,
and long-term studies have shown that tumors tend to grow back aggressively.74-76 In
combination with chemotherapy, anti-angiogenic therapy has been shown to be
effective in the long term.77 While combinatorial therapy is promising, there exists a
paradox: chemotherapy and radiation therapy are methods that attack cancerous
tissues directly. Anti-angiogenic therapy deprives the tumors of nutrients and waste-
removal mechanisms by attacking the tumor vasculature, which is the exact vasculature
that is needed to deliver the chemotherapeutic drugs and oxygen for radiative therapy.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic (Above) and two-photon image (Below) of tissue vasculature
within 1) normal tissues, 2) Abnormal (tumor) tissues, 3) 'Normalized' or abnormal
tissues treated with anti-angiogenic therapy, 4) 'Inadequate' or starved tissues treated
with aggressive anti-angiogenic therapy. Figure adapted from ref. 68.
The effect of anti-angiogenic therapy might be expected to hinder the effectiveness of
chemotherapy and radiation. 78-80
Jain has proposed the "Normalization Hypothesis" in order to guide the
development of more efficient methods to deliver combinatorial treatment.68 They
hypothesize that there exists a window of time, after the application of anti-angiogenic
agents, that the abnormal tumor tissue becomes "normalized", resembling and
functioning as normal tissue (Figure 1.5). As shown in Figure 1.5, the changes in
morphological parameters during the normalization window can be characterized by
multiphoton laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM), a photoluminescence imaging
technique with significant depth penetration with high three-dimension resolution.81'82
The normalized tissue has a less leaky and less dilated vasculature. The transport of
nutrients, wastes, and drugs is thus enhanced, similar to that of normalized tissues. Too
much dosage of anti-angiogenic drugs will result in tissues with inadequate vasculature
to deliver chemotherapeutic drugs.
Anti-angiogenic agents improve tumor tissue oxygenation for brief periods of
time, 83'84 thus suggesting a window of normalization. However, the changes in
functional parameters of pH and 02 have not been characterized in detail. The local pH
and 02 concentrations have a significant impact on tumor treatment. Radiation therapy
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depends on the oxygen content for production and propagation of free radicals to kill
tumor cells.85 As tumors becomes more hypoxic, they become less sensitive to
radiaton.66 Chemotherapeutics are affected by pH. Many drugs, such as paclitaxel,
doxorubicin, and mitoxantrone are weak bases, the cellular uptake of which are
prevented by the acidic extracellular pH environment. 86 As the functional parameters of
the tumor environment affects the efficacy of chemotherapy and radiation, the
knowledge of how anti-angiogenic treatment impacts pH and 02 is essential for
combinatorial treatment.
1.3 Limitations of Conventional Sensors and Dyes for Biological
Applications
Measurements of pH and oxygen in biological environments are often performed
under single-photon excitation conditions. 87 -92 Briefly, one photon of high energy light
(typically UV) is used to excite a fluorophore, which in turn emits a lower-energy photon.
In the case of two-photon excitation, two simultaneous photons (within -0.5 fs) of lower-
energy (typically red to NIR) are used to excite a fluorophore through a virtual state,
eliciting a response as if it were excited by a single-photon (Figure 1.6). Using single-
photon microscopy, pH indicators, such as 2',7'-bis-(2-carboxyethyl)-5-(and-6)-
carboxyfluorescein (BCECF) and seminaphthorhodafluor-5F 5-(and-6)-carboxylic acid
One-photon absorbance and emission Two-photon absorbance and emission
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(SNARF-5F) allow for calibration in a biological environment via ratiometric sensing,
because the absorption or emission lineshapes of the compounds exhibit a change with
respect to pH. Photoluminescence measurements of 02 are generally determined
through lifetime quenching, with quantification through the Stern-Volmer relation,33 ,93
although a few examples of wavelength ratiometric emissive probes for 02 exist.94,95
The challenge arises when moving into the multi-photon excitation regime. Multi-
photon Laser Scanning Microscopy (MPLSM) is a powerful technique that allows for a
three-dimensional resolution of 1 micron up to depths of 600 microns.81'96 The two-
photon excitation event is rare and scales with the square of the excitation intensity.
Such techniques thus depend on ultrafast (fs) laser excitation of small excitation
volumes. Because of the narrow focal point, excitation scattering is minimized and
photodamage is limited. NIR excitation falls within the biological window and its use
minimizes extraneous absorption by tissues, globins, and water, thus decreasing
autofluorescence of tissues (Figure 1.7). 97 MPLSM can also image tissues non-
invasively in real-time.81' 98 '99 Unfortunately, in the case of pH sensors, the excitation
lineshape dramatically changes when the transition is changed from single-photon
excitation to two-photon excitation, and it becomes more difficult to spectrally resolve
the acid and base forms of the excitation cross section, which is the measure for the
probability of an absorption process by the molecule. Either the acid or base form of the
cross section dominates under two-photon excitation, causing the emission spectrum to
be overwhelmed with fluorescence of one form, and a two-state emissive sensor is
obviated.100 One pH indicator, 2,3-dicyanohydroquinone has been reported as a two-
photon active ratiometric sensor at one single excitation wavelength; however, the dye
is toxic, limiting its use in biological studies. Common 02 sensors, such as porphyrins,
exhibit very low two-photon absorption cross-sections, which is challenging to MPLSM
applications.10 1
In view of the limitations posed by traditional analyte-sensitive dyes for MPLSM
applications, new fluorophores must be explored for biological sensing applications.
Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) are attractive candidates for use as biological
probes under multi-photon excitation. They have a high two-photon absorption cross
section, around -105 Goeppert-Mayer (GM) units (1 GM = 10-50cm4s photon-
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Figure 1.7 The optical 'window' shows the optimal excitation wavelengths of biological
species to be between 700 - 1100 nm.
molecules-1) as opposed to -101 - 102 GM units of traditional organic dyes. The NCs
additionally exhibit a high quantum yield and photostability when two-photon excited.10 2
Finally, they have also been used as imaging agents within the tumor milieu.103'104 A
more detailed discussion on NCs and the potential advantages of incorporating NCs
into sensing schemes that are ratiometric under multi-photon excitation follows.
1.4 Semiconductor Nanocrystals as Fluorophores and Imaging
Agents
Inorganic semiconductor NCs (also known as quantum dots) are a class of
fluorophores that have attracted considerable interest owing to their unique
photophysical characteristics.1 05-119 In semiconductors, photophysics are determined by
excitons, which are excited electrons bound through Coulombic interactions to the holes
left behind in the valence band. 120 Quantum confinement in semiconductors occurs
when the dimensions of the semiconductor approaches that of the exciton. 120 In such a
regime, energy associated with the confinement in a crystal exceeds the Coulomb
energy; as such, molecule-like states become resolvable, and we describe the
nanocrystalline semiconductor as quantum dots. The effective bandgap of the NC
widens with decreasing size, giving rise to unique, size-dependent optical and
spectroscopic properties. 105 Broad absorption profiles and high extinction coefficients
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Figure 1.8 (Top) Size dependent absorption of CdSe NCs, from ref. 105. (Bottom) Sizedependent emission of CdSe NCs. Photography by Felice Frankel.
are complemented by a narrow (FWHM -30 nm) and spectrally tunable emission profile.
Figure 1.8 shows the size-dependent optical properties of CdSe NCs. For example,
small (2.3 nm diameter) CdSe NCs emit blue light under optical excitation whereas their
larger counterparts (5.5 nm diameter) emit red light. The NCs exhibit appreciable
quantum efficiencies for emission, though coating the outer surface of NCs with higher
band gap inorganic materials further improves the photoluminescence quantum
yield. 121,'122 The coating presumably passivates sites associated with surface states that
promote non-radiative recombination. 21' 122 Along with higher quantum yields,
"overcoated" core-shell CdSe/ZnS NCs are more chemically robust and possess high
photobleaching thresholds. 121,122 These properties of NCs contrast with organic dyes,
which tend to possess low resistance to photobleaching, narrow absorption profiles, and
emission spectra that tail to the red; the spectral congestion that results from the tailing
emission profiles can complicate multi-color imaging applications.123
Despite the apparent advantages of NCs as compared to organic dyes, the
"7
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implementation of NCs for fluorescence imaging was initially hampered by their
insolubility in aqueous media as a result of the long-chained organic solvents needed
for their high-temperature synthesis. This obstacle was overcome by further modifying
the surface of the CdSe NCs. Alivisatos and co-workers prepared bio-compatible
CdSe/CdS or CdSe/ZnS NCs by adding an additional layer of silica to the core-shell. 124
Nie and co-workers reported the use of mercaptoacetic acid to cap the surface of
CdSe/ZnS NCs to impart water solubility.125 The synthesis of water-soluble NCs now
includes modifications with phospholipids,126 amphiphilic polymers,127 dendrimers,128-133
oligomeric phosphinesl 34 and cap-exchanging the hydrophobic surface of NCs with
multidentate hydrophilic ligands.135,136 These ligands have greatly facilitated the use of
NCs as bio-imaging agents and probes because they can be conjugated to proteins and
peptides, such as streptavidin for cell-labeling studies. 123 The stability and quantum
yields of such water-soluble NCs greatly vary among the different solubilization
methods. For example, mono-thiol caps are photochemically unstable, 137 whereas
multidentate ligands are reported to yield an aggregate free construct and to be stable
in solutions of pH 5-12 over a course of one year with quantum yields around 25-
30%.138 Toxicity of NCs is a concern for biological in vivo experiments; however, most
studies report no toxicity in live animals, even up to after 4 months after injection under
standard conditions. 139 Oxidation of CdSe by air or UV light can cause Cd2+ to be
released, which is toxic to cells.14 0 Overcoating CdSe with a ZnS layer has also been
reported to mitigate cell death significantly in embryos. 141 Therefore, protection of NCs
from oxidation reduces toxicity, but long term cadmium leaching from NCs has not been
studied.
More recently, the utility of NCs has been expanded by their use as optical
sensors.5 0 Initial applications centered on physical sensing. Previous work in our
research group, reported by Walker et al. exploited the temperature-dependent
photoluminescence properties of CdSe/ZnS NCs embedded in poly(lauryl methacrylate)
to develop a temperature probe. 142 These initial studies have subsequently been
elaborated for the measurement of temperature 43 and fluid flow near walls and in
confined channels 144 opening the way for tandem flow measurements of temperature
and velocimetry.
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The water-solubility of overcoated NCs has rapidly led to their use as fluorescent
chemical sensors. For this application, NC luminescence must be perturbed by the
presence of a target analyte in the NC's environment. In some cases, the fluorescence
is suppressed by morphological changes to the lattice. For example, Ag', Pb2+, and
Cu 2+ ions quench NC luminescence by replacing the Cd2+ ions in the NC lattice.145 Only
by overwhelming the NC with excess Cd2+ can luminescence be partially recovered.
However, permanent quenching of NC luminescence is not practical as a sensing
strategy, as it is usually not analyte specific, nor is it easily reversible. Recently,
detection of specific chem- I bio- (CB) target analytes has been achieved reversibly
using overcoated CdSe NCs that have been modified with a conjugate attached to the
overcoated layer. Work has also been performed with NCs composed of materials other
than CdSe, most notably CdTe. 146-149 The NC sensors described in the following
Chapters of this Thesis are primarily CdSe based. CdSe was chosen as a starting point
for sensor design as it is the most studied and well-understood of the semiconductor
inorganic NCs. CdSe NC constructs, together with the excited state mechanisms that
underpin their sensing function, constitute the scope of the discussion that follows.
1.5 NC Sensing by Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) has been the primary
photophysical mechanism by which NCs report the presence of a target analyte.
Although the NC is a fairly large object (nanometer scale) in proximity to the dye, the
NC excited state is typically approximated as an oscillating point dipole (with 2 = 2/3 for
a random orientation). This approximation works well for the FRET experiments
described in this Thesis.
1.5.a NC Energy Transfer
Energy transfer among CdSe NCs was observed by Kagan et al. when they
prepared thin films comprised of a mixture of closely-packed 555-nm emitting (smaller)
and 620-nm emitting (larger) NCs.150 Steady-state emission from the smaller NCs
decreased concomitantly with an increase in emission from the larger NCs.
Correspondingly, the lifetime of the smaller NCs shortened whereas that of the larger
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NC lengthened. Analysis of the lifetime data by F6rster theory supported the occurrence
of energy transfer. This study established that CdSe NCs can act as both FRET donors
and acceptors.
FRET involving CdSe NCs in aqueous media has been observed to occur
between oppositely charged CdSe/ZnS NCs. Wargnier et al. prepared negatively
charged CdSe/ZnS by treating the NCs with a mixture of mercaptosuccinic and
mercaptosulfonic acids.151 Positively charged ZnCdSe/ZnS NCs were synthesized by
treating the NC surface with cystinamine. Upon mixing with larger NCs (which naturally
carry a negative charge), emission from the positively-charged and smaller NCs was
found to be quenched. On the basis of the diameters of the NC donor and acceptors, a
Frster critical distance and efficiency were calculated to be 7.3 nm and 91%,
respectively. These values were found to be in reasonable agreement to the Forster
critical distance and efficiency determined from the quenching of the PL decay times.
1.5.b NCs as FRET Donors
Energy transfer from a NC donor to an organic acceptor in aqueous solution was
demonstrated by Willard et al.152,153 Water-soluble CdSe/ZnS NCs were conjugated to a
thiolated biotinilated bovine serum albumin (bBSA, 9:1 biotin:BSA ratio). Calculations
revealed that 11 bBSA molecules were bound to the surface of the NC. The acceptor
complex was prepared separately by conjugating streptavidin to tetramethylrhodamine
(TMR). Upon titrating the dye-modified streptavidin to the NC-bBSA complex in PBS
buffer, NC luminescence was quenched and TMR fluorescence was enhanced.
A penetrating study of energy transfer between donor NCs and acceptor dye
molecules has been performed by Mattoussi and co-workers.64' 154 Water-soluble
CdSe/ZnS NCs were prepared by exchanging ligands on the NC surface with
dihydrolipoic acid, which possesses bidentate thiol groups. A maltose binding protein
(MBP) from an engineered Escherichia coli containing site-specific labeled dye
acceptors was assembled onto the surface of the NC by either: (1) electrostatic self-
assembly of the negatively charged dihydrolipoic acid to a basic leucine zipper on the
MBP or (2) metal-affinity coordination between the NC surface and a C-terminal
oligohistidine chain on the MBP (Figure 1.9).64,154 In synthesizing these constructs, the
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emission wavelength of the NC and the number of dye-labeled MBPs bound to the NC
were systematically varied. The total number of MBPs per NC was maintained for the
different-sized NCs in order to keep the average distance between the NC and the
acceptor dyes as well as the NC quantum yield constant. As the fraction of dye-labeled
MBPs was increased, emission from the dye increased while that from the NCs
decreased. Time-resolved fluorescence experiments confirmed that the NC lifetime
shortened as more dye-labeled MBPs surrounded the NCs. 64 ,1 54 Additionally,
experiments varying the spectral overlap (by changing the NC donor emission
wavelengths) revealed that the efficiency of energy transfer varied as expected from a
Forster model. As expected from eq. 1.8, efficiency improved with increasing numbers of
dye-labeled MBPs around the NC. All of these studies support an energy transfer
mechanism between a CdSe NC donor and an organic acceptor dye.
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Figure 1.9 (Top) A schematic representation of the NC-MBP assembly developed by
Mattoussi and co-workers. The dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA) caps the NC and allows the
MBP to self-assemble onto the NC. A Cy3 dye is attached to the MBP. (Bottom left)
Photoluminescence spectra from 510 nm emitting NC and Cy3 dyes in the NC-MBP-
Cy3 construct with increasing dye to NC ratio. (Bottom right) Experimental values for the
NC emission decay percentage versus dye to NC ratio (circle *), the rate of FRET
extracted for the NC emission loss (triangle v), and the rate of FRET deduced from
acceptor gain (square ). Figure adapted from ref. 64.
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Energy transfer between a NC donor and a dye acceptor has also been observed
at the single molecule level.155 Hohng et al. used a commercially available streptavidin-
coated NC to immobilize the NC on a quartz surface coated with bBSA. A cyanine dye,
Cy5, was positioned near the NC surface by placing it with biotin on the same end of a
duplex DNA. Energy transfer was monitored with the steady-state emission of the NC
and Cy5. Conformational change in the DNA should, in principle, lead to a change in
FRET efficiency. However, very low signal intensity complicated such an interpretation.
The low signal was ascribed, in part, to the very large energy transfer distance between
the streptavidin coated NC and biotinylated dye, emphasizing the need for simple
conjugates in which the energy transfer distance can be short.
Zhou et al. directly coupled an Alexa 594-labeled DNA acceptor to a NC donor
through a thiol linker. 156 Commercially obtained CdSe/ZnS NCs were treated with 3-
mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) to produce a water-soluble NC. Coupling to Alexa 594-
labeled DNA was achieved using a C6 thiol linker. The ability to couple without protein
linkers minimized the distance between the NC and the dye. Owing to the short donor-
acceptor distance, the FRET efficiency in these constructs was found to be as high as
88% in ensemble and single-molecule constructs. A Forster critical transfer distance of
4.2 nm was calculated from the quenched luminescence.
1.5.c NCs as FRET Acceptors
Whereas there have been numerous studies on CdSe NCs as FRET donors,
very few studies have reported CdSe NCs as FRET acceptors. 157-1 60 To summarize
briefly, studies have indicated that NCs are able to behave as FRET acceptors,
especially when coupled to a donor with a longer lifetime, such as metal
complexes 5 9' 1 6 0 and polymers. 158 However, because NCs are easily excited (due to the
broad continuous absorption) and there exists a possibility for different donor molecules
to transfer energy into an NC acceptor, sensing mechanisms using NCs are best
implemented when NC is given the role of a FRET donor.
1.6 FRET Schemes for Sensing with NCs
The ability of NCs to participate in FRET provides a mechanism for signal
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transduction in optical sensing schemes. Figure 1.10 summarizes the different sensing
strategies that have been employed with NCs. Of the five signal transduction
mechanisms, four rely on the NC as the FRET donor. The broad excitation spectrum of
the NCs complicates their utilization as FRET acceptors since it is difficult to excite a
dye selectively without also exciting the NC acceptor. In Figure 1.10 A-D, sensing is
accomplished by modulating the FRET donor-acceptor distance. For Figure 1.10 E, the
FRET distance is preserved but the analyte causes the spectral overlap function to
change, thus modulating the efficiency of FRET upon analyte recognition.
1.6.a Sensing by Nucleic Acid Recognition
Figure .10OA has been exploited to probe biological activity via FRET.
Telomerization and DNA replication can be monitored with CdSe/ZnS NCs. 161 Patolsky
et al. conjugated NCs to thiolated oligonucleotides with approximately 25
oligonucleotides per NC. Incubation with a dNTP (deoxy(nucleotide)triphosphate)
mixture (dATP, dCTP, and dGTP) and Texas-Red labeled dUTP, in the presence of
telomerase, initiated a change in the emission spectra of the NC and the dye over time.
As telomerization proceeded, NC emission decreased and Texas Red emission
increased due to FRET. DNA replication was probed by labeling CdSe/ZnS NCs with a
DNA primer, followed by incubation with the complementary DNA sequence to allow for
hybridization. Replication was initiated by adding polymerase mixed with dNTPs and
Texas-Red labeled dUTPs. As replication progressed, the Texas-Red dUTP was
brought in proximity to the NC, resulting in FRET from the NCs to the dye. These results
suggested the application of NCs for the detection of cancer cells or for amplified
detection of DNA on chip arrays.
Gill et al. have used FRET interactions of DNA to probe hybridization and
cleavage.162 In a similar manner to that discussed above, NCs were modified with a
DNA strand and hybridized with a Texas-Red labeled nucleic acid. As hybridization
proceeded, energy transfer occurred, and the NC emission progressively became
weaker while the dye emission increased. The resulting CdSe NC-dye DNA duplex was
cleaved with a hydrolytic enzyme DNase I. Cleavage of the DNA strand resulted in a
partial restoration of the NC emission and a loss of dye emission. The incomplete
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Figure 1.10 Schematic diagram of the five different sensing strategies using FRET that
are the focus of section 1.6. A) is a biological probe sensing by nucleic acid recognition,
B) and C) are sensors with two different strategies incorporating quencher
displacement, D) is a construct relying on FRET between two different NCs, and E) is a
single emission sensor relying on a FRET between NC and a colorimetric sensor.
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recovery of the NC emission was attributed to the adsorption of dye molecules to the
NC surface. Adsorption by the NCs presents a hurdle for their implementation as
bioanalytical tools.
FRET from NCs can be used as a screen for small interfering RNAs (siRNA).163
Bakalova et al. conjugated a single stranded siRNA to a NC to yield a hybridization
probe while amplifying the target mRNA in the presence of Cy5 labeled nucleotides.
The Cy5-mRNA was used as the hybridization template. A short hybridization time for
siRNA/mRNA duplexes ensured for the selection of efficient, target-selective siRNA
sequences. The affinity of the siRNA to the mRNA was detected by FRET from the NC
to the Cy5. The Cy5 emission was only detected when there was good accessibility and
high affinity between the two RNA strands.
The interaction of a HIV-1 regulatory protein, REV with its responsive element
(designated RRE), has also been assayed by NC-dye FRET. 164 The 5' end of the RRE
RNA was biotinylated while a Cy5 dye was attached to the N-terminus of a model REV
peptide sequence. A RRE-NC conjugate was synthesized by using a streptavidin-
coated NC. The Cy5 modified REV was slowly titrated to the RRE-NC solution.
Excitation at 488 nm, where the Cy5 does not absorb, yielded emission from both NC
and Cy5 upon complexation of the REV to the RRE-NC. The ratio of the dye intensity to
NC intensity increased with the addition of REV.
Per Figure 1.10 A, the foregoing bioassays rely on modulating the FRET distance
between the NC and an acceptor dye upon biological recognition of different
macromolecules. A change in emission lifetime and intensity may be detected.
Applications based on this model assume that the NCs do not interfere with
macromolecule binding as a result of either size or charge perturbations. This
assumption must be assessed for the development of reliable bioassays.
1.6.b Sensing by Analyte-induced Displacement
FRET coupled to quenching, as schematically represented in Figure 1.10 B and
C, provides alternative strategies for sensing. Here, luminescence due to FRET is
turned on by the appearance of analyte, which displaces a quencher (Figure 1.10 B) or a
terminal energy acceptor (Figure 1.10 C).
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Mattoussi and co-workers have developed a sensor for maltose by adapting their
CdSe-MBP conjugates for both analyte-displacement strategies depicted by Figure 1.10
B and Figure 1.10 C.165,166 In the first construct, a P-cyclodextrin (p-CD) conjugated to a
non-fluorescent QSY9 quencher dye was docked to the MBP saccharide binding site of
the CdSe/ZnS-MBP. Maltose displaces the p-CD-QSY9 conjugate to restore NC
emission. In their second strategy, defined by Figure 1.10 C, the CdSe/ZnS-MBP
construct is labeled with two different cyanine dyes: Cy3, which is bound directly to the
MBP, and a p-CD conjugated to a Cy3.5, docked to the MBP binding site. Prior to
maltose binding, Cy3.5 emission prevails by a two-step energy transfer from Cy3, which
in turn accepts energy from CdSe. Upon binding to maltose, the P-CD-Cy3.5 conjugate
is displaced and, in the absence of the terminal acceptor, Cy3 is the predominant
emitting species.
A hybrid NC-antibody senses TNT operates by the mechanism shown in Figure
1.10 B.166 In place of MBP, an anti-TNT specific antibody fragment is appended with an
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Figure 1.11 (A) A schematic diagram of the quencher-displacement mechanism to
sense TNT. (B) Increase in the NC photoluminescence versus concentration of TNT.Figure adapted from ref. 166.
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oligohistidine sequence, which is bound to the surface of a CdSe/ZnS NC. A TNT
analogue pre-labeled with a quencher dye (Black Hole Quencher-10, BHQ-10) was pre-
docked in the recognition site of the antibody. The docked dye quenches NC emission.
The NC emission is "turned-on" when TNT displaces the quencher from the sensor, as
shown in Figure 1.11. The specificity of the TNT sensor was tested by comparing the
effectiveness of FRET from the NC to the quencher dye for three different TNT
analogues. The analyte specificity of the original antibody fragment was conserved after
being bound to the NC. This approach is general and constructs involving an antibody
fragment bound to a NC surface through noncovalent self-assembly should find wider
use as a target of other analytes of interest.
1.6.c Sensing by NC to NC FRET
The NC-dye constructs incorporating analyte-displacement strategies are
excellent single-response sensors. To realize maximum sensitivity and utility, however,
a more ideal sensor would be reversible and /or self-referencing (ratiometric). One such
scheme is shown by Figure 1.10 D. FRET between small (green) and large (red) CdSe/
ZnS NCs has been implemented to sense potassium ions. 167 15-crown-5 ethers were
adsorbed onto the surface of the NCs through the bidentate thiol of dihydrolipoic acid.
Prior to adding K' ions, both green and red NC emissions are present; the NC solutions
were dilute enough to prevent energy transfer between the two NCs. Upon adding
KCIO 4, the green emission of the smaller NCs gradually decreased, while the red
emission of the larger NCs increased. This synchronous change in emission intensities
was ascribed to an energy transfer mechanism caused by aggregation of the NCs. The
aggregate formed by the recognition of K' ions by the 15-crown-5 ethers to furnish a 15-
crown-5/K/1 5-crown-5 sandwich complex. It was unclear whether the sandwich
complex was formed from the coordination of two ether molecules from the neighboring
arms of the same NC (intraparticle association) or from the two ether molecules of
different NCs (interparticle association). A response was observed over a 10-6 - 10- M
concentration of KCIO 4; the NCs were observed to precipitate from solution at higher
KCIO 4 concentrations. The construct showed excellent sensitivity; however, high
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association between the K* ion and the crown ether as well as aggregation between the
NCs at high concentrations makes reversible sensing difficult.
1.6.d Sensing by NC Conjugation to Analyte-sensitive
Chromophores
A reversible CdSe/ZnS NC sensor of pH operates according to Figure 1.10
E. 168,'169 A pH-sensitive chromophore was conjugated to NC with a lipoic acid derivatized
with a [1,3]-oxazine ring. The [1,3]-oxazine ring may be opened by hydroxide anion to
generate a 4-nitrophenylazophenolate chromophore. The absorption spectrum of this
chromophore overlaps with the emission spectrum of the NC. This spectral overlap
activates FRET, leading to a diminution of NC luminescence. Specifically, the NC
emission intensity decreases by 35% over the pH from 7.1 to 8.5. The sole emission
from the NC results in a detection signal that is not referenced, making calibration
difficult.
1.7 Goals and Scope of This Thesis
The concentration of any analyte is generally difficult to quantify with a simple
change in emission intensity of a single emitting species. An accurate measurement of
analyte concentration is unattainable if the overall background intensity changes,
emission from species in the environment is present, or if the dye emission is sensitive
to an interferent. In order to develop new tools to probe analyte changes in a biological
environment, the construct must be ratiometric, reversible, and stable. This Thesis
attempts to address the development of such sensors for applications in biology,
focusing on the following considerations:
1) Explorations of new surface modifications of NCs, including size, stability, and
biocompatibility
2) Development of covalent conjugation strategies of receptors to NCs
3) Investigations into energy transfer efficiencies with new ligand scaffolds
4) Design of ratiometric and reversible sensing mechanisms using NCs
5) Preliminary studies of NC constructs in an in vivo environment
Chapter II explores new coatings for NCs that allow for efficient FRET and facile
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conjugation in aqueous environments. A full photophysical characterization was
performed to determine the efficiency and applicability of energy transfer using the new
surface coating. In Chapter III, the synthesis and characterization of a proof-of-concept
pH sensor that displays ratiometric emission is described. Chapter IV is devoted
towards making bio-applicable and efficient NC-based pH sensors by exploring more
NC surface modifications and by varying NC-dye coupling strategies. Chapter V
describes the full synthetic and photophysical characteristics of a PEGylated
biocompatible pH sensor. In Chapter VI, preliminary investigations with a biocompatible
NC pH sensor in an in vivo tumor environment using mouse models are discussed.
FRET-based sensing under two-photon excitation is shown to behave in a similar
manner to that of one-photon excitation. Chapter VII describes another bio-stable
coupling strategy using Click chemistry to couple NCs to dyes. Finally, this Thesis
concludes with Chapter VIII, which discusses future directions and preliminary results
for development of additional NC based chemosensors.
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I1.1 Introduction
Traditionally, sensing by fluorescence involves the use of organic chromophores
that are limited by narrow absorptions, significant overlap between absorbance and
emission profiles (narrow Stokes shift), broad red tailing emissions, and photochemical
instabilities.1-3 Colloidal inorganic nanocrystals (NCs) have generated considerable
interest as fluorophores due to their size-dependent physical properties caused by
quantum confinement, such as broad absorption, narrow and tunable emission, high
quantum yields, and improved photostability relative to organic fluorophores. 1 3
Numerous studies have been undertaken to exploit the photoluminescence properties of
NCs for bioimaging purposes4-10 in addition to their use in devices such as LEDs.11-13
NC-acceptor conjugates have not been extensively investigated. Mattoussi and
co-workers have exploited NC fluorescence properties to achieve fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) for sensing purposes as described in Chapter 1.6.b,
studying NCs as both energy donors and energy acceptors.3' 14 -23 Although sensing
through FRET was established, their system presents several disadvantages, including
a difficult and tedious synthesis that requires custom re-engineered and recombinant
proteins and a dependence on an electrostatic interaction between the CdSe NC and
the acceptor molecule. A simpler approach to creating a NC-dye conjugate is desirable.
Moreover, due to the relatively few examples of energy transfer between NCs and
molecules, a complete investigation of the fundamental photophysics of a simpler
system is imperative in order to practically implement inorganic NCs in FRET-based
sensing schemes. This Chapter discusses the synthesis and thorough photophysical
investigation of a model energy transfer system: a rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC)
dye (acceptor) coupled to water-solubilized NCs (donor). The photophysics of RITC-NC
conjugates were investigated by steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic methods.
The goal of this study is to design and characterize a NC-dye platform that is suitable
for FRET-based sensing purposes.
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11.2 Results and Discussion
11.2.a Synthetic Design
The most challenging issue to overcome when designing a NC-based donor-
acceptor FRET pair is the appropriate modification of the NC surface. Synthesized in
high-boiling, coordinating solvents of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and
hexadecylamine (HDA), the NCs are covered in long alkyl chains that permit them to be
natively soluble in nonpolar solvents, such as hexanes and chloroform. In order to reach
the goal of incorporating NCs for optical sensing, especially in biological environments,
it is essential for the NCs to be soluble in water; therefore, the ligand coating of the NCs
must be altered to present a hydrophilic interface. Many methods for water-soluble NCs
exist, either by encapsulating a NC via modifications with a layer of silica shell 4 or
amphiphilic polymers, 9 or by directly exchanging the native oily ligands with
monodentate thiols, 5,24 phospholipids, 25 dendrimers, 26 oligomeric phosphines,27 or
multidentate thiols.28-3 1 An ideal NC scaffold should have the following properties:
(1) impart water solubility
(2) preserve the high quantum yields of the NCs
(3) provide a functional handle for covalent conjugation of acceptor molecules
(4) offer long-term stability in aqueous solutions
(5) allow for facile and large scale synthesis
Based on these requirements, a method of encapsulating NCs using an amphiphilic
polymer was chosen. Micellular encapsulated NCs are attractive, because instead of
displacing the original TOPO capping, which can drastically reduce the quantum yield,
the hydrophobic portion of the amphiphilic polymer interdigitates within the long alkyl
chains of the cap to coat the NC. When placed in a polar solvent, the hydrophilic
segment of the polymer presumably situates itself on the surface of the QD to be
miscible with aqueous solutions. Bruchez and co-workers have reported micellular
encapsulated semiconductor quantum dots using N-octylamine modified poly(acrylic
acid) for labeling markers in cells.9 However, the amphiphilic polymer only presents
carboxylic acid functionality, limiting the scope of the methods able to conjugate
acceptor dyes. In order to access a wider variety of coupling strategies to NCs, we
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modified poly(acrylic acid) with 5-amino-l-pentanol, which adds hydroxyl functionality to
NCs as shown in Scheme 11.1. In the design presented here, 40% of the acid groups in
1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) were targeted for functionalization with N-octylamine, as
previously reported; 9 an additional 40% of the acid group were functionalized with 5-
amino-1-pentanol and the remainder (20%) was left as free carboxylic acid. Water-
soluble CdSe/ZnS NCs were prepared with this polymer as shown in Scheme 11.2. The
quantum yield depends on the quality of the NC used. We achieved quantum yields in
water as high as 50% for NCs with suitable inorganic overcoating.
Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC) was chosen to be the acceptor dye for the
study of energy transfer from polymer coated NCs. The dye exhibits a high extinction
coefficient and a Xmax,abs = 556 nm. 32 CdSe NCs can be easily synthesized so that their
emission matches this wavelength thereby engendering RITC as an ideal FRET
acceptor for NCs. In addition, the isothiocyanate functionality is readily susceptible to
nucleophilic attack by the hydroxyl group of the amphiphilic polymer to yield a
covalently-bonded thiocarbamate conjugate, as depicted in Scheme 11.3. The average
Scheme II1.1 (Top) Synthesis of N-octylamine-modified poly(acrylic acid) reported by
Wu, 9 and (bottom) the additional 5-amino-1-pentanol modification incorporated for
coupling acceptor dyes to NCs through the hydroxyl functionality.
0O
'OH 0.4 equiv. N-octylamine, EDC
C' OH DMF
1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) octylamine-modifiedpoly(acrylic acid)
O
iC 0.4 equiv. N-octylamine, EDC,
1OH 0.4 equiv. 5-amino-l-pentanol
SCOH
DMF
1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) octylamine and aminopentanol-
modified poly(acrylic acid)
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number of dyes conjugated to each NC was controlled through stoichiometry, and the
constructs were separated from excess uncoupled dye and starting material through
dialysis with 50,000 molecular weight cutoff centrifugal filters until the filtrate was
optically transparent.
Scheme 11.2 A simple mixture of the amphiphilic polymer with NCs (precipitated from its
growth solution with methanol) imparts water solubility in a facile manner.
Po
0o
C'N
0
OH
02 C"N OH
1. CHCl3
2. vac.
3. H20
Scheme 11.3 Conjugation of the acceptor dye to the water-solubilized NCs proceeds in a
one-step process.
C,
H3CH 2C-N O -CH2CH 3
CH2CH3 H2CH 3
DMF
°
COOH ( /
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11.2.b Characterization of the Amphiphilic Polymer
The efficacy of energy transfer has been the chief (or sole) means of
characterization of NC FRET constructs. Poor materials characterization of modified
NCs seems to be the rule rather than the exception.4' 8'9 We wished to undertake a more
extensive analysis of the RITC-NC conjugates. Therefore, an emphasis on
characterization was a major objective of this work. The characterization of the N-
octylamine and 5-amino-l-pentanol modified poly(acrylic) acid can be described as
challenging at best. This section discusses the characterization attempts for the
amphiphilic polymer used in this study.
Proton NMR of the N-octylamine and 5-amino-l-pentanol modified poly(acrylic
acid) revealed very broad peaks presumably due to the amphiphilic nature of the
polymer.33' 34 The peaks were too broad to accurately integrate or reference in order to
probe the degree of side-chain coupling to the polymer backbone. Qualitative
information could be obtained through IR spectroscopy (Figure 11.1), as amide peaks
can be distinguished at 1653 cm- 1 and 1551 cm- 1 and the carbonyl peak can be
distinguished at 1718 cm-1 . Unfortunately, an amide bond of N-octylamine conjugated
to the poly(acrylic acid) backbone is hardly distinguishable from an amide bond of 5-
45
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Figure 11.1 IR spectrum of 5-amino-l-pentanol and N-octylamine modified poly(acrylic
acid).
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amino-1-pentanol conjugated to the backbone, and indeed, only one amide environment
is present in the IR spectrum. Attempts were made to determine exact molecular
weights with MALDI-TOF (matrix assisted laser desorption by ionization with time-of-
flight detector) and ESI (electrospray ionization) mass spectrometry; however, the
polymer did not fly, even with attempts to dope with sodium ions, change matrices, and
vary concentrations.
Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) gave qualitative insight to the degree of
coupling. Figure 11.2 shows a calibration curve of five polystyrene molecular weight
standards that was used to extrapolate the molecular weights of the polymer samples.
By comparing the retention times of 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid), 40% octylamine-
modified poly(acrylic acid), and 40% octylamine / 40% 5-amino-1-pentanol modified
poly(acrylic acid) against the retention times of polystyrene standards, approximate
masses were found. The molecular weights estimated by GPC are given in Table 11.1.
The increasing trend in molecular weights from poly(acrylic acid) to the N-octylamine-
modified polymer to the N-octylamine/l 5-amino-l-pentanol-modified polymer confirmed
that the degree of coupling increased. The molecular weight obtained by GPC
UUU
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Figure 11.2 GPC calibration curve of molecular weights vs. retention time. Polystyrene
standards of 5 molecular weights (0), poly(acrylic acid) (+), N-octylamine modified
poly(acrylic acid) ( ), and N-octylamine and 5-amino-l-pentanol-modified poly(acrylic
acid) (+) are shown.
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Table 11.1 Samples studied by gel permeation chromatography. Expected molecular
weight assumes 100% coupling efficiency, and molecular weight calculated from GPC is
given vs. polystyrene.
Expected Molecular
Sample Molecular Weight
Weiaht GPC
Poly(acrylic acid) 1800 1824
N-octylamine-modified poly(acrylic acid) 2910 2555
N-octylamine / 5-amino-I-pentanol modified poly(acrylic acid) 3760 3978
correlates well to the weights that were expected for a coupling efficiency of 100%.
However, two aspects prevent us from assigning absolute molecular weight. First, the
molecular weights are calibrated against a poly(styrene) standard, which has a very
different structure compared to poly(acrylic acid). Second, the structures of the three
polymers listed in Table 11.1 are varied enough that their viscosities are likely to be
different. Viscosities affect the flow rate of a polymer through a gel, which affects the
retention time. Therefore, the three samples cannot be directly compared to allow for a
direct calculation of the degree of coupling of the side chains. However, enough
information was obtained through this technique to qualitatively state that N-octylamine
and 5-amino-l-pentanol are both contained as side chain groups as part of the polymer
to provide a method to water-solubilize NCs and to provide the hydroxyl group
functionality.
11.2.c Photophysical Properties
The UV-vis absorption spectra of RITC, water-solubilized unconjugated
CdSe/ZnS NCs, and RITC-NC conjugates are presented in Figure 11.3. The spectra of
the RITC-NC conjugates clearly exhibit the absorption characteristics of both the NC
(with the broad absorption feature extending to the bluer wavelengths) and RITC (with
the dye first absorption feature at Xmax = 556 nm). The UV-vis spectrum of each
conjugate can therefore be deconstructed into the two components, and since the
extinction coefficients of each chromophore at a specific wavelength can be calculated,
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Figure 11.3 UV-vis spectra of RITC (red solid line -), NC (black solid line -), and RITC-
NC conjugates with RITC:NC ratio of 12:1 (orange dashed line - - -), 2.5:1 (yellow solid
line - ---), 0.8:1 (green dashed line - -), and 0.3:1 (blue dashed line - - -).
an estimate of the RITC to NC ratio can be ascertained. Four different samples with dye
to NC ratios of 12:1, 2.5:1, 0.8:1 and 0.3:1 were obtained.
The emission spectra of the RITC, NC, and the RITC-NC conjugates are shown
in Figure 11.4. The samples were excited at ,ex = 350 nm, where the NC absorption is
large and the RITC absorption is minimized. Accordingly, the choice of this excitation
wavelength minimized direct excitation of the acceptor dye. As illustrated in Figure 11.4,
the sample with the most dye conjugated (12:1) exhibits features nearly identical to the
dye; only a minor CdSe emission is observed. Conversely, the emission spectrum of the
sample with the least conjugation (0.3:1) resembles that of the CdSe NC. These
comparative results are indicative of energy transfer, as the FRET efficiency is greater
for the more conjugated sample where the spectral overlap is greatest.
As discussed in Chapter I, F6rster theory correlates the rate and efficiency of
energy transfer to the spectral overlap of donor and acceptor molecules (which is the
predominant factor for the critical transfer distance, Ro), their spatial arrangement, and
the number of acceptor molecules per donor.35 The Ro between 540 nm emitting NCs
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Figure 11.4 Emission (kex = 350 nm) of RITC (red solid line -), NC (black solid line -),
and RITC-NC conjugates with RITC:NC ratio of 12:1 (orange dashed line - - -), 2.5:1(yellow solid line ), 0.8:1 (green dashed line - -), and 0.3:1 (blue dashed line - - -).
Where there is sufficient concentration of RITC conjugated to NC, the emission
resembles RITC.
with 3% QY and RITC acceptor in water, assuming random dipole orientation, was
calculated as 36 A using eq. 1.8. This Ro falls within the typical FBrster distance range of
20 - 90 A.35 As shown by the data in Figure 11.2, increasing the number of acceptor
molecules, m, enhances the FRET efficiency. This result is consistent with the
prediction of eq. 1.10. The sample with the most dye conjugated to the NC (12:1)
exhibits almost no NC emission owing to efficient FRET from NC to dye.
In order to ensure that the emission spectra obtained reflected FRET instead of
trivial re-absorption of the NC emission by the dye-acceptor, uncoupled mixtures of
RITC and CdSe/ZnS were prepared. The isothiocyanate on the RITC was allowed to
hydrolyze in water and then the solution was mixed with the NCs. The re-absorption
efficiency depends on the total concentration of dye in solution, whereas the FRET
efficiency requires the dye to be proximate to the NC. The absorbances of each
component were matched to that of a control RITC-NC conjugate to ensure that the
relative concentrations would be comparable. The RITC:NC ratio for the conjugate was
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Figure 11.5 Emission spectra of the mixture of NC and RITC (solid green line -) vs. the
Forster Pair of the conjugated NC-RITC (red dashed line -- -), normalized by the
maximum intensity of the dye emission. (Inset) The concentrations are matched by
absorbance.
calculated as 11:1 for this control experiment. Figure 11.5 clearly shows substantial
residual NC emission in the unconjugated mixture, in contrast to the nearly exclusive
emission from the dye in the conjugate. From this result, it can be concluded that trivial
re-absorption of NC emission by the dye cannot account for the enhanced dye emission
when tethered to the NC surface. In addition, dialysis of the mixture yielded the
uncoupled NCs, confirming that there are no additional interactions between the
rhodamine dye and NCs.
In order to gain insight into the origin of the excited energy that is emitted by the
acceptor dye, the NC-RITC constructs were studied by photoluminescence excitation
spectroscopy (PLE). By monitoring the emission at one single wavelength and scanning
a range of excitation wavelengths, the intensity of emission for each excitation
wavelength gives information on which species is excited and which is responsible for
the emission of the acceptor molecule. Figure 11.6 shows the PLE spectra collected for
RITC, NC and the RITC-NC conjugates. The emission intensity was monitored at em =
620 nm, where only the dye emits, and excitation wavelengths were scanned from 350
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Figure 11.6 PLE spectra of RITC (red solid line -) and RITC-NC conjugates with
RITC:NC ratio of 12:1 (orange dashed line - - -), 2.5:1 (yellow solid line ), 0.8:1 (green
dashed line - -), and 0.3:1 (blue dashed line - - -). The emission of each sample is
scaled to the Xmax of dye at 583 nm to highlight the differences of each sample in the
bluer wavelengths. The arrow points to the NC 1 st absorption feature.
nm to 620 nm. If energy transfer is occurring from the NC, high emission intensity is
expected when the excitation wavelength falls in the UV, due to the broad NC
absorption band; however, if there is no energy transfer, the excitation spectrum is
expected to mirror the RITC absorbance spectrum, as only the excitation of the dye
should be responsible for the observed emission. The absorption spectra of the
conjugates indicate minimal change in the absorption spectrum of the dye upon binding
to NCs. Figure 11.6 reveals that there is a NC component to each PLE spectrum of the
conjugates, except for the sample with the greatest concentration of dye (12:1). The
lack of the NC contribution to the observed emission can be explained by the fact that
the spectrum is overwhelmed by the dye absorption, which presumably indicates that
the emission spectra of the 12:1 RITC:NC conjugate is most likely due to direct
excitation of the dye. However, the PLEs for the rest of the conjugates exhibit emission
intensity in the blue excitation wavelengths (between 350 - 500 nm) that can only be
attributed to the NC. As the ratio of dye to NC increases, the emission intensity from the
/I
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NC component decreases, which can be explained by the fact that the energy from one
excited NC is distributed among multiple dyes upon FRET.
FRET was further characterized by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy.
The lifetime is useful for obtaining FRET rates and structural information of the donor-
acceptor pair. Note that issues such as direct dye excitation and trivial re-absorption are
not a problem in time-resolved measurements, which focus on decay rates rather than
emission intensities. Time-resolved fluorescence decay curves were fit by convolving a
bi-exponential decay curve with the signal obtained from the instrument response. CdSe
exciton recombination has been reported to be bi-exponential due to an existence of
two different kinds of excitonic states,36 with which our results are consistent.
The donor (NC) lifetimes of the RITC-NC conjugates and the NC were extracted
from the photoluminescence decay spectra of the NC emission and are presented in
Figure 11.7. Because the NC emission of the conjugate with the highest dye coupling
(12:1) was completely quenched, lifetime data on the donor of this particular conjugate
could not be obtained. The decay curves show that the lifetimes of the NC emission in
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Figure 11.7 Time-resolved fluorescence decay curves of NC (black solid line -) and
RITC-NC conjugates with RITC:NC ratio of 2.5:1 (yellow solid line -- ), 0.8:1 (green
dashed line - -), and 0.3:1 (blue dashed line - - -). The lifetimes of NCs in the
conjugates are quenched.
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Table 11.2 FRET parameters obtained from time-resolved fluorescence measurements.
Sample RITC:NC
Sample Ratio Long TD/ns Short TD/ ns r/A E /% kFRET/s - 1
CdSe/ ZnSCdSZ  14.11 2.01NC
RITC-NC 2.5:1 6.12 0.87 40 57 3.8 x 107
RITC-NC 0.8:1 6.20 0.53 33 56 1.2 x 108
RITC-NC 0.3:1 9.18 0.12 33 35 1.2 x 108
the RITC-NC conjugates are shorter than the lifetime of the emission of the
unconjugated NC itself. The degree of quenching is also proportional to the number of
acceptor dyes per NC, which is indicative of enhanced efficiency of energy transfer.
By examining the decay in the region where NC emission is dominant, lifetimes
(TD), rate of energy transfer (kFRET) and efficiency of energy transfer (E) were calculated
and are listed in Table 11.2. The longer lifetime component is assigned to the band edge
excitonic recombination' 6 and was used to calculate the E, r, and kFRET using eqs. 1.7 -
1.10. The construct with more dyes conjugated (2.5:1) shows the highest energy transfer
efficiency of 57%. Even with minimal amounts of acceptor dye attached (0.3:1), the
efficiency is still high, on average approximately 40%. The rate of energy transfer was
found to be on the order of 108 s- 1. One possible explanation for the discrepancy
between the donor-acceptor distances, r, may be the potential inhomogeneity arising
from the way the amphiphilic polymer forms a micelle around the NC. Consequently the
donor-acceptor distance would be changed. The conjugate with the shorter distance
exhibits a dramatic increase in the efficiency of energy transfer, emphasizing that the
distance between the donor and acceptor is crucial for the rate and efficiency of FRET.
Another explanation is potential aggregation of the NCs in some samples. The NC
maximum emission wavelengths appeared to drift, as shown in Figure 11.4. If the NCs
themselves undergo FRET to emit a lower-energy photon, the spectral overlap between
the donor and acceptor would increase, which in turn will increase kFRET. However, given
that the efficiency of a RITC-NC conjugate with only one dye per NC is high, the utility of
the amphiphilic polymer scaffold for NC FRET studies is evident.
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11.3 Concluding Remarks
There are many advantages offered by the NC-dye conjugates as they combine
the positive features of NC with the emissive properties of the dye. The photophysical
properties of a water-soluble NC covalently conjugated to a dye through the use of a
new amphiphilic polymer was investigated. Fluorescent resonance energy transfer
(FRET) was found to be present and efficient even with a single dye acceptor. This
result is consistent with the observations of Mattoussi and co-workers who have
investigated the energy transfer from a NC to various acceptor dyes (cyanines and
rhodamines). 14 The ease of synthesizing the NC-RITC construct underscores the
significance of this work. Unlike other reports, a distinguishing feature of the construct
studied in this Chapter is the ability to solubilize and the functionalize NCs at once. The
synthesis of the polymer and the coupling of the dye to the NC are both facile. The
functionalization of the polymer allows for multiple energy acceptor molecules to be
coupled easily and permits an increased efficiency in energy transfer.
An immediate application of energy transfer between CdSe/ZnS NC and an
energy acceptor is chemical and biological sensing. By providing a straightforward
method of coupling a receptor molecule onto the NC, a plethora of new NC-acceptor
constructs may be synthesized. As developed by Mattoussi and co-workers, adding a
quencher molecule onto the NC, which subsequently becomes displaced when the
appropriate analyte comes along permits a turn-on sensor to be constructed. 20 ' 37
Alternatively, any acceptor molecule that changes its absorbance properties upon
binding an analyte will in turn modulate the emission of the NC through FRET, thus
leading to yet another sensing strategy based on harnessing the energy transfer
properties in such constructs. As the analyte interaction with the NC-construct is in
equilibrium, this sensing strategy is reversible. This latter approach to sensing using
NCs will be discussed in Chapters III, IV, and V.
11.4 Experimental Procedures
11.4.a Materials and Methods
Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC), decylamine, anhydrous N,N'-
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dimethylformamide (DMF), trioctylphosphine oxide (90%, TOPO), cadmium 2,4-
pentanedionate, dodecanal, 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid), 5-amino-l-pentanol, N-
octylamine, 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hydroxide in methanol and Sephadex LH-20
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. 1-Ethyl-3,3'-dimethylaminopropylcarbodiimide
(EDC), hexadecylamine (HDA), bis-(trimethylsilyl)sulfide [(TMS) 2S], and diethylzinc
(ZnEt2) were purchased from Fluka. Selenium shot and hexylphosphonic acid (HPA)
were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Trioctylphosphine (TOP) was purchased from Strem
Chemicals. All air sensitive materials were handled in an Omni-Lab VAC glove box
under dry nitrogen atmosphere with oxygen levels < 0.2 ppm. All materials were used
as purchased, except for TOPO and 5-amino-l-pentanol, which were purified through
vacuum distillation, and diethylzinc which was passed through a 0.2 pm syringe filter
before use. Centrifugal filters equipped with a 50,000 Da molecular weight cutoff
(MWCO) dialysis membrane were purchased through Millipore Corporation.
11.4.b Spectroscopic Characterization
UV-vis spectroscopy of RITC-coupled CdSe/ZnS was measured on a Hewlett-
Packard 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer with the Chemstation software version
A.06.03. Steady-state fluorescence measurements were obtained in a 1 cm pathlength
cuvette from a custom-built Photon Technology Instruments fluorometer installed with a
Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube and a 150 W Xe excitation lamp.
Quantum yield (0) measurements were calculated using eq. 11.1, where A is the
measured absorbance at the excitation wavelength, I is the integrated emission
intensity, and rq is the refractive index of the solvent.
(D C r) 4-f Isample 17sample
sample ef Ampl reI .17ref (.
The quantum yield of the reference, Dref, was taken to be 0.95 for rhodamine 590 in
ethanol. 38
A 400 nm emitting Ti:Sapphire laser equipped with a gated intensified CCD
camera was used to obtain time-resolved fluorescence spectra. Data were collected at
room temperature using a 1 cm optical path fluorescence cuvette. Matlab was used to fit
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the lifetime decay curve as a bi-exponential decay.
All NMR spectra were collected at the MIT Department of Chemistry
Instrumentation Facility (DCIF) on a Varian Inova 500 MHz NMR Spectrometer at room
temperature. Chemical shifts are reported using the standard 8 notation in ppm and are
referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) using the residual 1H signal of the deuterated
solvent, CD30D, as an internal standard. IR Spectra of samples were collected on a
Perkin-Elmer 2000 FTIR Spectrometer. Gel permeation chromatography was performed
on a Hewlett-Packard series 1100 HPLC instrument equipped with a PLgel 5 lm (300 x
7.5 mm) column and a diode-array detector at 254 nm using THF as the eluent at a flow
rate of 1.0 mL/I min.
11.4.c Synthesis of CdSelZnS Nanocrystals
CdSe NCs overcoated with ZnS were prepared using a modified literature
method. 39 4 1 A vial containing cadmium 2,4-pentanedionate (0.317 g, 0.00100 mol),
dodecanal (0.50 mL, 0.0023 mol) in trioctylphosphine (6.0 mL, 0.014 mol) was
degassed at 180 oC for an hour, then cooled to yield a homogenous bright yellow
solution. 1.5 M trioctylphosphine selenide (TOPSe, 4 mL, prepared from dissolving 5.92
g Se shot into 50 mL TOP) was subsequently added to the vial being cooled to room
temperature. The contents of the vial were subsequently injected rapidly at 360 oC into
a three-necked flask (equipped with an air condenser, temperature controller, and a
stirbar) containing degassed solvent of trioctylphosphine oxide (6.25 g, 0.0162 mol),
hexadecylamine (5.75 g, 0.0238 mol), and trioctylphosphine (3.4 mL, 0.0076mol). The
temperature of the reaction was lowered immediately by removing the heating mantle to
obtain NCs with emission wavelength of 520 nm.
The bare CdSe NCs were precipitated out of the growth solution with butanol and
methanol twice and brought up in 4 mL hexanes. The NCs were overcoated by injecting
the hexane solution of core CdSe into a degassed solvent of distilled trioctylphosphine
oxide (10.0 g, 0.0259 mol) and n-hexylphosphonic acid (0.40 g, 0.0024 mol). The
hexane was removed in vacuo at 80 oC, and decylamine (0.50 mL, 0.0020 mol) was
added. After stirring for 1 hr, the solution temperature was raised to 140 oC. A precursor
solution of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide and diethylzinc in 5.0 mL trioctylphosphine was
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slowly dripped at approximately 1 drop per second using an addition funnel. Exact
amounts were chosen to yield a -3 monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare CdSe NCs.
The final emission wavelength was 540 nm with a FWHM of 30 nm. The quantum yield
of NCs prepared in this manner was generally on the order of 20 - 30% against a
rhodamine 590 standard which is taken to be D = 0.95 in ethanol.38
II.4.d Synthesis of N-Octylamine-modified Poly(acrylic acid)
A functionalized polymer was synthesized by derivatizing a fraction (40%) of the
carboxylic acid groups of a 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) (2.0 g, 0.0011 mol) with N-
octylamine (1.44 g, 0.0110 mol) using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) (2.12 g, 0.0110 mol) in N,N'-dimethylformamide according to a previous report.9
The functionalized polymer was purified by size-exclusion chromatography using
Sephadex LH-20 with methanol as the mobile phase. 'H NMR (500MHz, CD 3OD, 8):
3.15 (br s), 2.25 (br, s), 1.98 (s), 1.60 (br s), 1.46 (br s), 1.28 (s), 0.866 (s). IR (KBr,
cm-'): 3289 (OH, br), 2930-2853 (CH, aliphatic), 1712 (C=O), 1641 (CO-NH-R), 1564
(CO-NH-R).
II.4.e Synthesis of N-Octylamine and 5-amino-1 -pentanol-modified
Poly(acrylic acid)
A functionalized polymer was synthesized by coupling a fraction (40%) of the
carboxylic acid groups of a 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) (2.0 g, 0.0011 mol) with N-
octylamine (1.44 g, 0.0110 mol) using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) (2.12 g, 0.0110 mol) in N,N'-dimethylformamide according to a previous report.9
An additional 40% of the acid groups were coupled to vacuum-distilled 5-amino-1-
pentanol (1.13 g, 0.0110 mol) using EDC (2.12 g, 0.0110 mol) in DMF, while the
remaining 20% was left as free carboxylic acid. The functionalized polymer was purified
by size-exclusion chromatography using Sephadex LH-20 with methanol as the mobile
phase. 1H NMR (500MHz, CD 30D, 8): 3.66 (br s), 3.53 (br s) 3.11 (br s), 1.50 (br s),
1.42 (br s), 1.28 (s), 0.89 (s). IR (KBr, cm-'): 3365 (OH, br), 2928 - 2857 (CH, aliphatic),
1718 (C=O), 1653 (CO-NH-R), 1531 (CO-NH-R).
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11.4.f Preparation of Polymer Micelle Encapsulated NCs
Water-soluble CdSe/CdZnS NCs were prepared by precipitating 0.50 mL of the
NC stock solution. The resulting dried CdSe/ ZnS (5 mgs) was added to octylamine and
5-amino-1-pentanol modified poly(acrylic acid) (30 mgs) in a vial and dissolved in
chloroform. The chloroform solution was sonicated and stirred vigorously for 1 hour,
after which the solvent was removed in vacuo.
11.4.g Preparation of NC-RITC Conjugates
Four individual samples of the polymer coated NCs were dissolved in 2 mL DMF,
to which controlled amounts of RITC ((3.0 mg, 5.6 imol), (0.30 mg, 0.56 jlmol), (0.060
mg, 0.11 jimol), (0.030 mg, 56 nmol)) in 1 mL DMF were added and stirred overnight.
Evaporation of DMF and addition of H20 and 0.1 mL 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide in methanol yielded water-solubilized CdSe/ZnS NCs conjugated to RITC.
The conjugates were purified by dialysis through Millipore centrifuge tubes equipped
with 50000 MWCO filters. After multiple washings, the free dye was completely
removed from the NC-dye construct as verified by the absence of the parent dye
absorption features in the UV-vis absorption spectrum of the filtrate.
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II.1 Introduction
Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) serve as useful fluorescent labels owing to
their photostability, continuous absorption spectra, and efficient, narrow and tunable
emission, as introduced in Chapter I.1-6 Whereas NCs are useful in identifying position in
a microenvironment, their intrinsic insensitivity to the presence of most biological or
chemical agents renders them of limited utility as sensing probes of that
microenvironment. An important step in this direction has been the recent development
of water soluble CdSe NCs with the ability to sense target analytes through the use of a
quencher displacement strategy using Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
(FRET) as a signal transduction mechanism, as was discussed in Chapter 1.6.b.7-11
These previous studies, however, do not demonstrate reversible chemical sensing
using fluorescent NCs. In addition, previous sensing constructs rely on self-assembled
recombinant fusion protein to coat the NCs and to provide a functional handle for the
attachment of dyes, which makes the synthesis tedious.
A new surface encapsulation of CdSe NCs was explored in Chapter II. The N-
octylamine and 5-amino-1-pentanol modified poly(acrylic acid) serves to impart water
solubility as well as to provide a hydroxyl functional group for isothiocyanate or ester
coupling. CdSe nanocrystal energy transfer studies with an acceptor dye, rhodamine
isothiocyanate (RITC), revealed a high transfer efficiency even with a donor:acceptor
ratio of 1:1. This Chapter describes efforts to take advantage of the information obtained
from Chapter II in order to synthesize a reversible and ratiometric CdSe nanocrystal
sensor. As a proof-of-concept, pH, or H+ concentration, was targeted as the analyte of
interest. We show that a reversible NC-based fluorescent sensor can be designed by
conjugating a dye with an equilibrium response to an analyte to the surface of a
CdSe/CdZnS NC, and that such a sensor can be synthesized easily using the polymer
coating described in Chapter II. The dual emissive nature of the NC-dye conjugate
naturally lends itself to ratiometric sensing. By properly controlling the energy transfer
between the NC and dye, a general method for ratiometric NC sensors can be
developed, thus providing a mean for detecting analytes with high precision, irrespective
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of changes in excitation intensity, excitation wavelength, probe concentration, or
collection efficiency.
111.2 Results and Discussion
111.2.a Synthetic Design
Our synthetic strategy focused on a method that would allow for reversible and
ratiometric sensing using fluorescent NCs. By tethering a dye with an equilibrium
response to an analyte to the surface of a CdSe/ZnS NC, a FRET-based reversible
sensor could be designed. The choice of the analyte-sensitive FRET acceptor centered
on four basic requirements:
(1) The acceptor must be absorptive where the FRET donor (CdSe NCs)
emits, between X = 525-660 nm
(2) The acceptor should possess functional groups (i.e. -OH, -COOH, -NH2)
that would be amenable to covalent conjugation to the donor NC
(3) The acceptor must exhibit a change in its optical absorptive properties
with respect to analyte concentration
(4) The acceptor must have no absorption where the donor NC is excited, in
order to minimize direct excitation
The first two points are necessary for efficient FRET for a NC-acceptor pair. While the
third and fourth requirements are not necessarily required for a NC based FRET sensor,
these features allow for the modulation of FRET efficiency through changes in the
spectral overlap, J, (as opposed to donor-acceptor distance, r) as the signal
Scheme 111.1 Synthetic steps for the pH-sensitive squaraine dye, 4.
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Scheme 111.2 A sensor constructed from a colloidal CdSe NC that is overcoated with an
outer layer of ZnS. The native phosphine oxide ligands are encapsulated with an
amphiphilic polymer upon which a pH sensitive squaraine dye is conjugated.
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transduction mechanism. The modulation of spectral overlap is particularly convenient
and advantageous for pH sensing, as most pH sensors are colorimetric sensors by
nature. Based on the above four requirements, a squaraine-based pH sensitive dye that
exhibits both pH-sensitive absorption and emission 12 was chosen as the FRET acceptor
in this proof-of-concept reversible NC sensor. The squaraine pH dye was synthesized in
four simple steps, as illustrated by Scheme 111.1. The overall yield for the four-step
synthesis was 21%, and the final product contained four carboxylic acid groups that
allow for facile covalent coupling to the NCs.
CdSe NCs overcoated with ZnS and capped with trioctylphosphine oxide ligands
were encapsulated by a hydrophobically modified poly(acrylic acid) in order to impart
water solubility.13 In addition to modifying with octylamine, 5-amino-l-pentanol was also
used to modify the poly(acrylic acid) in order to add hydroxyl moieties on the polymer
scaffold. The squaraine dye was linked to the polymer backbone via ester linkages
using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) as the coupling agent to
make the NC sensor as shown in Scheme 111.2. We have also found that the same dye
conjugation method may be applied to NCs that have been cap exchanged with
dihydrolipoic acid-functionalized polyethylene glycols, a water-solubilization method
developed by Mattoussi and co-workers, which is discussed in more detail in Chapters
IV and V.14 The samples were easily purified with dialysis filters to ensure that
unreacted dyes were removed from the sample. The following photophysical discussion
pertains to the polymer-encapsulated NC-squaraine constructs.
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111.2.b Photophysical Properties
The sensing action of the NC-squaraine conjugate is imparted by modulation of
the FRET efficiency arising from the engineered overlap of the pH-sensitive dye
absorption spectrum with the (pH-insensitive) quantum dot emission (Figure 111.1).
Owing to the pH dependence of the dye absorption spectrum, the spectral overlap
between the dye absorption and the NC emission increases as the pH is lowered. The
spectral overlap integral, J, is directly related to the critical FRET distance, R0, which in
turn affects the energy transfer efficiency, E, according to eqs. 1.8 and 1.9. The inset of
Figure II1.1 shows a calculation of Ro as a function of pH, with the assumption of a
dipole orientation factor being random at K2 = 2/3, and the NC possessing a Gaussian
emission centered at 620 nm with a 30 nm FWHM and a 30% quantum yield. At high
pH, FRET should be inefficient as the spectral overlap is small. Hence, the emission
spectrum should be dominated by luminescence from the NC. As the pH is lowered, Ro
grows larger and the FRET efficiency increases owing to a strengthening of the dye
absorption cross-section EpH(X). The NC emission should then be quenched as a result
of energy transfer to the dye, which will in turn become more emissive. While the
E
,
0
450 500 550 600 650 700
X/nm
Figure II1.1 The pH dependent absorption profile of the squaraine dye. Also shown ingray and black dashed line are the emissions of the dye and NC, respectively, at pH6.0. The inset shows the critical transfer distance (Ro) for FRET.
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squaraine dye has a pH-sensitive absorbance, consisting of both acidic and basic form,
it only has a single emissive state; the change in emission is due to the planarity of the
squaraine pH dye, 4, being broken when the phenolic protons are deprotonated,
causing changes in the electronic structure of the molecule. 12 At neutral pH, hydrogen
bonding interactions between the oxygen atoms on the squaraine backbone and the
hydroxyl groups on the phenol forces the molecule to be planar and rigid, allowing for
the confirmation with the maximum fluorescence. Owing to the single-emissive nature of
the squaraine dye, the quenching of NC emission can be directly correlated to the rise
in dye emission, and the construct itself may be seen as a two-state dual emission
sensor. The modulation between the two emissions is directly related to the pH-
dependent FRET rate and efficiency.
The results shown in Figure II. and Figure 111.3 are consistent with the calculated
trend in Ro and expected FRET efficiency. Figure II. shows the response of the
absorption profile of the NC-dye conjugate. The NC to dye ratio, which was 3.4:1, was
determined by decomposing the absorption spectra and using the known optical
cross-sections for the NC and dye.1' As observed for the free dye in homogeneous
solution (Figure II1.1) the dye absorption band is suppressed under basic conditions.
Consequently, energy transfer from the NC to the dye is inefficient and the emission
spectrum shown in Figure 111.3 is dominated by the NC at 613 nm. As pH is lowered, the
absorption cross-section of the dye is increased and FRET from the NC to the dye
becomes more efficient; emission from the NC-dye conjugate is now dominated by that
of the dye at 650 nm. The largest changes occur near the dye pKa of 8.8. The steady-
state emission results are confirmed by time-resolved emission studies of the NC-dye
conjugate. As shown in Figure 111.4, NC emission of a conjugated sensor has a reduced
lifetime with t = 19 ns as compared to that of the unconjugated NC with ' = 31 ns.
Forster analysis of the quenching according to eq. 1.9 suggests that the overall
efficiency of energy transfer for this construct is 40%. These results establish that the
emission from the NC donor is quenched by the presence of the organic dye acceptor,
as has been previously observed in other constructs.7 ' 9'1 6
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Figure 111.2 The UV-visible absorption profile of a water-soluble (3.2 nm radius) NC-
squaraine dye conjugate changes as a function of pH (- 6.0, - - - 7.0, - 8.0, - - - 9.0
and - 10). Both the highly absorptive NC features in the blue, as well as the pH
dependent nature of the dye are preserved in the conjugate.
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Figure 111.3 The emission profile of a water-soluble (3.2 nm radius) NC-squaraine dye
conjugate changes as a function of pH (- 6.0, - - - 7.0, - 8.0, - - - 9.0 and - 10) with
Xex = 380 nm. The normalized spectra show pH dependence with an isosbestic point
appearing at 640 nm. The overall quantum yield of this construct is 7 ±1 %.
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Figure 111.4 The time-resolved NC
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Figure 111.5 The pH dependent emission (- 6.0, - - - 7.0, - 8.0, - - - 9.0 and - 10) of a
NC-squaraine conjugate with a 7.5 : 1 dye to NC ratio, as calculated by decomposing
the absorption spectra, shown in the inset.
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Emission of a construct with a different dye to NC ratio is shown in Figure 111.5.
Note that the overall emission profile differs from that shown in Figure 111.3 owing to
different dye loading. However, in both cases, the modulation of the FRET efficiency by
pH results in an emission between the NC and dye that is naturally ratiometric. The
change in the NC-dye emission occurs about an isosbestic point at 640 nm. The
important point drawn from these results is that the isosbestic point is maintained
regardless of loading, and thus, sensing may be performed without the need for precise
control of the loading ratio. As long as a point that remains independent of pH exists, a
simple calibration curve may be constructed by plotting the ratio of dye or NC emission
intensity to the isosbestic point as a function of pH.
In order to prove that the dye emission of our constructs (when excited at .ex =
380 nm) is indeed due to FRET instead of direct excitation, the pH dependence on the
emission of the squaraine dye, the NC alone, as well as that of a NC-dye mixture, were
investigated. Figure 111.6 shows the emission spectra of the squaraine alone at various
pH. The emission is highest at neutral pH and is minimized at basic pH. Compared to
the squaraine dye, the response of the NC to pH is minimal, as shown in Figure 111.7.
The UV-visible and steady-state emission spectra of a mixture of NCs and squaraine
dye in different pH environments are shown in Figure 111.8 and Figure 111.9. The pH
dependent nature of the dye, when mixed in a solution of NCs, is still conserved as
seen in Figure 111.8 and looks very similar to the absorption of the tethered construct
(Figure III.). However, in Figure 111.9, the squaraine emission is hardly present when
excited at 380 nm, where only the NC absorbs. This is in stark contrast to Figure 111.3
and Figure 111.5 where dye emission is present in the tethered construct. The lack of
FRET in the mixture case indicates that the NC and the dye do not associate without
the covalent tether, confirming the importance of the linking chemistry in the sensor.
The distance dependent nature of FRET underscores the necessity of a covalent bond
between the NC and the acceptor dye.
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Figure 111.6 The pH-dependent emission
10) of the squaraine dye at kex = 615 nm.
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Figure 111.7 The emission spectra of NCs at different pH (- 6.0, -7.0, - 8.0, -.- 9.0
and - 10) at Xex = 380 nm is similar to each other. The inset shows the pH-independent
absorption profile of the NCs.
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Figure 111.8 UV-visible profile of NC and dye mixture, with the inset showing the close-
up of the first absorption feature of the NC and the pH dependent absorption of the dye
(pH= - 6.0, -7.0, - 8.0, - 9.0 and - 10).
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Figure 111.9 Normalized emission spectra
Note the lack of dye emission.
of the NC and dye mixture (Xex = 380 nm).
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111.2.c Ratiometric Sensing
The NC-squaraine sensor functions by the modulation of the FRET efficiency by
analyte concentration, in this case, protons. The resulting optical emission is ratiometric,
due to the existence of an isosbestic point at 640 nm. The solution pH can be read out
precisely by taking the ratio of each emission peak intensity or area (NC and dye) to the
intensity at the isosbestic point, which functions as an internal reference. This
ratiometric approach is powerful when compared to typical chem- and bio-sensors that
display a single intensity-based response to analytes (i.e. either brightening or
darkening) because the ratiometric construct is not sensitive to fluctuations of light
excitation or collection efficiency as sensing is self-referencing.7 '18
To highlight the importance of the self-referencing capability of our constructs
compared to other organic sensing nanomaterials, we have examined the effect of
modulating the excitation intensity and wavelength on the normalized fluorescent
spectra of the sensor in pH 6 and pH 10 buffered solutions. In separate experiments,
-130 nm silica microspheres were added to the solutions to produce a highly scattering
medium. Figure 111.10 shows the resulting emission spectra, normalized by area. Using
the ratio of NC to dye emission in clear solutions as a calibration, we are able to
reproduce the emission ratio to within 5% when altering the excitation intensity over -1
decade and varying the composition of the environment. Such precision is impossible to
be achieved by the dye alone.
In addition, the continuous absorption manifold of the CdSe NCs results in a
bandshape independent of excitation-wavelength, a feature that is not present in single
molecular ratiometric sensors.19 When excited at kex = 380 nm, 450 nm, and 520 nm,
the emission profile remained constant between pH 6 and 10, as shown in Figure II1.11
Thus, the NC-dye conjugate does not need to use two independent excitation sources
(or alternatively a single excitation specifically at an absorptive isosbestic point) for
proper function.
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Figure 111.10 The ratio of NC to dye emission varies such that the pH is determined
within 5% when altering the slit entrance of the Xe lamp excitation of the fluorometer (- -
- 0.5 mm; -- 2.00 mm) and when examining the construct within a highly scattering
media (-) shown by the picture of the vial.
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Figure II1.11 Emission of the
(Xex = - 380 nm; - 450 nm;
NC-dye construct is
- 520 nm).
independent of excitation wavelength
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111.3 Concluding Remarks
In summary, a new strategy for chemical and biological sensing was developed
by tethering emissive water solubilized NCs to environmentally sensitive dye molecules.
The sensitivity of our sensors can be tuned to other pH regimes by altering the pKa of
the dye. In addition, other pH dyes may be used for which we match the nanocrystal
emission to overlap the new dyes's absorption. We have observed a ratiometric
response to pH owing to the modulation of FRET efficiency between the emissive NC
and dyes conjugated to the NC surface. The approach can be generalized to other
sensing targets because the narrow, size-tunable emission spectrum of NCs enables
them to be FRET donors that may be easily custom-engineered to match the acceptor
absorption features of a dye conjugated to the surface of the NC. Taken together with
the broad excitation spectrum and photostability conferred by NCs, the reversible and
ratiometric approach presented here makes NCs versatile agents for chemical and
biological sensing.
111.4 Experimental Procedures
111.4.a Materials and Methods
3-Benzyloxyaniline, t-butylbromoacetate, 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene
(proton sponge), 10% palladium on carbon, 3,4-dihydroxy-3-cyclobutene-1,2-dione
(squaric acid), decylamine, N-octylamine, anhydrous N,N'-dimethylformamide (DMF),
trioctylphosphine oxide (90%, TOPO), cadmium 2,4-pentanedionate, dodecanal, 1800
MW poly(acrylic acid), 5-amino-l-pentanol and Sephadex LH-20 were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. 1 -Ethyl-3,3'-dimethylaminopropylcarbodiimide (EDC),
hexadecylamine (HDA), Bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide [(TMS) 2S], and diethylzinc (ZnEt2) were
purchased from Fluka. Selenium shot, dimethylcadmium (CdMe 2), and n-
hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Trioctylphosphine (TOP)
was purchased from Strem Chemicals. Silica microspheres (0.13 gm mean diameter)
were obtained from Bangs Laboratories, Inc. All air-sensitive materials were handled in
an Omni-Lab VAC glove box under dry nitrogen atmosphere with oxygen levels < 0.2
ppm. All materials were used as purchased, except for TOPO and 5-amino-l-pentanol,
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which were purified through vacuum distillation, and diethylzinc and dimethylcadmium,
which were passed through a 0.2 lm syringe filter before use. Centrifugal filters
equipped with a 50,000 Da molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) dialysis membrane were
purchased through Millipore corporation.
111.4.b Spectroscopic Characterization
UV-visible spectroscopy of squaraine-coupled CdSe/ ZnS was measured on a
Hewlett-Packard 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer with the Chemstation software version
A.06.03. The samples were diluted in appropriate standard pH phosphate buffers for pH
6-8 and borate buffers for pH 9 and 10. Steady-state fluorescence measurements were
obtained in a 1 cm pathlength cuvette from a custom-built Photon Technology
Instruments fluorometer installed with a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube and a
150 W Xe excitation lamp. Quantum yield (0) measurements were calculated using eq.
11.1. The quantum yield of the reference, iref, was taken to be 1.00 for rhodamine 640 in
ethanol.20
A 400 nm emitting Ti:Sapphire laser equipped with a gated intensified CCD
camera was used to obtain time-resolved fluorescence spectra. Data were collected at
room temperature using a 1 cm optical path fluorescence cuvette. Matlab was used to fit
the lifetime decay curve as a bi-exponential decay.
All NMR spectra were collected at the MIT Department of Chemistry
Instrumentation Facility (DCIF) on a Varian Mercury 300 MHz or Varian Inova 500 MHz
NMR spectrometer at room temperature. Chemical shifts are reported using the
standard 8 notation in ppm and are referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) using the
residual 1H signal of the deuterated solvent, CDCI3, CD30D, or DMSO-d 6, as an internal
standard. IR Spectra of samples were collected on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FTIR
spectrometer.
111.4.c Synthesis of Squaraine pH Dye
The squaraine dye was synthesized by a modified literature procedure and is
described below.12
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III111.4.c.1 N-[2-(1,1 -dimethylethoxy)-2-oxoethyl]-N-[3-(phenylmethoxy)
phenyl]glycine, 1,1 -dimethylethyl ester (1)
In a 50 mL aluminum foil covered round bottom flask, 3-benzyloxyaniline (1.99 g,
0.0100 mol) was allowed to react for 12 hours with excess butylbromoacetate (5.91 mL,
0.0400 mol) in the presence of a proton sponge (1,8-bis(dimethylamino) naphthalene) in
35 mL refluxing dry acetonitrile under nitrogen. Precipitated salts were removed through
filtration, and solvent was removed through rotary evaporation to isolate a crude yellow
oil. Purification by flash chromatography (CH 2CI2) gave the bis-alkylated
benxyloxyaniline product, 1, in 63% yield. 1H NMR (300MHz, CDCI 3, 8): 7.44-7.31 (m,
5H, -OCH 2C6H5), 7.10 (dd, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, meta Ar H), 6.39 (dd, J = 8.4 and 2.4, 1H, Ar
H), 6.25-6.19 (m, 2H, Ar H), 5.02 (s, 2H, -OCH2C6H5), 3.99 (s, 4H, -NCH 2COOtBu), 1.46
(s, 18H, -C(CH 3)3)-
111.4.c.2 N-[2-(1,1 -dimethylethoxy)-2-oxoethyl]-N-(3-hydroxyphenyl)
glycine, 1,1-dimethylethyl ester (2)
Compound 1 (3.32 g, 0.00630 mol) dissolved in 25 mL ethanol was placed in a
50 mL round bottom flask to which 10% mol Pd/ C (0.075 g) was added. The flask was
subsequently equipped with a balloon filled with H2 gas and flushed with H2 twice. The
balloon was refilled with H2 , sealed, and the solution was stirred vigorously for 6 hours.
Ethanol was removed through rotary evaporation. Purification by flash chromatography
(1:1 pentane: ether) gave the deprotected aniline, compound 2 in 40% yield as a pale
yellow oil. 'H NMR (300MHz, CDC13, 8): 7.02 (dd, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, meta Ar H), 6.21 (dd,
J = 8.1 and 2.4, 1H, Ar H), 6.12 (dd, J = 7.8 and 2.4, 1H, Ar H), 6.06 (t, J = 2.4, 1H, Ar
H), 5.46 (s, 1H, -OH), 3.97 (s, 4H, -NCH 2COOtBu), 1.46 (s, 18H, -C(CH 3)3)-
111.4.c.3 1,3-bis[4-[bis(tert-butoxymethyl)amino]-2-hydroxyphenyl]-
2,4-dihydroxy-cyclobutenediylium (3)
Compound 2 (0.885 g, 0.00240 mol) was allowed to react with 3,4-dihydroxy-3-
cyclobutene-1,2-dione (squaric acid, 0.142 g, 0.00120 mol) in a refluxing 1:1 solvent
mixture of toluene and n-butanol (50 mL) to form a dark green solution with red
fluorescence. Water, formed during the reaction, was removed through azeotropic
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distillation. Upon cooling, the product, compound 3, precipitated as green needles in
84% yield. 'H NMR (300MHz, CDCI 3, 8): 6.27 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 2H, Ar H), 6.24 (d, J = 2.1,
2H, Ar H), 6.08 (d, J = 2.7, 2H, Ar H), 4.11 (s, 8H, -CH2COOtBu), 1.49 (s, 36H, -
C(CH 3)3)-
III.4.c.4 1 ,3-bis[4-[bis(carboxymethyl)amino]-2-hydroxyphenyl]-2,4-
dihydroxycyclobutenediylium (4)
To an ethanolic solution of compound 3 (0.509 g, 0.000647 mol) was added
trifluoroacetic acid, and the mixture was stirred for five hours. All solvent was removed
in vacuo to yield a shiny green powder, compound 4, in quantitative yield. "H NMR
(500MHz, DMSO-d 6, 6): 13.03 (br s, 4H, -COOH), 11.86 (br s, 2H, -OH), 7.74 (d, J =
8.5, 2H, Ar H), 6.52 (d, J = 9.5, 2H, Ar H), 6.07 (s, 2H, Ar H), 4.35 (s, 8H, CH2COOH).
UV-vis (pH 6 phosphate buffer) kmax, nm (E): 635 (280,000). UV-vis (pH 10 borate
buffer) Xmax, nm (a): 616 (115,000).
111.4.d Synthesis of CdSe/CdZnS Nanocrystals
CdSe NCs overcoated with alloyed CdZnS were prepared using a modified
literature method.21,22 A vial containing cadmium 2,4-pentanedionate (0.317 g, 0.00100
mol), dodecanal (0.50 mL, 0.0023 mol) in trioctylphosphine (6.0 mL, 0.014 mol) was
degassed at 180 oC for an hour, then cooled to yield a homogenous bright yellow
solution. 1.5 M trioctylphosphine selenide (TOPSe, 4 mL, prepared from dissolving 5.92
g Se shot into 50 mL TOP) was subsequently added to the vial being cooled to room
temperature. The contents of the vial were subsequently injected rapidly at 360 oC into
a three-necked flask (equipped with an air condenser, temperature controller, and a stir
bar) containing degassed solvent of trioctylphosphine oxide (6.25 g, 0.0162 mol),
hexadecylamine (5.75 g, 0.0238 mol), and trioctylphosphine (3.4 mL, 0.0076 mol). The
growing CdSe NCs were then maintained at 240 oC until the desired emission
wavelength of 600 nm was reached.
The bare CdSe NCs were precipitated out of the gross solution with butanol and
methanol twice and brought up in 4.0 mL hexanes. The NCs were overcoated by
injecting the hexane solution of core CdSe into a degassed solvent of distilled
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trioctylphosphine oxide (10.0 g, 0.0259 mol) and n-hexylphosphonic acid (0.40 g,
0.0024 mol). The hexane was removed in vacuo at 80 oC, and decylamine (0.50 mL,
0.0020 mol) was added. After stirring for one hour, the solution temperature was raised
to 160 oC. Two separate precursor solutions of (1) bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide in 5.0 mL
trioctylphosphine and (2) a 80:20 molar ratio of diethylzinc and dimethylcadmium in 5.0
mL trioctylphosphine were slowly dripped in over the course of two hours using a
syringe pump. Exact amounts were chosen to yield a -5 monolayer coating of ZnS on
the bare CdSe NCs. The final emission wavelength was 613 nm with a FWHM of 30
nm. The quantum yield of NCs prepared in this manner was generally on the order of
70% against a rhodamine 640 standard which is taken to be (D = 1.00 in ethanol.20
111.4.e Synthesis of N-octylamine and 5-amino-l-pentanol-modified
Poly(acrylic acid)
A functionalized polymer was synthesized by coupling a fraction (40%) of the
carboxylic acid groups of a 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) (2.0 g, 0.0011 mol) with
octylamine (1.44 g, 0.0110 mol) using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) (2.12 g, 0.0110 mol) in DMF according to a previous report.13 An additional 40%
of the acid groups were coupled with vacuum-distilled 5-amino-l-pentanol (1.13 g,
0.0110 mol) using EDC (2.12 g, 0.0110 mol) in DMF, while the remaining 20% was left
as free carboxylic acid. The functionalized polymer was purified by size-exclusion
chromatography using Sephadex LH-20 with methanol as the mobile phase. 1H NMR
(500MHz, CD 3OD, 8): 3.66 (br s), 3.53 (br s) 3.11 (br s), 1.50 (br s), 1.42 (br s), 1.28 (s),
0.89 (s). IR (KBr, cm-~): 3365 (OH, br), 2928-2857 (CH, aliphatic), 1718 (C=O),
16583(CO-NH-R), 1531 (CO-NH-R).
111.4.f Preparation of Polymer Micelle Encapsulated NCs
Water-soluble CdSe/CdZnS nanocrystals were prepared by precipitating 0.50 mL
of the NC stock solution. The resulting dried CdSe/ CdZnS (5 mgs) was added to
octylamine and 5-amino-l-pentanol modified poly(acrylic acid) (30 mgs) in a vial and
dissolved in chloroform. The chloroform solution was sonicated and stirred vigorously
for 1 hour, after which the solvent was removed in vacuo.
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111.4.g Preparation of NC-squaraine Conjugates
A vial with squaraine pH dye 4 (2.0 mg, 0.0038 mmol) and EDC (4.0 mg, 0.021
mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of DMF and stirred for 10 minutes. The polymer-coated
nanocrystals were solubilized in 5 mL DMF, to which the squaraine pH dye solution was
added and stirred overnight. Removal of DMF in vacuo and addition of H20 and 0.1 mL
0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hydroxide in methanol yielded water-solubilized
CdSe/CdZnS NC conjugated with the squaraine dye. The pH dye-nanocrystal
conjugates were purified by dialysis using centrifugal filters equipped with 50,000 Da
MWCO filters to remove any unreacted dye and other side-products. After multiple
washings, the free dye was completely removed from the conjugates, as verified by the
absence of the parent dye absorption features in the UV-visible absorption spectrum of
the filtrate.
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IV.1 Introduction
Chapter III introduced the first reversible and ratiometric nanocrystal (NC) based
FRET sensor, with the squaraine dye acting as the pH sensitive energy acceptor. By
engineering the construct so that the emission of the NC overlaps with the pH-
dependent absorption of the squaraine dye, FRET from the NC donor to the dye
acceptor was modulated by pH. An isosbestic point was observed in the emission
spectrum from the NC construct which permits the sensor to be self-calibrating when
taking the ratio of either dye or NC emission intensity to the emission intensity at the
isosbestic point. Although this work represents an important proof-of-concept for the
general method in developing ratiometric NC sensors, the biological utility of the
construct is limited due to the high pKa of the sensor (pKa - 8.8) and the potential lability
of the ester bond linking the dye to the NC. Ester bonds are often susceptible to
cleavage by extracellular esterases,' and any type of NC-receptor conjugate probing
the biological milieu must be robust to such degradations. In addition, the squaraine dye
in aqueous solution was revealed to have limited stability when exposed to light at room
temperature.2
An ideal pH sensor for biological applications would include the following design
features:
(1) An acceptor dye with physiological pH sensitivity (pK, - 7.3)
(2) A NC-dye conjugation strategy that features more robust bonds, e.g. amides
(3) Stability against photobleaching of the construct
(4) An acceptor dye that exhibit pH-sensitive absorbance and/or quantum yield
which can be exploited to construct a ratiometric emission spectrum when
paired with a NC donor that emits between 520 nm and 660 nm
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Whereas most requirements are determined by the properties of the acceptor
dye itself, an NC scaffold that would readily lead to a formation of an amide bond
depends on the water solubilization method of the NCs. Two general methods were
explored in this Chapter to impart water solubility to the NCs (Scheme IV.1). First, as
shown in Chapters II and III, an amphiphilic polymer may be used.3'4 Second, a direct
'cap exchange', or the displacement of the native trioctylphosphine oxide ligands with
new ligands, provides an alternative strategy to modify the surface chemistry and
solubility of NCs. 5-7 The two different methods have varying advantages and
disadvantages. Polymer encapsulated NCs tend to be bright, robust, and stable in water
because the native ligands are conserved, which minimizes any additional oxidative
damage or introduction of surface defects. However, the NCs tend to be quite large (20-
Scheme IV.1 Two general methods of imparting water solubility to a NC have distinct
advantages and disadvantages. An example of micellular encapsulation shown in this
scheme utilized N-octylamine-modified poly(acrylic acid), and dihydrolipoic acid is the
ligand used to displace TOPO in the second example.
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30 nm diameter) and the exact nature of the polymer interaction with the NCs is difficult
to characterize. On the other hand, water-soluble NCs prepared through a cap
exchange have the potential to be more compact (less than 10 nm diameter), since the
original ligand layer is not retained. They may be readily characterized through
conventional spectroscopic methods such as NMR because they are small molecule
surfactants8; however, they are less stable due to ligand dissociation and exhibit lower
quantum yields, possibly as a result of additional chemistry taking place directly on the
surface of the NCs.
Another important criterion for sensing in a biological environment is the use of
excitation within the 'optical window' between 700 nm - 1100 nm so that background
absorption is minimized. 9'10 Most probes and dyes generally are excited by visible blue
to UV-light. In addition, excitation with a high energy photon leads to tissue damage and
autofluorescence in biological specimens. Multiphoton microscopy allows for the
excitation of probes using two (or more) simultaneous photons of lower energy light,
allowing for minimal scattering of excitation, diminished photodamage, and excitation of
probes confined to a small excitation volume.9 11 In addition, this technique is popular in
biological imaging because it is non-invasive and significant depth penetration may be
achieved, thus providing a high three-dimensional resolution due to the small excitation
volume.11' 1 2 NCs possess a distinct advantage for multiphoton excitation schemes since
they have very high two-photon absorption cross-sections, two-to-three orders of
magnitude higher than those of conventional organic dyes.13
This Chapter explores and describes the differences in the properties of various
NC scaffolds so as to achieve the best candidates for biological sensing applications.
Three main coupling strategies are discussed and compared. The investigation of our
sensors using two-photon microscopy is also introduced as we apply the NC-dye
sensors towards biological applications.
IV.2 Results and Discussion
IV.2.a Choice of the pH Sensitive Acceptor
Fluorescent pH indicators used extensively in biological applications include
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CypHer 5E 14 ,1 5 , fluorescein 16 , 2',7'-bis-(2-carboxyethyl)-5-(and-6)-carboxyfluorescein
(BCECF)17, 5-(and-6)-carboxynaphthofluorescein 8, and SNARF-5F.' 9 With the
exception of cyanine based dyes, most common pH indicators are fluorescein
derivatives, the pH response of which can be modified by following general trends.
Starting with fluorescein, longer emission wavelengths are accessed by appending
phenyl groups to the xanthene backbone. pK, is lowered by installing electron-
withdrawing functionalities on the xanthene backbone, and in the case of the SNARF
sensors, a dual-emissive response is engendered by the rhodamine-like half.
Fluorescein and BCECF absorbed at wavelengths that are too high in energy to match
CdSe emission. Cyanine based dyes such as CypHer 5E tend to be susceptible to
photobleaching.20,21 5-(and-6)-Carboxynaphthofluorescein has a pKa of 7.6, which is too
high for our targeted applications in a tumor environment. Conversely, a very similar
dye, 1,2,7,8-dibenzofluorescein exhibits an ideal pKa of 6.0022 for such applications.
Accordingly, a sample of 1,2,7,8-dibenzofluorescein was prepared via a
condensation of phthaloyl dichloride with 1,3-dihydroxynaphthalene under heat. The
hydrophobic nature of the dye, however, caused NC-dye sensing constructs to
precipitate at lower pH. Also the dye exhibited poor photostability when conjugated to
the NC.2 Consequently, subsequent work was undertaken using SNARF-5F 5-(and-6)
carboxylic acid as the dye. SNARF-5F was chosen owing to its broad pH-sensitive
absorbance (from 450 nm - 650 nm, Xmax of 579 nm, see Figure IV.1), its pH dependent
absorbance and emission, a pKa of 7.2 (which is slightly lower than the physiological
pKa of 7.3), and the presence of carboxylic acid functional groups that can be useful for
amide coupling.
IV.2.b Strategies of Amide Bond Formation between NC and SNARF
The condensation of a carboxylic acid and an amine to form an amide bond is
straightforward and well-documented.2 3 An amide linkage can in principle be
established between a carboxylic acid-bearing NC and an amine-presenting dye
substituent, or vice versa. The polymer-coated NCs described previously in Chapters II
and III naturally incorporate carboxylic acids and therefore, our initial strategy focused
on modifying SNARF-5F with an amine for its subsequent coupling to the NC (Section
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Figure IV.1 pH-dependent absorption and emission of SNARF-5F (blue line - pH 5,
green line - pH 6, red line - pH 7, teal line --- pH 8, purple line - pH 9). The structure
of the SNARF-5F is shown in the upper left.
IV.2.d). As SNARF-5F already contains carboxylic acid groups, methods to install
amines on the NC were also explored. The acid terminated micellular encapsulated
NCs were further modified with bis-amines to enable subsequent coupling with SNARF-
5F (Section IV.2.f). Finally, a poly(amido amine) dendrimer ligand was synthesized for a
cap exchange to incorporate amines on the surface of quantum dots (Section IV.2.h).
IV.2.c NC-NHS Ester as a Synthon
The tactic to modify SNARF-5F with an amine for coupling NCs was a natural
choice since N-octylamine modified poly(acrylic acid) NCs have a surface rife with
carboxylic acids. 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) is a water
soluble peptide coupling agent that is used to effect the formation of amide bonds by
activating the carboxyl group to form an unstable O-acylisourea intermediate. Addition
of N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) to an EDC-activated acid forms a NHS ester that is
selectively reactive towards amines.2 4 When an overwhelming excess of EDC and NHS
were added to the micelle coated NCs in distilled water, the NCs immediately
precipitated, leaving a clear solution behind. The determination of the NC-NHS ester
was based on its solubility properties, although the FTIR spectrum confirmed the
presence of multiple C=O stretches (Section IV.4.h). The polymer coating imparts
solubility because it is ionized at neutral pH. Conversion to the NHS ester yields a
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neutrally charged and less hydrophilic NC, which is problematic due to its propensity to
precipitate out of solution. Replacing the NHS with a sulfonated derivative, N-
hydroxysulfosuccinimide (S-NHS) mitigates precipitation of the NCs, since the ester
maintains its ionized form. Nevertheless, over the course of several hours, precipitation
of the NCs does occur.
After decanting the supernatant and isolating the NC-NHS as a precipitate, NC-
NHS was shown to completely re-dissolve in DMF, chloroform, or neat liquid amines.
The formation of the NC-NHS ester is an example of how an NC can be prepared in a
similar fashion to a molecular compound. The NC-NHS ester may be prepared and
stored for chemical transformations at a later time.
IV.2.d NC-SNARF Construct with Micelle Encapsulated NCs and
Amine-terminated SNARF-5F
The carboxylic acid of SNARF-5F was modified with ethylenediamine by using
(benzotriazol-1 -yloxy)tris(dimethylamino)phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (BOP) and
1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) as ester intermediate stabilizers as shown in Scheme
IV.2. The reaction of amine-modified SNARF-5F with 580 nm emitting NCs was
attempted in water using sulfo-NHS. However, the reaction proceeds with low coupling
efficiency. Therefore, the SNARF-5F was coupled to the NC-NHS ester (Scheme IV.3),
which was prepared as discussed in Section IV.2.c. The NC-NHS ester was dissolved in
DMF, to which the aminated SNARF was added. A small catalytic amount of a tertiary
amine, diisopropylethylamine (DIEA), was added in order to ensure that the amine was
deprotonated and nucleophilic. After stirring overnight, the DMF was removed in vacuo
and 0.2 M NaOH was added to guarantee the complete hydrolysis of NHS esters on the
Scheme IV.2 Modification of SNARF-5F with ethylenediamine
BOP, HOBT, DIEA
DMF
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Scheme IV.3 Conjugation of amine-modified SNARF-5F to NC-NHS ester
1)
DIEA, DMF
2) vac.
3) 0.2 M NaOH
NC surface. As the esters were hydrolyzed, the NC-SNARF construct slowly dissolved
in aqueous solution, which was subsequently neutralized and purified through dialysis
with deionized water.
The photophysical properties of the NC-SNARF construct with an
ethylenediamine linker is shown in Figure IV.2 and Figure IV.3. When the spectra from
Figure IV.2 is deconstructed into the dye and NC components and their concentrations
estimated, the dye:NC ratio was found to be approximately 15. Figure IV.3 shows that
the NC emission decreases and the SNARF emission increases as the pH increases,
which is indicative of energy transfer. The NC donor emission is increasingly quenched
as the spectral overlap increases with increased pH. The construct remains responsive
to pH; however, the pKa appears to shift as evidenced by the maximal change in the
emission intensity between pH 8-10, which does not provide sensitivity in the
physiological range. As shown in Figure IV.1, 580 nm excitation of the NC-dye construct
is predominately captured by the basic form of the SNARF-5F. The maximal change in
pH for the basic form of the SNARF absorbance occurs between pH 8-10. Therefore, it
is possible that the pKa of the SNARF emission is higher because energy transfer from
the NC putatively occurs to the basic form of SNARF.
In order to probe whether the NC emission wavelength affected the pKa of the
dye sensitivity profoundly, 550 nm emitting ZnSel CdSe/ ZnS NCs were coupled to the
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Figure IV.2 UV-vis absorbance spectra of ethylenediamine linked 580 nm emitting NC-
SNARF construct at pH 6 (blue solid line -), pH 7 (green dashed line - -), pH 8 (red
dashed line --), pH 9 (teal dashed line -- -), and pH 10 (purple solid line -).
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Figure IV.3 Normalized emission spectra (Xex = 365 nm) of ethylenediamine linked 580
nm emitting NC-SNARF construct at pH 6 (blue solid line -), pH 7 (green dashed line -
-), pH 8 (red dashed line --), pH 9 (teal dashed line - -), and pH 10 (purple solid line
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Figure IV.4 UV-vis absorbance spectra of ethylenediamine linked 550 nm emitting NC-
SNARF construct at pH 6 (blue solid line -), pH 7 (green dashed line - -), pH 8 (red
dashed line --), pH 9 (teal dashed line - ), and pH 10 (purple solid line -).
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Figure IV.5 Normalized emission spectra (Xex = 365 nm) of ethylenediamine linked 550
nm emitting NC-SNARF construct at pH 6 (blue solid line -), pH 7 (green dashed line -
-), pH 8 (red dashed line --), pH 9 (teal dashed line -. ), and pH 10 (purple solid line
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aminated SNARF-5F. The photophysical properties are shown in Figure IV.4 and Figure
IV.5. Although a higher energy emitting NC was used, the apparent pKa of the sensor
did not change from the construct shown in Figure IV.2 and Figure IV.3.
IV.2.e pH Dependence Studies on Modified SNARF-5F
Two main concerns arise from the apparent higher pKa shift in the sensor
response. First, the emission spectrum is different when the acid or the base form is
excited. Second, there exists a possibility that, upon conjugating SNARF-5F, changes in
the pKa will occur that determine the relative population of acid and base forms as a
function of pH. Based on the studies from Section IV.2.d, the emission spectra seen
when acid or base form of SNARF-5F is excited are similar to each other. The pH
dependence on aminated SNARF was investigated to see whether the electronic
structure of the dye itself was modified when an amide bond was introduced to the
molecule. Specifically, the emission of ethylenediamine-modified SNARF and the N-
octylamine modified poly(acrylic acid)-coupled SNARF (prepared through BOP and
HOBt coupling) were compared to that of unmodified SNARF-5F (Figure IV.6). As
shown, the SNARF-5F emission is not substantially perturbed when ethylenediamine is
coupled to the carboxylic acid group; a slight increase in the emission of the basic form
is observed at pH 6. In contrast, conjugation of the dye to the N-octylamine modified
poly(acrylic acid) through an ethylenediamine linker shows a difference at pH 6. The
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Figure IV.6 Comparison of the pH dependent SNARF-5F emission to modified SNARF-
5F emissions: pH 6 (blue solid line -), pH 7 (green dashed line - -), pH 8 (red dashed
line --), and pH 9 (teal dashed line - -). Emissions are corrected by absorbance at the
excitation wavelength (Xex = 543 nm).
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emission intensity at pH 6 is enhanced relative to those at other pH values, and the acid
form of the dye at pH 6 predominates. One possible explanation for the change in
spectral shape can be the environment that the amphiphilic polymer provides; the
proximity of the ionized carboxylate groups may alter the pKa of the dye due to
Coulombic interactions, enhancing its acidic form as shown in Figure IV.6. In addition,
the amphiphilic polymer may provide a more hydrophobic environment to the dye as
well, which can in turn modulate the electronic properties of the dye. However, the
contrast shown in the emission of the SNARF-5F tethered to the polymer is not
significant enough to explain the change in the apparent pKa of the NC-sensor. The
structure and polarity of the free polymer in the solution may be different than those on
the NC. The SNARF-5F's proximity to the NC may change the emissive properties of
the dye owing to the different dielectric environment that the NC bestow upon the dye or
the different polarity of the environment, both of which could alter the emission spectra.
IV.2.f Micellular NC Scaffold with Bis(amino)PEG Linker
A second strategy that we pursued for conjugating SNARF to NCs was to modify
the polymer coated NCs with amine functionality afforded by a bis(amino) PEG linker.
The amine surface permitted the use of unmodified SNARF-5F conjugation. Moreover,
poly(ethylene glycol) derivatives are biocompatible.6,25 26 In addition to being the source
of amine functionality, the aminoPEG ligand increases the distance between the dye
and NC. If, as suggested above, the proximity of the NC to dye causes the apparent
shift in the pKa of the SNARF-5F dye, then the use of a linker that is approximately 4.8
nm long and with a different environment from the modified poly(acrylic acid) should
mitigate the changes seen in the dye response.
A NC-NHS synthon was prepared, dried and reacted with neat O,O'-bis-(2-
aminopropyl)polypropylene glycol-block-polyethylene glycol-block polypropylene glycol
500, which effectively is a poly(ethylene glycol) that is terminated at both ends with a 2-
aminopropyl group. The NC-NHS ester dissolved readily in the bis-aminoPEG liquid to
give a clear solution. Subsequent addition of water resulted in the formation of a slight
precipitate, which was removed with a 0.2 Lm syringe filter. Dialysis of the aqueous
solution of NCs removed the excess aminoPEG starting material to yield
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Scheme IV.4 Coupling of SNARF-5F to an aminoPEGylated NC
DMF, BOP, HOBT, DIEA
aminoPEGylated polymer encapsulated NCs. Removal of water and addition of DMF
and DIEA completed the preparation of aminoPEGylated NCs for peptide coupling
under organic conditions. SNARF-5F was activated with BOP and HOBT and added to
the NC solution to make the NC-dye conjugate shown in Scheme IV..
Figure IV. and Figure IV.8 illustrates the photophysical properties of the
aminoPEGylated NC-SNARF sensor. Figure IV. shows that a high dye to NC ratio was
obtained by the large absorbance intensity of the SNARF dye; we estimate 16 dyes per
NC by deconstructing the spectra in Figure IV. into the dye and NC components,
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Figure IV.7 UV-vis absorbance spectra of bis(aminoPEG) linked 570 nm emitting NC-
SNARF construct at pH 6 (blue solid line -), pH 7 (green dashed line - -), pH 8 (red
dashed line --), pH 9 (teal dashed line - ), and pH 10 (purple solid line -- ).
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Figure IV.8 Steady-state emission spectra (ex= 365 nm) of bis(aminoPEG) linked 570
nm emitting NC-SNARF construct at pH 6 (blue solid line -), pH 7 (green dashed line -
-), pH 8 (red dashed line --), pH 9 (teal dashed line - -- ), and pH 10 (purple solid line
obtaining their relative concentrations. Figure IV.8 indicates that the greatest change in
the NC-dye emission intensities occur between pH 8 and 10. Unfortunately, increasing
the distance between the NC and dye did not circumvent the problems seen in the
micellular NC sensing constructs that were discussed in Section IV.2.d of this Chapter.
IV.2.g The Switch from Micellular NC-SNARF to Cap-exchanged
SNARF Sensors
Sections IV.2.d and IV.2.f described two methods by which SNARF-5F pH-
sensitive acceptor was coupled to a micelle encapsulated NC. In most cases, the dye
emission is not intense compared to the NC emission, decreasing sensitivity of the
sensor. In addition, coupling through the use of an NC-NHS ester resulted in some
precipitation of the NCs, presumably due to aggregate formation, which also decreased
the overall yield for the synthesis. Donor emission wavelength and the NC-acceptor
distance were varied to see whether the cause of the apparent pKa could be
determined; however, neither of these two factors could explain the shift in the apparent
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pKa of the sensor. Coupling of the SNARF-5F to the N-octylamine modified poly(acrylic
acid) changes the pH response of the SNARF emission somewhat, but does not explain
the significant change shown in the emission of the sensing construct. Two additional
factors could be considered for the lack of pH sensitivity in the desired physiological pH
range. First, the NC emission is bright relative to the SNARF emission, which may
cause the acid form of the SNARF-5F emission to be overwhelmed. The use of NCs
that emit to the blue of 550 nm may potentially be helpful in regaining the sensitivity of
the SNARF-5F by allowing the acid form of the emission to be more easily detected.
More importantly, sensitivity can be obtained if dye emission was more intense in the
spectra of the conjugate. The distance between the NC and the SNARF is large when
using micellular encapsulated NCs. Micelle encapsulated NCs are -15 nm in diameter.
Addition of bis(aminoPEG) will add approximately 4.8 nm to the radius (with 12 PEG
units, at approximately 4 A per unit, and completely elongated), as approximated by a
model (Chem 3D Ultra software package). Efficiency of energy transfer depends
strongly upon the donor-acceptor distance and the number of acceptor molecules per
donor. The construct in Section IV.2.f exemplified a construct with a high (16:1) dye to
NC ratio, with the dye emission nonetheless significantly weaker than the NC emission.
Therefore, the donor-acceptor distance must be responsible for the lack of efficient
energy transfer. The longer donor-acceptor distance imposed by the bis(aminoPEG) as
compared to the micellular constructs, in addition to the slight precipitation problems
encountered during amide bond formations between the dye and the NC, compelled us
to consider cap-exchanged water-soluble NCs as a mean to covalently coupled
conjugates.
IV.2.h Dendrimer-capped NC-SNARF Sensors
The use of poly(amido amine) (PAMAM) dendrimer ligands as caps for the NCs
was explored for the construction of a bio-compatible sensor. The advantage of using
PAMAM is two-fold: (1) The "starburst" structure provides a high degree of valency for
coupling of multiple dye substituents per NC, and (2) the amines allowed for the
formation of a robust amide bond. Dendrimer-capped NCs have been previously
reported by Wisher et al. to water-solubilize NCs through a cap-exchange with a
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thiolated PAMAM dendrimer. 27 These dendrimer-coated NCs were then shown to
permeate through the cell membrane and act as good transfection agents for other
proteins and molecules, when they were incubated together in the cells. 27 However, in
Wisher's work, the dendrimers were modified with mercaptopropionic acid, which only
coordinates to the NCs in a monodentate fashion. Other reports have shown that the
stability of water-soluble NCs relying on a monodentate thiol ligand coordination is
short-lived.6,28
In order to prepare dendrimer coated NCs with greater stability, our dendritic
ligand was prepared as shown in Scheme IV.5. Instead of modifying PAMAM with
mercaptopropionic acid, dihydrolipoic acid, a bidentate thiol, was chosen to enhance the
stability of the NCs. The cap-exchange of the NCs was accomplished by a facile phase-
exchange method, as shown in Scheme IV.6, where the distilled water was layered on
top of a vigorously stirred chloroform/methanol (3:2 by volume) solution of NCs and
excess dendrimer ligand (10-fold excess by mass). Over the course of few hours, the
colorful NCs phase transfer to the top aqueous layer, leaving excess ligands in the
organic phase. After water-solubilization, NCs possessing appreciable quantum yield
(26%) were obtained, which was greater than NCs capped with other thiolated or DHLA-
based molecules. The DHLA-PAMAM NCs were also found to be stable for months
when stored at 4 OC.
The EDC-mediated coupling of the SNARF-5F to the surface of the NCs was
Scheme IV.5 Synthetic scheme of the DHLA-PAMAM adduct for ligand exchange of
NCs.
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Scheme IV.6 Schematic description of ligand exchange of NCs. Note: The structure of
the PAMAM ligand is abbreviated for clarity.
l/tJ
performed in distilled water. The use of the bicarbonate buffer system, conventional in
peptide coupling chemistry, resulted in poor coupling yields and precipitation of the
amine-terminated NCs. However, a high coupling efficiency was achieved in distilled
water owing to the high valency of the amines on the NCs. The yield of the reaction was
as high as 86%, which was measured by determining the amount of unreacted dye that
was filtered by dialysis.
The hydrodynamic radius of the dendrimer capped NCs was determined by
dynamic light scattering measurements and was observed to be 16 ± 1 nm. The large
size, as well as the stability, of the construct is most likely explained by the cross
coupling of the dendrimers, through dithiol ring formation, to give multiple PAMAM
layers on the NC. The pKa of a primary amine on a generation 1 PAMAM dendrimer is
9.00.29 The dendrimer-NC scaffold that is comprised of branched amines may be prone
to slight size changes based on the pH due to protonation of the scaffold, which adds
another dimension to Forster analysis. Unlike in our previous work4 , the FRET efficiency
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may reflect changes in the donor-acceptor distance (r) in addition to the changes in the
spectral overlap. However, because the pKa of the PAMAM amine is relatively high, the
changes encountered in biological environments (pH 5 - 7.2) will be minimal.
The UV-vis spectrum at each pH value (Figure IV.9) is a composite sum of the
continuous NC absorption in the higher energies and of the pH dependent SNARF-5F
absorption between 470 - 620 nm. By separating the NC and the dye contributions to
the overall conjugate spectrum, the large dye to NC ratio of 26 to 1 was estimated for
this construct (Figure IV.10). Steady-state emission (Figure IV.11) exhibits spectra that
are indicative of FRET that is pH dependent. When the construct was excited at kex=
365 nm, where the SNARF-5F has little absorption, dye emission is clearly evident. In
addition, the SNARF-5F becomes more absorptive as the pH is increased, thus
augmenting the spectral overlap between the donor-acceptor pair. As such, the donor
NC emission is decreased, which is also consistent with the occurrence of energy
transfer.
The critical transfer distances at pH 6 and 9 were calculated using eq. 1.8. The
value of n =1.333 was used for index of refraction, the constant reflecting dipole
orientation was taken to be K2 = 2/3, and the quantum yield of the donor was OD = 0.26.
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Figure IV.9 UV-vis absorbance spectra of dendrimer NC-SNARF construct at pH 6(green dashed line - -), pH 7 (red dashed line --), pH 8 (blue dashed line - -), and pH
9 (purple solid line -- ).
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Figure IV.10 An example of a fit of a UV-vis spectrum of the NC-SNARF conjugate at
pH 6 (black solid line -). A NC component spectrum (green dashed line - -) and a dye
component spectrum (red dashed line - -) are extracted from the data, and combination
of the two components generates a fit (blue solid line-) that agrees well with the
original spectrum. Using extinction coefficients and the component spectra, the NC and
the dye concentration was found to be 3.370 and 0.130 pM respectively, leading to a
final dye to NC ratio to be approximately 26.
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Figure IV.11 Normalized emission spectra (ex = 365 nm) of NC-SNARF construct in
phosphate buffers at pH 6 (green dashed line - -), pH 7 (red dashed line --), pH 8 (blue
dashed line - -), and in borate buffer at pH 9 (purple solid line -).
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Depending on the degree of spectral overlap, which is modulated by the pH, the critical
transfer distance (Ro) was found to be between 4.46 nm (at pH 6) and 4.68 nm (at pH
9).
Additionally, FRET was confirmed by time-resolved emission spectroscopy.
Figure IV.12 shows the lifetime decays fit to a bi-exponential, consistent to prior
literature, 4,30 and the time constants are listed in Table IV.1. As in Chapters II and III, the
longer lifetime component was used to compare the degree of lifetime quenching. The
lifetime of the unconjugated NC was 16 ns at pH = 6. The lifetime of the donor NC is pH
dependent; owing to enhanced energy transfer, the donor NC lifetime shortens as the
pH increases. At pH 6, the lifetime was decreased to 12 ns, and at pH 9, the lifetime
was further shortened to 10 ns.
With lifetime quenching rate constants in hand, the energy transfer efficiency can
be extracted using eq. 1.9. FRET is most efficient (37.5%) under the highest basic
conditions, since the spectral overlap is greatest. The FRET efficiency decreases to
25% at pH 6, consistent with decreased spectral overlap between the donor and
acceptor. Using eq. 1.10 the actual donor-acceptor distance, r, can be evaluated and
compared to the size of the construct. Assuming a dye to NC ratio of 26:1, the distance
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Figure IV.12 Lifetime decay curves of NC donor at pH 6 (blue line -), NC-SNARF at
pH 6 (green line -), and NC-SNARF at pH 9 (red line -).
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Table IV.1 Experimental and calculated FRET parameters for the dendritic NC-SNARF
system
Sample / ns Ro / nma r /nmb E/%c md
NC-SNARF pH 6 12 4.46 9.6 25 25
NC-SNARF pH 9 10 4.68 8.7 37.5 25
a Determined from eq. 1.8, b Determined from eq. 1.10, c Determined from eq. 1.9,
ddetermined from deconstructing the UV-visible spectra
between the SNARF and NC was 8.7 nm at pH 9 compared to 9.6 nm at pH 6. This is
significantly smaller than the hydrodynamic radius measured by DLS. One possible
explanation for this behavior is that the conjugation sites are presumably distributed
throughout the dendrimer ligand coating, whose thickness is 2 nm per dendrimer ligand,
and at least 4 nm if cross coupling of the dendrimers occurred. The difference in the
radius between the pH 6 and 9 values may also be explained by the protonation state of
the dendrimers. Despite the large hydrodynamic size of the NC-SNARF dendrimer
construct, which is disadvantageous for donor-acceptor proximity, the FRET efficiency
was sufficiently large due to a high number of acceptor molecules that was conjugated
to the NC. The emission profiles of the construct (Figure IV.11) are clearly ratiometric
and unique over a range of pH values.
In order to determine the effectiveness of the NC-SNARF sensor in a biological
environment, the sensor was placed in 4% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in phosphate
solutions buffered between pH 6.0 and pH 8.0 at 0.2 pH increments. Albumin was
chosen as a blood mimic as it is generally the most abundant plasma protein in
mammals;31 in addition, BSA naturally introduces a highly scattering environment and
thus captures a challenge in biological sensing. Figure IV.13 shows the pH dependence
of the emission from the construct in BSA buffers. It is interesting to note that the ratio of
the integrated dye to NC area decreases with BSA versus neat phosphate buffer
(Figure IV.11).
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Figure IV.13 Normalized emission spectra of NC-SNARF construct in phosphate
buffers containing 4% BSA. Spectra taken at 0.2 pH increments between pH 6.0 and
8.0.
The SNARF to NC integrated emission ratio decreased in the presence of BSA;
therefore, the NC emission is enhanced and/or the SNARF emission is quenched. NCs
have previously been shown to exhibit increased quantum yields when directly
conjugated to BSA.32 ,33 It has been suggested that BSA passivates the surface of the
NCs by acting as a physical barrier of 02 for surface oxidation.33 Although our construct
was only placed in a solution of BSA and not directly coupled, it is quite possible that
the electrostatic attraction between the dendrimer coated NCs and BSA was strong
enough to further passivate the NCs to increase their quantum yields. A second
possibility involves quenching of the dye, where the electrostatic interactions between
the dendritic NC and BSA may have propelled the tethered SNARF dyes into proximity,
causing them to self-quench through re-absorption.
Matched concentrations of dendrimer coated NCs and SNARF-5F were
individually placed in regular phosphate buffer and BSA buffer to see whether any
differences existed in emission intensity. Figure IV.14 shows that while dendrimer
coated NCs exhibit approximately the same intensity, the intensity of SNARF-5F is
diminished by approximately 90%. As albumin provides a hydrophobic environment, the
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diminished intensity of SNARF-5F may be due to solvent effects, phenomena commonly
exhibited by xanthene-based dyes.34 -36 It is also possible that the dye may be forming a
complex with the albumin, which has also been reported for fluorescein.37 '38 In this case,
the covalent attachment of SNARF to the NC is beneficial, as the large NC scaffold will
mitigate SNARF interactions with outside moieties. The significant change in the dye
emission between different kinds of buffers underscores the importance of a ratiometric
readout. An intensity-based sensor is not sufficient to accurately determine the change
in pH as the surrounding environment may affect the intensity. The tethered NC does
allow for a ratiometric output, and a change in the ratio of the NC sensing construct in
the BSA buffers further emphasizes the importance of calibration in a buffer closely
resembling the intended application environment as a technique to maximize precision.
Given the degree of quenching of SNARF-5F alone vs. SNARF-5F on the NC surface,
the large NC scaffold also seems to provide protection to the dye from outside
environments.
A calibration curve can easily be constructed either by calculation of the ratio of
the maximum emission intensities of the NC and dye or by the ratio of the total
integrated areas of the individual peaks. Figure IV.15 illustrates an example calibration
constructed using the different methods, constructed from emission spectra that were
averaged over three times. As shown in Figure IV.15.A and Figure IV.15.B, the ratio
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Figure IV.14 Change in emission of (A) NC and (B) SNARF-5F when equal concentrations
are placed in pH 7.4 phosphate buffered solution (- solid blue line) vs. pH 7.4 4% BSA
phosphate buffered solution (- - green dashed line).
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Figure IV.15 Two methods for constructing a calibration curve. A plot of the ratio of (A)integrated SNARF emission to NC emission and (B) maximum SNARF to NC emission
intensities. Note the monotonic increase in the ratio as pH is increased.
monotonically increases from pH 6.0 to pH 8.0, and in this case, the signal is sufficiently
strong that both methods produce smoothly varying ratios. In general, integration over a
range will give lower noise and thus, is the preferred method. All calibrations described
henceforth will be based on the ratio of the integrated areas of the two emissions, as
exemplified in Figure IV.15.A. Integration of the emission minimizes errors arising from
fluctuations and spikes in emission intensities at one single wavelength only.
With our construct well characterized under one-photon excitation, its response
under two-photon excitation (hex = 800 nm) was examined, under collaboration with the
Jain lab. Infrared excitation permits the biological environment to be probed against
minimal background emission and leads to less damage to the tissues. Two methods of
data collection were used. First, an emission spectrum at a single point in the sample is
collected and an integrated dye to NC ratio is calculated from the spectrum. Figure
IV.16 shows the spectra of a set of samples at various pHs. Using the data from Figure
IV.16, a similar plot of the integrated SNARF to NC emission was constructed (Figure
IV.17). The large error associated with the pH 7.8 or 8.0 values may be explained by the
high signal to noise of the emission spectrum collected at a single point. The second
method used is an image calibration. A fluorescence image was taken from an area of
the sample, and two filters were used to collect individual emissions from the NC and
the SNARF, respectively. Then, a ratio of the images can be taken to produce a
calibration curve.
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Figure IV.18 Calibration curve constructed for the NC-SNARF pH sensor, under two-photon excitation, by taking the ratio of the two PMT channels that collected NC andSNARF emissions respectively.
A dichroic filter centered at X = 565 nm allowed for the green (NC) and the red
(SNARF) intensities to be collected separately and to be resolved. A calibration is
shown in Figure IV.18 and reflects the monotonic increase of the ratio of the two
emissions as the pH increases. Error in calibration (with the exception of pH 6.6)
suggests that in the relevant physiological range (6.4-7.8), pH may be accurately (error
within 4%) and ratiometrically determined using the NC-SNARF construct. The dynamic
range of the sensor decreases rapidly below pH 6.4. Thus, alternative dyes are needed
to accurately probe this pH range. The emission spectra of the sensor in various
phosphate buffers closely match the profiles obtained with one-photon excitation, which
suggests that FRET-based sensing responds similarly under both one and multi-photon
absorption. Hence we expect that a sensing scheme based on the modulation of the
spectral overlap between the donor and acceptor may be established under the
conditions of two-photon excitation.
IV.2.i Introduction of Dendrimer NCs into an in vivo Environment
With a two-photon excitable pH sensor active in physiological ranges of pH in
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Figure IV.19 Two-photon excited image of the tumor. The vasculature is highlighted by
the dendrimer NCs (green) which clump in the blood vessels.
hand, we proceeded to test its application in a biological tumor environment. The
imaging capability of the dendrimer NCs was studied. In collaboration with the Jain lab,
dendrimer coated NCs were tail-vein injected into a mouse implanted with a HT1089
human fibrosarcoma cell line. Figure IV.19 depicts a two-photon excited image of the
tumor. The NCs image the vasculature as a bright green. The observation of speckled
clumps of intense green light within the vessels indicates aggregation of the sensors,
most likely exacerbated by the dendritic surface coating. Whereas the dendrimer-coated
NCs provide a high amine ligand density allowing for 86% coupling efficiency, the
resulting system is highly positively charged. Given that albumin possesses a highly
negative charge, pl ~ 5,31 it is not surprising that the positively charged NCs are likely
aggregating with albumin or other biological moieties in the blood. Thus, the
aggregation of the NC conjugates in vivo makes the construct unsuitable for biological
sensing.
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Figure IV.20 The change in emission of the NC-SNARF sensor with respect to pH is
visible by eye.
IV.3 Conclusions
Methods of constructing a biocompatible NC pH sensor were explored in this
Chapter. A NC-NHS ester was synthesized and isolated for coupling chemistry,
although some aggregation could not be avoided. We found sensors made with
micellular NC constructs to be bright, but energy transfer to the dye to be inefficient. The
size of the scaffold increased the donor-acceptor FRET distance to sufficiently long
distances that FRET was inefficient.
A cap-exchange strategy was then explored with the goal of minimizing the
FRET distance. Though the poly(amido amine) dendrimer yielded large NC constructs,
around 20 - 30 nm in diameter, due to the high number of amine functional groups on
the scaffold, extensive coupling (86%) was observed and FRET-based sensing was
achieved. The construct demonstrated sensitivity between pH 6.0 and 8.0 in buffers
made with 4% bovine serum albumin. FRET-based sensing was also demonstrated
under two-photon microscopy, and a calibration curve was constructed with minimal
error. Although the dendrimer based NC sensors performed well in solution, with bright
emission change visible to the eye (Figure IV.20), introduction of the dendrimer NCs
into the tumor environment of a mouse resulted in aggregation of the NC-dye construct.
As the highly charged scaffold is the likely cause of NCs clumping within blood vessels,
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a new cap-exchanged water-soluble NC that is not so highly charged must be
developed. One such near-neutral cap-exchanged scaffold will be presented in Chapter
V.
IV.4 Experimental Procedures
IV.4.a Materials and Methods
Trioctylphosphine oxide (90%, TOPO), cadmium oxide (CdO), cadmium 2,4-
pentanedionate, dodecanal, 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid), Sephadex LH-20,
(benzotriazol-1-yloxy)tris(dimethylamino) phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (BOP), 1-
hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt), diisopropylethylamine (DIEA), N-octylamine, N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), decylamine, phthaloyl dichloride, 1,3-dihydroxynaphthalene,
ethylenediamine and N,N'-dimethylformamide (DMF) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. 1-Tetradecylphosphonic acid (98%, TDPA), n-hexylphosphonic acid (HPA), and
selenium shot were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Trioctylphosphine (TOP) was obtained
from Strem Chemicals. 1 -Ethyl-3,3'-dimethylaminopropylcarbodiimide (EDC),
hexadecylamine (HDA), O, O'-bis-(2-aminopropyl)polypropylene glycol-block-
polyethylene glycol-block polypropylene glycol 500, Bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide [(TMS)2S]
and diethylzinc (ZnEt2) were obtained from Fluka. SNARF-5F 5-(and 6-) carboxylic acid
was purchased from Molecular Probes Inc., a division of Invitrogen. Poly(amido amine)
generation 1 amine terminated dendrimer, with 8 terminal amines, was purchased from
Dendritech. All materials were used as purchased, except for TOPO, which was purified
through vacuum distillation, and diethylzinc, which was passed through a 0.2 Lpm
syringe filter before use. All air sensitive materials were handled in an Omni-Lab VAC
glove box under dry nitrogen atmosphere with oxygen levels < 0.2 ppm. Centrifugal
filters equipped with a 50,000 Da molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) dialysis membrane
were purchased through Millipore Corporation. Glass microslides were obtained from
VitroCom. Broadband filters and dichroics were obtained through Chroma
Technologies.
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IV.4.b Spectroscopic Characterization
UV-visible spectra of SNARF coupled CdSe/ZnS were obtained on a Hewlett-
Packard 8453 UV-vis Spectrophotometer with the Chemstation software. The samples
were diluted in appropriate standard pH phosphate buffers for pH 6-8 and borate buffers
for pH 9-10. Potassium phosphate buffered solution with 4% BSA were used for BSA
calibration studies. Steady-state fluorescence measurements were obtained in a 1 cm
pathlength cuvette from a custom-built Photon Technology Instruments fluorometer
installed with a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube and a 150 W Xe excitation lamp.
Size measurements were obtained by using ProteinSolutions DynaPro Titan Dynamic
Light Scatterer equipped with Dynamics version 6.7.7.9 instrument control software.
Samples were filtered through a 0.2 pm syringe filter and microcentrifuged to remove
large particulates (such as dust) before measurements were taken at 25 oC. A 400 nm
emitting Ti:Sapphire laser equipped with a gated intensified CCD camera was used to
obtain time-resolved fluorescence spectra. Data were collected at room temperature
using a 1 cm optical path fluorescence cuvette. Origin 6.0 was used to fit the lifetime
decay curve as a bi-exponential decay. All NMR spectra were collected at the MIT
Department of Chemistry Instrumentation Facility (DCIF) on a Varian Inova 500 MHz
NMR Spectrometer at room temperature. Chemical shifts are reported using the
standard 8 notation in ppm. 1H NMR spectra were referenced to the residual solvent
peak of 3.31 ppm for CD30D and 7.26 ppm for CDCl 3. IR Spectra of samples were
collected on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FTIR Spectrometer.
Two photon-excited emission spectra were taken in collaboration with Rakesh
Jain's group in the Edwin L. Steele Laboratories for Tumor Biology, Department of
Radiation Oncology at the Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical
School. NC-SNARF solutions were prepared in potassium phosphate buffers with 4%
bovine serum albumin. Buffered sample solutions were placed in 0.1 x 1 mm 2 inner
diameter glass microslides attached to a standard microscope slide. All spectral
measurements were taken on a custom-built multiphoton laser scanning microscope
(MPLSM) with the emission output fiber-coupled to a spectrometer. Multiphoton
excitation was performed by a Broadband MaiTai diode pumped Ti:Sapphire laser
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(Spectra-Physics) using 800 - 920 nm light at sample powers ranging from 10 - 60 mW.
All measurements were made with the MRC 600 Bio-Rad MPLSM scan-head parked
versus scanning on a Zeiss Axioskop20 microscopy using a Zeiss X20/0.5NA water
objective. Fluorescence emission was coupled into a 100-micron core fiber bundle after
passing through a 720 nm short-pass filter. Spectra of the fiber-coupled emission were
collected on a Shamrock 303 spectrograph with Newton DU-420 CCD detector system
(Andor Technology) using a 100 micron slit opening and 1-second detector integration.
Emission spectra were analyzed in MATLAB.
Two-photon laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM) imaging was performed on an
Olympus Fluoview 300 Laser Scanning Microscope modified with a MaiTai laser
(Spectra-Physics). All images were taken at either 800 or 850 nm with excitation powers
of 42 or 35 mW, respectively. Non-descanned fluorescence emission was detected by
Hamamatsu HC125-02 PMTs. Nanocrystal and dye fluorescence was directed to
separate PMTs using a 565nm-shortpass dichroic. The NC and dye channels were
further selected using 660/50 nm and 535/40 nm AR-coated broadband filters,
respectively. Image stacks (512 x 512 pixels and 5-micron z-step) were collected
throughout the 100 micron pathlength of the microslide for each calibration sample
using an Olympus x20/0.95NA/water objective. Image analysis was performed using
NIH ImageJ. Briefly, average intensity projections for each stack were created and
converted to 32-bit. Then the dye channel was divided by the NC channel. The pixel
average and standard deviation of the ratiometric image were used to create a
calibration curve.
A dorsal skinfold window chamber model was prepared on 8-10 week old male
SCID mice as previously described.39 After recovery a small piece of HT1089 human
fibrosarcoma tumor (-1 mm diameter) from a serially passaged subcutaneous in vivo
source from the same murine background is implanted in the center of the chamber. At
1-2 weeks time the tumor in the chamber is of appropriate size for experiments (-4 mm
diameter). All mice are bred and maintained in a defined-flora animal colony located at
the Steele Laboratory.
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IV.4.c Synthesis of CdSe/CdZnS Nanocrystals (Xem = 570, 580 nm)
CdSe NCs overcoated with alloyed CdZnS were prepared using a modified
literature method. 40-4 2 A vial containing cadmium 2,4-pentanedionate (0.317 g, 0.00100
mol), dodecanal (0.5 mL, 0.00225 mol) in trioctylphosphine (6 mL, 0.0135 mol) was
degassed at 180 oC for an hour, then cooled to yield a homogenous bright yellow
solution. 1.5 M trioctylphosphine selenide (TOPSe, 4 mL, prepared from dissolving 5.92
g Se shot into 50 mL TOP) was subsequently added to the vial being cooled to room
temperature. The contents of the vial were subsequently injected rapidly at 360 oC into
a three-necked flask (equipped with an air condenser, temperature controller, and a stir
bar) containing degassed solvent of trioctylphosphine oxide (6.25 g, 0.0162 mol),
hexadecylamine (5.75 g, 0.0238 mol), and trioctylphosphine (3.4 mL, 0.00762mol). The
temperature of the growing CdSe NCs was dropped immediately by removing the
heating mantle to obtain NCs with first absorption features of 517 nm and 520 nm.
The bare CdSe NCs were precipitated out of the growth solution with butanol and
methanol twice and brought up in 4 mL hexanes. The NCs were overcoated by injecting
the hexane solution of core CdSe into a degassed solvent of distilled trioctylphosphine
oxide (10 g, 0.0259 mol) and n-hexylphosphonic acid (0.4 g, 0.00241 mol). The hexane
was removed in vacuo at 80 oC, and decylamine (0.5 mL, 0.002 mol) was added. After
stirring for 1 hr, the solution temperature was raised to 140 oC. Two separate precursor
solutions of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide in 5 mL TOP and diethylzinc, and dimethylcadmium
(in a 60:40 molar ratio) in 5 mL TOP was slowly added to the core solution over the
course of two hours using a syringe pump. Exact amounts were chosen to yield a -5
monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare CdSe NCs, using the methods of Dabboussi et
al.42 The final emission wavelength was 570 and 580 nm with a FWHM of 32 and 36
nm, respectively. The quantum yield of NCs prepared in this manner was generally on
the order of 20-30% against a rhodamine 590 standard which is taken to be D = 0.95 in
ethanol.43
IV.4.d Synthesis of ZnSelCdSe/CdZnS Nanocrystals (Xem = 550 nm)
ZnSe/CdSe NCs were prepared as previously reported. 44 ZnSe NCs were
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synthesized by rapidly injecting a solution consisting of diethylzinc (96 mg, 0.78 mmol)
dissolved in TOP (4 mL, 0.009 mol) and 1.0 M TOPSe (1 mL, 1 mmol, prepared from
dissolving 3.948 g Se shot into 50 mL TOP) into a 3-necked flask containing degassed
hexadecylamine (7 g, 0.0289 mol) at 310 oC. The resulting solution was cooled to 270
oC and the NCs were allowed to grow for an hour until the first absorption feature was X
= 354 nm. The temperature of the ZnSe solution was then lowered to 150 oC. In a
separate 4-necked flask equipped with an addition funnel, air condenser, and
temperature controller, TOPO (8 g, 0.0207 mol) and HPA (0.4 g, 2.4 mmol) was
degassed at 150 oC. The addition funnel was loaded with a solution consisting of
dimethylcadmium (78 mg, 0.55 mmol), 1.5 M TOPSe (0.6 mL, 0,9 mmol), and TOP (4.4
mL, 9.9 mmol). Immediately after 4 mL of the ZnSe growth solution prepared above
(and maintained at 150 oC) was transferred to the 4-necked flask, the contents of
addition funnel was allowed to drip at approximately 1 drip/second. The resulting
solution was stirred at 150 oC for 24 hours.
The ZnSe/CdSe NCs were precipitated once with methanol, resulting in a yellow
paste. The NCs were extracted with 3 x 5 mL hexanes until the paste turned white. The
extracted hexane solution of NCs was re-precipitated with n-butanol and methanol twice
more and re-dissolved in 4 mL hexanes. The hexane NC solution was then injected into
an additional 4-necked flask containing degassed distilled TOPO (10 g, 25.9 mmol) and
HPA (0.4 g, 2.4 mmol) that was stirring at 80 oC. The hexanes were removed from the
NC solution in vacuo at 80 oC, after to which decylamine (0.5 mL, 2.6 mmol) was added
under nitrogen and stirred for 3 hours. The temperature of the solution was then raised
to 150 oC. Two separate precursor solutions of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide in 5 mL TOP,
and diethylzinc and dimethylcadmium (in a 70:30 molar ratio) in 5 mL TOP was slowly
added to the core solution over the course of two hours using a syringe pump. Exact
amounts were chosen to yield a -5 monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare CdSe NCs,
using the methods of Dabboussi et al.42 The NCs were stirred overnight at 80 oC after
the addition of the shell precursors, yielding ZnSe/CdSe/CdZnS NCs with Xem = 550 nm,
FWHM of 35 nm, and quantum yield of D = 20% against a rhodamine 590 standard
which is taken to be D = 0.95 in ethanol.43
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IV.4.e Synthesis of CdSe/CdZnS Nanocrystals (.em = 525 nm)
CdSe NCs overcoated with alloyed CdZnS were prepared by a modified literature
method.42'45 Briefly, CdO (0.128 g, 1.0 mmol), TDPA (0.418 g, 1.5 mmol) and TOPO (6
g, 15.5 mmol) was loaded into a degassed 3-necked flask and heated to 320 oC. Upon
generation of a clear, colorless homogenous solution, the temperature was lowered to
270 oC and 1.5 M TOPSe (5 mL, 7.5 mmol) was rapidly injected into the flask. The
resulting solution was heated at 220 oC until the first absorption feature of the core
CdSe NCs was 470 nm. The NCs were subsequently overcoated by injecting a hexane
solution of the bare CdSe (prepared by size selected precipitation from the original
growth solution) into a degassed solvent of TOPO (10 g, 25.9 mmols) and HPA (0.4 g,
2.4 mmols,). The hexane was removed in vacuo at 80 oC from the CdSe cores, after to
which decylamine (0.25 mL, 1.3 mmols) was added and stirred for 2 hours. Using a
syringe pump, two separate solutions of (TMS) 2S in 5 mL TOP and a 90:10 molar ratio
of diethylzinc and dimethylcadmium in 5 mL TOP were slowly dripped into the CdSe
solution at 130 oC over the course of two hours. Exact amounts were chosen to yield a
-3 monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare CdSe NCs, using the methods of Dabboussi
et al.42 NC was found to have a FWHM = 32 nm and a quantum yield of (D = 58% in
hexanes after one precipitation, compared with the reference, rhodamine 590, which
was taken to be 0.94 in methanol.4 6
IV.4.f Synthesis of N-Octylamine Modified Poly(acrylic acid)
A functionalized polymer was synthesized by coupling a fraction (40%) of the
carboxylic acid groups of a 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) (2 g, 0.0011 mol) with
octylamine (1.436 g, 0.011 mol) using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) (2.12g, 0.011mol) in N,N'-dimethylformamide according to a previous report.3
The functionalized polymer was purified by size-exclusion chromatography using
Sephadex LH-20 with methanol as the mobile phase. 1H NMR (500MHz, CD30D, 6):
3.15 (br s), 2.25 (br, s), 1.98 (s), 1.60 (br s), 1.46 (br s), 1.28 (s), 0.866 (s). IR (KBr, cm
1): 3289 (OH, br), 2930-2853 (CH, aliphatic), 1712 (C=O), 1641 (CO-NH-R), 1564 (CO-
NH-R).
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IV.4.g Preparation of Polymer Micelle Encapsulated NCs
Water-soluble CdSe/CdZnS NCs were prepared by precipitating 0.5 mL of the
NC stock solution. The resulting dried CdSe/ ZnS (5 mgs) was added to N-octylamine
modified poly(acrylic acid) (30 mgs) in a vial and dissolved in chloroform. The
chloroform solution was sonicated and stirred vigorously for 1 hour, after which the
solvent was removed in vacuo. The resulting solid was then dissolved in 0.2 M NaOH
solution, then dialyzed with 50000 MW centrifugal filters until the pH of the filtrate was
neutral. The quantum yields of the water soluble NCs prepared in this manner were
found to be between (Q = 16 - 30%.
IV.4.h Preparation of NC-NHS Ester
NC-NHS esters were prepared by adding an excess of EDC (100 mg, 0.52
mmol) and NHS (50 mg, 0.43 mmol) to the water-soluble micelle encapsulated NCs as
prepared in Secton IV.4.g. Upon addition of both EDC and NHS, flaky precipitate
formed, leaving a clear, colorless solution, which was decanted. The solid was washed
with water (3 x 5 mL) to remove the excess EDC and NHS, and dried briefly under
vacuum. IR (thin film, cm-1 ) 3281 (OH, br), 2853 (CH, aliphatic), 1731 (C=O), 1715
(C=O), 1643 (CO-NH-R).
IV.4.i Formation of Ethylenediamine-modified SNARF-5F
SNARF-5F (-and -6) carboxylic acid (1 mg, 2.12 gmol) was dissolved in 1 mL
DMF. (Benzotriazol-1-yloxy) tris(dimethylamino) phosphonium hexafluorophosphate
(BOP, 1.88 mg, 4.24 jimol) and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt, 0.57 mg, 4.24 imol),
prepared through serial dilutions in DMF, were added to the SNARF-5F DMF solution
and stirred for 10 minutes. Ethylenediamine (0.00141 mL, 42.4 jmol) and N,N'-
diisopropylethylamine (DIEA, 1 mg, 17 imol) were subsequently added and stirred
overnight. The reaction was monitored through TLC until the SNARF-5F 5-(and-6)
carboxylic acid peak disappeared. The DMF and excess ethylenediamine was removed
in vacuo. The resulting product had a quantitative yield, had a positive ninhydrin stain
with a TLC Rf of 0.27. ESI-MS m/z 514.0 [M+H] .
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IV.4.j Synthesis of NC-SNARF Sensor with Ethylenediamine Linker
The 580 nm emitting CdSe/CdZnS-NHS ester, and in another instance, a 550 nm
emitting ZnSe/CdSe/CdZnS-NHS ester, prepared as described in section IV.4.h, was
dissolved in 5 mL DMF. The ethylenediamine modified SNARF-5F, as prepared in
section IV.4.i was dissolved in 10 mL DMF. Two drops of DIEA was added to 5 mL of
the amine-modified SNARF-5F stock DMF solution, then subsequently mixed to the NC-
NHS DMF solution. The reaction was stirred vigorously for 12 hours, and DMF was
removed under reduced pressure. To the dried NC-SNARF construct, 10 mL of 0.2 M
NaOH was added and stirred for an hour to cleave any unreacted NHS esters. The
resulting solution was filtered through a 0.2 gm syringe filter and dialyzed with a 50,000
MWCO centrifugal filters until the filtrate was colorless and clear.
IV.4.k Linkage of Aminated SNARF-5F to Modified Poly(acrylic acid)
Aminated SNARF-5F, as prepared in section IV.4.i, was dissolved in 10 mL DMF.
10 drops of DIEA was added to 5 mL of the aminated SNARF-5F stock solution. N-
octylamine-modified poly(acrylic acid) (100 mg, 0.86 mmol) was dissolved in 5 mL DMF,
to which BOP (1 mg, 2.3 glmol) and HOBt (0.29 mg, 2.1 glmol) was added and stirred
for 10 minutes. The aminated SNARF-5F solution was added to the polymer solution
and stirred for 24 hours. DMF and excess DIEA was removed in vacuo. The polymer
was washed with acidic water and dried.
IV.4.1 Synthesis of AminoPEGylated NCs
The 570 nm emitting NC-NHS ester, prepared as described in section IV.4.h,
was dissolved in an overwhelming excess of neat O,O'-bis-(2-
aminopropyl)polypropylene glycol-block-polyethylene glycol-block polypropylene glycol
500 (1 mL, 2 mmol). The PEG NC solution was stirred for 1 hour, to which water (5 mL)
was added. Slight precipitation formed, which was filtered out with a 0.2 Jim syringe
filter, and the NC solution was dialyzed with 50,000 MWCO centrifugal filters to remove
excess PEG.
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IV.4.m Synthesis of NC-SNARF Sensor with AminoPEG Linker
SNARF-5F (-and -6) carboxylic acid (1 mg, 2.12 gmol) was dissolved in 1 mL
DMF. Half of the stock SNARF solution (0.5 mg, 1.06 jmol) was mixed with BOP (1 mg,
2.26 gmol) and HOBt (0.29 mg, 2.12 imol) for 10 minutes. The BOP activated SNARF
solution was mixed with 570 nm emitting aminoPEGylated NCs in 5 mL DMF, prepared
as described in section IV.4.1, and DIEA (1 mg, 8.5 glmol) for 12 hours. DMF and excess
DIEA was removed in vacuo and distilled water was added. The NC-SNARF construct
was subsequently dialyzed with 50,000 Da MWCO centrifugal filters until all excess dye
was removed from the filtrate.
IV.4.n Synthesis of 1,2,7,8-Dibenzofluorescein
The pH sensitive 1,2,7,8-dibenzofluorescein was synthesized according to
literature methods.22 Briefly, 1,3-dihydroxynaphthalene (1.0 g, 6.3 mmol) and phthaloyl
dichloride (0.63 g, 3.1 mmol) was mixed in a 250 mL round bottom flask and heated at
130 oC for 10 minutes. An orange solid formed upon heating. The solid was cooled, and
30 mL H20 and NaOH (1 g, 0.025 mol) was added. Concentrated HCI was added until a
precipitate was formed, then subsequently filtered. The filtered solid was refluxed with
acetic anhydride (30 mL, 0.317 mol) for 15 minutes. The solution was cooled at 4 oC
overnight, then filtered to yield the diacetate product. 'HNMR (500 MHz, CDCI 3, 8) 8.19
(d, J = 7.5, 1H), 7.92 (d, J = 8.5, 2H), 7.55 (m, 4H), 7.323 (m, 6H), 7.21 (d, J = 7.5, 1H),
2.50 (s, 6H). In order to obtain the free acid dye, 10 mL H20 and NaOH (1 g, 0.025 mol)
was added to the diacetate product, and the mixture was roto-vapped. Again, the
product was dissolved in water and precipitated with concentrated HCI. After filtration,
the product was dissolved in benzene and lyophilized to remove all traces of solvent.
IV.4.o Synthesis of Dihydrolipoic Acid-modified Poly(amido amine)
Generation 1 poly(amido amine) [PAMAM] with 8 amine terminus (1.6042 g, 1.1
mmol) was dissolved in DMF. Dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA, 0.467 g, 2.2 mol), prepared by
literature methods, 47 was added to a DMF solution containing EDC (1.289 g, 6.7 mmol)
and NHS (0.774 g, 6.7 mmol). The DHLA solution was subsequently mixed with the
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PAMAM solution and stirred overnight. Removal of DMF in vacuo resulted in a pale
cream colored oil. The ligand was purified through dialysis with Spectra-por dialysis
float-a-lyzer membranes equipped with 500 Da MWCO membranes. 1HNMR (500 MHz,
CD3OD, 8): 3.39 (t, J=6.5 Hz, 8H), 3.277 (br t, 16H), 3.08 (m, 2H), 2.94 (br t, -16H),
2.80 (t, J=6.5 Hz, 24H), 2.62-2.5 (m, -16 H), 2.40 (t, J=6.5 Hz, 24 H), 2.16 (t, J= 7 Hz,
4H), 1.92-1.19 (m, -20H).
IV.4.p Cap Exchange of CdSe/CdZnS with DHLA-PAMAM
One mL of the stock CdSe/ZnS solution was precipitated by methanol and re-
suspended in 3 mL chloroform. 0.2 g of DHLA-PAMAM was dissolved in 2 mL of
methanol, mixed with the chloroform solution of NCs, and stirred vigorously for 5 hours.
The solution was then transferred to a 40 mL vial, atop to which 30 mL of H20 was
added and stirred briefly. The resulting mixture was allowed to sit overnight, after which
the dendrimer solubilized NCs phase transferred into the aqueous layer. Although most
of the excess dendrimer remained in the organic phase, excess ligands were further
removed through dialysis of the NC containing aqueous layer, using Millipore centrifuge
tubes equipped with 50,000 Da MWCO filters. The isolated aqueous compatible NCs
were diluted in distilled water to a final volume of 10 mL. The purified dendrimer-
solubilized NCs were found to have a FWHM = 32 nm and a quantum yield of D = 26%
in water compared with the reference, rhodamine 590, which was taken to be 0.94 in
methanol.46
IV.4.q Conjugation of SNARF-5F to DHLA-PAMAM Capped NCs
SNARF-5F 5 (-and-6) carboxylic acid (2.5 mg, 0.53 gmol) was activated for
amide coupling with EDC (0.50 mg, 2.6 mol) and NHS (0.31 mg, 2.7 mol) in pH 6
MES buffer. After vigorous stirring for 20 minutes, the NHS-activated dye was added to
3.3 mL of the DHLA-PAMAM solubilized NCs and stirred overnight. The unreacted dye
was removed through dialysis with 50,000 Da MWCO filters.
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Chapter V
Development and Characterization of a Biocompatible
Nanocrystal-based pH Sensor
Chapter V
V.1 Introduction
The synthesis and characterization of a bio-compatible NC-SNARF FRET-based
pH sensor is the study focus of this Chapter. Chapter IV introduced a number of NC
conjugates that sensed pH effectively; however, these constructs were not well-suited
towards biological pH sensing, due to either a shift in pKa, large size, or the net charge
of the construct. While the dendrimer-coated NC pH sensor showed excellent sensitivity
in BSA calibration buffers under two-photon excitation, the net positive charge of the
construct resulted in aggregation of the construct when tail-vein injected in vivo into a
mouse tumor. Therefore, two additional design considerations (along with the previous
four discussed in Chapter IV) are required for bio-compatibility.
(1) Sensitive at physiological pH (pKa ~ 7.3)
(2) Robust NC-dye linkages (e.g. amides)
(3) Stability to photobleaching
(4) An acceptor dye that exhibits pH-sensitive absorbance and/or quantum yield
for reporting a ratiometric emission spectrum
(5) A compact size, allowing for short NC-dye donor-acceptor distances
(6) A low net charge to mitigate non-specific binding
As discussed in Chapter IV, cap-exchange with dendritic ligands did not diminish the
overall size of the NCs compared to those that were encapsulated with amphiphilic
polymers. Substitution of the dendrimer for a small molecule-based capping ligands
should afford compact NCs suitable for in vivo sensing.
A bio-compatible cap recently reported exploits the hydrophilicity and non-
interacting nature of poly(ethylene glycol), PEG.1 NCs prepared with dihydrolipoic acid
(DHLA) modified PEG were shown to be stable in intracellular environments.1 In
addition, work by Zimmer et al. demonstrated that when incubated with fetal bovine
serum (FBS), PEGylated indium arsenide (InAs) NCs did not bind to FBS, while
incubation with the smaller, negatively charged DHLA-capped InAs NCs lead to
nonspecific binding to FBS.2 The InAs NCs, sized at 8.7 nm when coated with DHLA-
PEG (with 8 repeating units) were shown to extravasate out of blood vessels when
injected intravenously into a mouse or a rat, unlike the DHLA-capped NCs. These
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results suggest that DHLA-PEGylated NCs exhibit properties 5 and 6 listed above.
However, the terminal hydroxyl group of the PEG prevents the construction of robust
NC-dye conjugates.
At the time of this work, research was being pursued by collaborators in the
Bawendi group to implement standard bioconjugation techniques to PEGylated NCs. By
derivatizing amino and carboxylic acid groups onto the PEG terminus, a new class of
functional DHLA-PEG ligands was designed as NC coatings.3 Other work by Mattoussi
and co-workers also reported derivatized amino, carboxylic acid, and biotinylated PEG
ligands for designing functional NCs. 4 Both groups reported that cap-exchanging a
mixture of hydroxy-terminated PEG and a derivatized PEG led to NCs that were both
stable in a biological environment and were available for conjugation of dyes and
proteins. Liu et al. reported that while 100% coated aminoPEG NCs exhibited
nonspecific binding to cell surfaces, this could be overcome by employing a 20:80 molar
mixture of amino PEG to hydroxyPEG ligands for NC surface modification.
The development of the new derivatized PEG ligands provides a route towards
the synthesis of NC-FRET based sensors that exhibit properties 5 and 6, while retaining
the sensing properties of 1-4. The use of mixed PEGylated NCs for the development of
a NC-SNARF sensor and its photophysical properties are described in this Chapter.
V.2 Results and Discussion
V.2.a Quick Test for Biocompatibility
Encouraged by the extravasation of NCs reported by Zimmer et al.,2 we prepared
10% aminoPEG with 90% hydroxyPEG terminated 556 nm emitting NCs. Under
collaboration with the research group of R. Jain at Massachusetts General Hospital,
NCs were tail-vein injected into a mouse with a LS174T human colorectal
adenocarcinoma dorsal window implant. Cascade blue-dextran, a dye known to image
the blood vessels without extravasating, was co-injected along with the NCs. Five points
in the tumor, two in the vasculature and three in the interstitium were chosen, and a
spectrum was collected at each point using multiphoton laser scanning microscope
equipped with a spectrometer. Figure V.1 shows the spectra of the two fluorophores at
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Figure V.1 (Left) Two-photon excited emission spectrum of co-injected cascade blue
and PEGylated NCs at five different points in the tumor. (Right) Graphical rendition of
location where the emission spectra was collected in the tumor.
the various locations. In the blood vessels, both cascade blue and NC emission are
present. In contrast, the three points in the interstitium only exhibit NC emission,
indicating that the NCs were able to extravasate out of the blood vessels. The
extravasation of the NCs was a positive sign and an impetus for constructing the NC-
SNARF sensor using PEGylated ligands.
V.2.b Synthesis
Dihydrolipoic acid-terminated PEGylated and aminoPEGylated ligands were
synthesized according to modified literature methods. 1'3-5 Poly(ethylene glycol) 400,
containing 8 repeating ethylene glycol units, was chosen as the starting material,
because it is long enough to enable water solubilization of NCs, yet short enough to
effect efficient energy transfer.1 In addition to solubility, surface charge was another
factor for ligand choice. Chapter IV.2.h discussed an example of a fully amine
terminated NC surface that resulted in non-specific binding or aggregation in an in vivo
environment, underscoring the importance of charge neutrality. Utilization of a mixture
of hydroxyl terminated PEG and amine terminated PEG ligands allows for rigorous
control of surface charge, as established by Liu et al.3 We chose a
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Scheme V.1 Scheme of NC cap exchange, where the original trioctylphosphine ligands
are displaced by the dithiols of the DHLA-modified PEG ligands
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hydroxyPEG:aminoPEG ligand mixture ratio of 80:20, integrating amines for coupling
chemistry while maintaining a sufficiently neutral scaffold. 530 nm or 532 nm-emitting
NCs were chosen for cap-exchange. The green-emitting NCs were chosen as their
emission is far enough from the SNARF-5F emission between 550-750 nm to allow for
collection of two discrete emission intensities for ratiometric sensing. In Scheme V.1,
the ligand exchange of the native trioctylphosphine ligands with DHLA-PEG mixtures is
depicted. The quantum yield of the NCs dropped from 43% in hexanes to 16 - 21%
upon water solubilization.
Initial attempts at coupling SNARF-5F 5-(and-6) carboxylic acid to PEGylated
NCs with EDC and NHS in situ in various buffers (MES, PBS, pH 8.3 bicarbonate)
proved to be unsuccessful, as no reaction was observed. Increasing the reaction times
and preparing concentrated solutions also resulted in no covalent conjugation. Due to
the expensive cost of SNARF-5F, overwhelming the NCs with excess dye to drive the
coupling reaction was not a viable option; therefore, a SNARF-5F NHS ester was
prepared and isolated in order to promote coupling. Scheme V.2 details the preparation
of the SNARF-5F mono-NHS ester, which was characterized with TLC and ESI-MS.
Scheme V.3 depicts the coupling of NCs to SNARF-5F as the final step of the reaction.
Optimized coupling conditions required the use of pH 8.3 bicarbonate buffer to enhance
the nucleophilicity of the amines. Coupling efficiencies ranging from 10 - 20% were
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Scheme V.2 Synthesis of SNARF-5F NHS-ester
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Scheme V.3 The SNARF-5F NHS-ester couples to the amino group of the mixed PEG
coated NCs.
O~,OW~OH
DMF, pH 8.3 H20
0
achieved under these conditions. Coupling efficiency is limited, primarily by the low
surface coverage of amines (< 20%) 3 on the NC surface.
The size of the construct was measured using gel filtration chromatography.
Figure V.2, a gel filtration chromatogram of the NC-SNARF construct, illustrates that the
sensor with an average hydrodynamic diameter (HD) of 10.9 nm was synthesized with
minimal aggregation. If aggregation had occurred, the peak shift would be broadly
distributed, with a smaller elution volume.
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Figure V.2 GRC chromatogram of an NC-SNARF5F construct. The sharp peak
indicates minimal to no aggregation, and an elution volume of 15.80 mL corresponds to
a size of 10.9 nm hydrodynamic diameter.
V.2.c Photophysical Characterization
Despite the low coupling efficiency, an efficient FRET-based sensor was
developed, due to the compact size of the ligands, which shortened the donor-acceptor
FRET distance. Figure V.3 shows an example of the UV-vis spectra of SNARF-5F at
different pH values. A dye to NC ratio anywhere from 1 to 6 (calculated by separating
the dye and NC contributions from the UV-vis spectrum and dividing the concentrations
obtained from the respective absorbances) is generally achieved. Figure V.3 depicts a
construct with a ratio of approximately 4.5 dyes to NC. The absorption features of the
dye red-shifts upon coupling to the NC, presumably due to the proximity of the NC to
the dye. In a manner reminiscent of solvochromatism, the NC imparts a local dielectric
environment to the dye. The UV-vis spectrum at each 0.5 pH increment between pH 5.5
and pH 8.0 is also distinguishable from each other, rendering the construct sensitive.
Figure V.4 shows the normalized emission spectra of the NC-SNARF 5F sensor (dye:
NC ratio = 4.5:1) at different pH values, excited at ,ex = 365 nm, where there is minimal
SNARF-5F absorption. The 530 nm NC emission is narrow and bright, with a FWHM of
26 nm. Due to the narrow emission profile of the NC and the use of a donor with lower
emission wavelength, the acidic and basic forms of SNARF-5F are well-resolved under
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Figure V.3 UV-vis spectra of PEGylated NC-SNARF5F construct at different pH: pH 5.5(blue solid line -), pH 6.0 (green dashed line - - ), pH 6.5 (red dashed line - -), pH 7.0(cyan dashed line - - -), pH 7.5 (magenta dashed line - - -), and pH 8.0 (yellow solid
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one-photon excitation, and the isosbestic point that is shown in the spectra originates
from the two emissive forms of SNARF-5F. As discussed in Chapter I, the isosbestic
point will cease to exist under two-photon excitation due to a change in the absorption
cross-sections of the two protonated and deprotonated forms of the dye.6 The presence
of the NC is necessary in two ways: 1) as a ratiometric partner and 2) as a FRET
antenna. Point 2 is significant under two-photon excitation because very few molecules
have a high two-photon absorption cross section as a NC, which may be as high as 105
GM. The antenna effect is demonstrated in photoluminescent excitation (PLE) spectra
of a sensor with a SNARF to NC ratio of 1.6, shown in Figure V.5. Comparison of the
PLE spectra at different pH values between the SNARF-5F and the NC-coupled
SNARF-5F reveals a significant difference in the emission intensity at high energy
excitation wavelengths, between 300 - 450 nm. The PLE of the NC-coupled SNARF-5F
shows that the SNARF emission intensity is actually higher when excited at a
wavelength where the NC absorbs than when excited at the SNARF absorption
maximum, demonstrating an antenna effect. The presence of dye emission when
excited at a wavelength when only the NC absorbs is also a very strong evidence of
energy transfer, as discussed in previous Chapters.
The NC emission decay rates of the construct (with dye:NC ratio of 1.6:1) and
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Figure V.5 PLE spectra of (Left) NC-SNARF and (Right) SNARF at Xem = 650 nm at pH
5 (blue solid line -), pH 6 (green dashed line - - -), pH 7 (red solid line -), pH 8 (cyan
dashed line - -), and pH 9 (magenta solid line -). The higher intensity in the UV region
indicates that the SNARF emission originates from the NC.
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Figure V.6 Overlay of the NC donor emission (black dashed line - -) normalized to
unity by area, with the molar absorptivity of the SNARF-5F at pH 5 (blue solid line -),pH 6 (green dashed line -- -), pH 7 (red solid line -), pH 8 (cyan dashed line - -), and
pH 9 (magenta solid line -).
unconjugated NC at pH 6 were measured through time-resolved fluorescence
spectroscopy. The lifetimes were obtained by fitting the curves as a bi-exponential
decay, in accordance with prior literature.' 8 The longer lifetime component was used for
FRET analysis. The lifetime of the uncoupled CdSe/CdZnS NC was tD = 15 ns, whereas
the lifetime of the NC-SNARF-5F construct was TD = 9 ns. From eq. 1.9, the efficiency of
the NC FRET was calculated to be 40% at pH 6. The critical transfer distance, Ro, was
calculated for all pH values and ranged from 44 - 45 A. Figure V.6 shows the spectral
overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorbance. The small change in
the Ro distance when using a 532 nm emitting donor with a 21% quantum yield is likely
due to the donor emission overlapping in a region where the SNARF-5F isosbestic point
occurs. Therefore, the change in the spectral overlap is reduced, and the change in Ro
distance reflects that of the overlap. Using eq. 1.10 the average donor-acceptor distance
was calculated to be 51 A, which is consistent with the HD obtained from the GFC (10.9
nm). The rate of energy transfer for this system was calculated to be 2.8 x 107 s 1 using
eq. 1.7.
In order to test the efficacy of the NC-SNARF 5F construct for biological
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Figure V.7 Comparison of the ratios of dye emission to NC obtained under one-photon
excitation ( Xex = 365 nm) versus two-photon excitation (Rex = 800 nm) of a NC-SNARF
construct with a dye to NC ratio of 6.5.
applications, the sensor response was monitored under two-photon excitation. One and
two-photon image calibration data in phosphate buffers is shown in Figure V.7. The dye
to NC ratio shows a monotonic increase as the pH is increased, consistent with
observations from one-photon excitation data. As the pH sensing capability of the NC-
SNARF 5F construct was demonstrated successfully in phosphate buffers under two-
photon excitation, experiments in biological systems can now be pursued.
V.2.d Stability
The stability of ligand-exchanged NCs is always a concern. Although the use of
dithiol as the metal-coordinating moiety afforded extra stability compared to the use of
monothiols,9 10 any type of ligand-exchanged NCs are susceptible towards
dissociation." In order to measure the stability of the NC:dye signal over time, the ratios
of the NC:dye emissions of the same construct were measured five days apart and
compared. Figure V.8 shows the comparison of ratios from pH 6.0 to pH 7.5. In general,
the change in ratio of dye to NC emission increased over time, and was enhanced as
the pH was lowered. The NC emission is quenched relative to the dye emission, which
is consistent with ligand dissociation from the NCs. At pH 7.5, the change in the ratio
was 9%, while at pH 6.0, the ratio changed 36%. Given the difficulties of chemically
characterizing the exact nature of the ligand association to the surface of the NCs, the
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Figure V.8 The ratio of dye to NC area. Measurement made on the day the construct
was synthesized (blue solid line -) and five days later (blue dashed line - -). The dye
to NC ratio increases over time.
mechanism of dissociation can only be speculated; one hypothesis is that the pH
dependence on stability is governed by protonolysis as a pathway for dissociation. It is
possible that the coordination of the ligand to the NC surface is through a thiolate
datively coordinating to the Zn surface. Protonating the thiolate may enhance
dissociation. In addition, the ligand dissociation from the NCs seems to mirror the
stability of the dye, as SNARF-5F is more soluble in basic pH. It is possible that the
SNARF-5F has an effect on the ligand dissociation of the NCs at different pH. These
results suggest that the sensor must be used for measurements within a day of
synthesis. Alternatively, the sensor can be calibrated daily or stored in a solution of free
DHLA-PEG ligand or dithiothreitol (DTT) to preserve the stability of the sensor, as
shown in other systems. 12
V.3 Concluding Remarks
The first generation bio-compatible sensor was synthesized using a 20:80 molar
ratio of DHLA-derivatized amino/hydroxy PEG ligand-coated NCs with covalent SNARF-
5F attachment. A dye to NC ratio of 2 to 6 was achieved by preparing and isolating the
reactive SNARF-5F NHS-ester. The photoluminescence excitation data illustrated the
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NC antenna effect towards enhancing the emission of the dye through the enhanced UV
absorption in the conjugate. The pH sensing response also remained active under two-
photon excitation, which is critical for biological study. While the stability of the construct
is a concern, this first generation design affords sufficient stability for biological study.
With a compact, well-characterized NC-SNARF-5F sensor in hand, initial biological
experiments can be pursued, the subject which is the focus of Chapter VI.
V.4 Experimental Procedures
V.4.a Materials and Methods
Trioctylphosphine oxide (90%, TOPO), cadmium oxide (CdO), N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), thioctic acid, thionyl chloride, sodium azide,
triphenylphosphine, sodium bicarbonate, dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), 4,4'-
dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), basic A120 3 (150 mesh), and anhydrous N,N'-
dimethylformamide (DMF) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1-Tetradecylphosphonic
acid (98%, TDPA), n-hexylphosphonic acid (HPA), dimethylcadmium (CdMe 2) and
selenium shot were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Trioctylphosphine (TOP) and sodium
borohydride (NaBH 4) was obtained from Strem Chemicals. Poly(ethylene glycol) 400,
bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide [(TMS) 2S] and diethylzinc (ZnEt2) were obtained from Fluka.
SNARF-5F (-and -6) carboxylic acid and Cascade Blue 500 kDa dextran was purchased
from Molecular Probes, a division of Invitrogen. Silica gel for chromatography (60 A, 230
- 400 mesh) was obtained through Whatman. All materials were used as purchased,
except for TOPO, which was purified through vacuum distillation, and diethylzinc, which
was passed through a 0.2 lm syringe filter before use. All air sensitive materials were
handled in an Omni-Lab VAC glove box under dry nitrogen atmosphere with oxygen
levels <0.2 ppm. Centrifugal filters equipped with a 50,000 Da molecular weight cutoff
(MWCO) dialysis membrane were purchased through Millipore Corporation. Glass
microslides were obtained from VitroCom. Broadband filters and dichroics were
obtained from Chroma Technologies.
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V.4.b Spectroscopic Characterization
UV-vis spectroscopy of SNARF coupled CdSe/ZnS were measured on a Hewlett-
Packard 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer. The samples were diluted in appropriate
standard pH phosphate buffers for pH 6 - 8 and borate buffer for pH 9. Steady-state
fluorescence measurements were obtained in a 1 cm pathlength cuvette from a custom-
built Photon Technology Instruments fluorometer installed with a Hamamatsu R928
photomultiplier tube and a 150 W Xe excitation lamp. Gel filtration chromatography
(GFC) was performed on an Akta Prime system (GE) with a Superose 6 crosslinked
dextran column. The hydrodynamic radii of NCs and conjugates were estimated by
comparing the elution volumes to those of protein molecular weight standards (Bio-
Rad). Time resolved emission measurements for the NCs, collected at room
temperature in a 1 cm path length cuvette, were made with a chirped-pulse amplified
Ti:Sapphire laser system using the frequency doubled (400 nm) pump light provided by
a Ti:sapphire laser system (100 fs pulsewidth) and collected on a Hamamatsu C4334
Streak Scope streak camera as previously described. 13 Lifetime data was fitted as a bi-
exponential decay using Origin 6.0. All NMR spectra were collected at the MIT
Department of Chemistry Instrumentation Facility (DCIF) on a Varian Inova 500 MHz
NMR Spectrometer at room temperature. Chemical shifts are reported using the
standard 6 notation in ppm and are referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) using the
residual 1H signal of the deuterated solvent, CDCI3, as an internal standard. IR Spectra
of samples were collected on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FTIR Spectrometer.
Two-photon laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM) was performed in
collaboration with Rakesh Jain's group in the Edwin L. Steele Laboratories for Tumor
Biology, Department of Radiation Oncology at the Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School. All spectral measurements were taken on a custom-built
multiphoton laser scanning microscope (MPLSM) with the emission output fiber-coupled
to a spectrometer. Multiphoton excitation was performed by a Broadband MaiTai diode
pumped Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics) using 800 nm light at sample powers
ranging from 10-60 mW. All measurements were made with the MRC 600 Bio-Rad
MPLSM scan-head parked versus scanning on a Zeiss Axioskop20 microscopy using a
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Zeiss X20/0.5NA water objective. Fluorescence emission was coupled into a 100-
micron core fiber bundle after passing through a 720 nm short-pass filter. Spectra of the
fiber-coupled emission were collected on a Shamrock 303 spectrograph with Newton
DU-420 CCD detector system (Andor Technology) using a 100 micron slit opening and
1-second detector integration. Emission spectra were analyzed in MATLAB. Imaging
was performed on an Olympus Fluoview 300 Laser Scanning Microscope modified with
a MaiTai laser (Spectra-Physics). NC-SNARF solutions were prepared in potassium
phosphate buffers and placed in 0.1 x 1 mm inner diameter glass microslides attached
to a standard microscope slide. All images were taken at 800 nm with excitation powers
of 40 mW. Non-descanned fluorescence emission was detected by Hamamatsu HC125-
02 PMTs. Descanning the emission to remove out-of-plane fluorescence (essential in
most laser scanning microscopies) is unnecessary in MPLSM as all of the emission
comes from a focal point. Nanocrystal and dye fluorescence was directed to separate
PMTs using a 565 nm-shortpass dichroic. The NC and dye channels were further
selected using 660/50 nm and 535/40 nm AR-coated broadband filters, respectively.
Image stacks (512 x 512 pixels and 5-micron z-step) were collected throughout the 100
micron pathlength of the microslide for each calibration sample using an Olympus
x20/0.95 NA water objective. Image analysis was performed using NIH ImageJ. Briefly,
average intensity projections for each stack were created and converted to 32-bit. The
dye channel was divided by the NC channel. The pixel average and standard deviation
of the ratiometric image were used to create a pH calibration curve.
A dorsal skinfold window chamber model was prepared on 8-10 week old male
SCID mice as previously described. 14 After recovery a small piece of LS174T human
colorectal adenocarcinoma tumor (-1 mm diameter) from a serially passaged
subcutaneous in vivo source from the same murine background is implanted in the
center of the chamber. At 1 - 2 weeks time the tumor in the chamber is of appropriate
size for experiments (- 4 mm diameter). All mice are bred and maintained in a defined-
flora animal colony located at the Steele Laboratory. Cascade blue -500 kDa dextran
(10 mg/mL) was tail-vein injected at time 0. After 17 minutes post-injection of the
cascade blue dextran, 0.2 mL of 10% aminoPEG/90% hydroxyPEG 555 nm emitting
NCs were injected. Five data points in the tumor were taken starting 30 minutes post-
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injection, and spectra were integrated for 2.5 seconds.
V.4.c Synthesis of TA-AminoPEG 400
Bis(amino)PEG 400 and thioctic acid-NHS ester (TA-NHS) was prepared through
literature methods. 3 TA-AminoPEG 400 was synthesized according to modified
literature procedures.3 A solution of TA-NHS (2.37 g, 7.8 mmol) in 10 mL DMF was
added dropwise to a solution of bis(amino)PEG 400 (24.87 g, 62 mmol) and sodium
bicarbonate (3.61 g, 43 mmol) in a 1:1 mixture of DMF:H 20 (60 mL) at 4 OC. The
reaction was allowed to warm to room temperature after 1 hour and stirred overnight to
yield a cloudy yellow solution. The product was filtered to remove byproducts and the
solvent from the filtrate was removed to yield a yellow paste, to which 30 mL of H20 was
added. The product was extracted with chloroform (3 x 30 mL), washed with water (3 x
30 mL), dried over sodium sulfate, and filtered. The solvent was removed under
reduced pressure to yield a yellow oil. The crude product was purified by
chromatography using a basic alumina stationary phase and CH 2CI2/MeOH (97:3) as
the eluent until the bis-TA PEG 400 was removed. Then CH 2CI2/MeOH (92:8) was used
as the eluent until the product was collected. Removal of solvent under reduced
pressure yielded the product as a yellow oil (1.86 g, 40%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCI 3):
8 (ppm) 4.22 (m, 2H), 3.72-3.60 (m, 36 H), 3.10 (m, 2H), 2.86 (t, J=5.2 Hz, 2H), 2.40
(m, 1H), 2.35 (t, J=7.5 Hz, 2H), 1.92-1.88 (m, 1H), 1.70-1.65 (m, 4H), 1.51-1.40 (m, 2H).
V.4.d Synthesis of DHLA-AminoPEG 400
DHLA-AminoPEG 400 was synthesized according to modified literature
procedures.3 To a solution of TA-aminoPEG (1.74 g, 3.0 mmol) in a 3:1 ethanol:water
mixture (20 mL) at 4 OC, NaBH 4 (0.337 g, 9.0 mmol) was added slowly. The solution
was stirred for 2 h, warmed to room temperature, acidified with 1.26 M HCI (5 mL), then
extracted with chloroform (3 x 20 mL). The combined organic extracts were washed with
H20 (3 x 20 mL), dried over Na 2SO 4, and filtered. The solvent was evaporated to yield a
cream colored oil (1.23 g, 70%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCI 3): 3.95 (m, 2H), 3.80-3.61 (m,
36 H), 3.48 (m, 4H), 3.21 (m, 2H), 2.92 (m, 2H), 2.71 (m, 2H), 2.29 (m, 2H), 2.04-1.40
(m, 9H).
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V.4.e Synthesis of TA-HydroxyPEG 400
The TA-hydroxyPEG 400 ligand was prepared by a modified literature method.1
PEG 400 (48.47 g, 121 mmol) was degassed at 80 OC for 1 h to remove residual water.
After cooling to room temperature, anhydrous CH 2CI2 (200 mL) was added along with
thioctic acid (2.5 g, 12.1 mmol) and 4,4'-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP, 0.44g, 3.7
mmol) and stirred vigorously. The yellow solution was cooled on an ice bath, and a
solution of DCC (2.75 g, 133 mmol) dissolved in 10 mL CH 2CI2 was slowly added
dropwise. The reaction was allowed to warm up and stirred overnight. The
dicyclohexylurea byproduct was removed by vacuum filtration. The organic layer was
washed with H20 (3 x 50 mL), then washed with brine (3 x 50 mL), dried with Na 2SO 4,
and filtered. Removal of organic solvent yielded the crude product as a yellow oil. The
product was purified through flash chromatography with silica as the stationary phase
and with CH 2CI2/MeOH (98:2) until the bis-TA PEG 400 was removed, followed by
CH 2CI2/MeOH (90:10) as the eluent until the mono-substituted TA-PEG 400 product
was collected. Removal of solvent yielded the product as a yellow oil (4.06 g, 57%). 'H
4.10 (t, J=4.8 Hz, 2 H), 3.55 (m, 36H), 3.02 (m, 2H), 2.50 (s, 1H), 2.33 (m, 1H), 2.23 (t,
J=7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.80 (m, 1H), 1.54 (m, 4H), 1.34 (m, 2H).
V.4.f Synthesis of DHLA-HydroxyPEG 400
NaBH 4 (0.784 g, 20.7 mmol) was added slowly to a solution of TA-hydroxyPEG
(4.06 g, 6.9 mmol) in a 3:1 ethanol:water mixture (20 mL) at 4 OC. The solution was
stirred for 2 h, warmed to room temperature, acidified with 1.26 M HCI. The pH was
increased to -7 with addition of 0.2 M NaOH. The product was then extracted with
chloroform (3 x 20 mL). The combined organic extracts were washed with H20 (3 x 20
mL), dried over Na 2SO 4, and filtered. The solvent was evaporated to yield a colorless oil
(3.27 g, 80%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): 4.16 (t, J = 4.8 Hz, 2H) 3.63 (m, 36H), 3.61
(m, 30 H), 2.92 (m, 1H), 2.73 (m, 3H), 2.36 (t, J= 7.5 Hz, 2H), 1.90 (m, 1H), 1.79-1.39
(m, 7H), 1.35 (t, J=8 Hz, 1H), 1.30 (d, J =7.5 Hz, 1H).
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V.4.g Synthesis of CdSe/CdZnS Nanocrystals (,em = 528 nm)
CdSe NCs overcoated with alloyed CdZnS were prepared by a modified literature
method. 1 5' 16 Briefly, CdO (0.128 g, 1.0 mmol), TDPA (0.418 g, 1.5 mmol) and TOPO (6
g, 15.5 mmol) was loaded into a degassed 3-necked flask and heated to 320 oC. Upon
generation of a clear, colorless homogenous solution, the temperature was lowered to
270 0C and 1.5 M TOPSe (5 mL, 7.5 mmol) was rapidly injected into the flask. The
resulting solution was heated at 220 oC until the first absorption feature of the core
CdSe NCs was 494 nm. The NCs were subsequently overcoated by injecting a hexane
solution of the bare CdSe (prepared by size selected precipitation from the original
growth solution) into a degassed solvent of TOPO (10 g, 25.9 mmols) and HPA (0.4 g,
2.4 mmols,). Hexane was removed in vacuo at 80 oC from the CdSe cores, to which
decylamine (0.5 mL, 2.6 mmols) was added and stirred for 2 hours. Using a syringe
pump, two separate solutions of (TMS) 2S in 5 mL TOP and a 98:2 molar ratio of
diethylzinc (109.8 mg, 0.89 mmol) and dimethylcadmium (2.58 mg, 18 gmol) in 5 mL
TOP were slowly dripped into the CdSe solution at 130 oC over the course of two hours.
Exact amounts were chosen to yield a -3 monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare CdSe
NCs, using the methods of Dabboussi et a1. 16 NC was found to have a FWHM = 26 nm
and a quantum yield of (D = 43% in hexanes after one precipitation from the growth
solution, compared with the reference, rhodamine 560, which was taken to be 0.95 in
ethanol. The first absorption feature was found to be 514 nm.
V.4.h Synthesis of Cap-exchanged Water Solubilized NCs
The CdSe/CdZnS synthesized in section V.4.g (0.5 mL) was precipitated from
the growth solution once using a mixture of n-butanol and methanol. The supernatant
was discarded, and the precipitated NCs were re-dispersed in 0.1 mL CHCI 3. In a
separate vial, DHLA-hydroxyPEG (100 mg) and DHLA-aminoPEG (125 1 L, 20%
methanolic solution) were stirred and the solvent evaporated. Under N2, the chloroform
NC solution was injected into the ligand mixture and stirred vigorously. The solvent of
the NC-ligand mixture was removed, and the reaction was stirred at 60 oC for three
hours. Upon removing the reaction from heat, the ethanol (0.5 mL) and chloroform (1
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drop) was added, then the NCs were precipitated from solution with hexanes (1 mL).
The supernatant was discarded and the NCs were dried briefly to remove residual
solvent. The NCs were then re-dispersed in distilled water and dialyzed twice with
50,000 MWCO centrifugal filters to remove excess ligand. The quantum yield was found
to be cD = 16% in water, compared with the reference, rhodamine 560, which was taken
to be 0.95 in ethanol. The final emission in water was found to be Xem = 530 nm.
V.4.i Synthesis of SNARF-5F NHS-ester
SNARF-5F 5(-and-6) carboxylic acid (1 mg, 2.12 gmol) was dissolved in DMF
(0.5 mL). Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, 2.2 mg, 11 limol) and N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS, 1.2 mg, 10 jmol) were dissolved in DMF (0.5 mL). The DCC and NHS solution
was injected into a vigorously stirring SNARF-5F DMF solution, and the reaction mixture
was stirred overnight. The DMF was removed in vacuo and purification with flash
chromatography, with silica as the stationary phase and CH2CI2/MeOH (95:5) as the
mobile phase, yielded a purple solid as a product. Rf = 0.61. ESI-MS m/z 569.14
[M+H]*.
V.4.j Synthesis of NC-SNARF 5F pH Sensor
CdSe/ CdZnS water-solubilized NCs as prepared from section V.4.h were
dialyzed into pH 8.3 sodium bicarbonate buffer (0.1 M) until the final volume was 2 mL.
SNARF-5F NHS-ester (from section V.4.i) was dissolved in DMF (100 gIL), injected to a
vigorously stirring solution of the water-solubilized NCs, and stirred overnight. The
reaction mixture was diluted with 10 mL of distilled water, then dialyzed with 50,000
MWCO centrifugal filters until all residual uncoupled dye was removed, as measured
from the absorbance of the filtrate. The NC-SNARF pH sensor was characterized by
UV-visible and emission spectroscopy in phosphate buffers for pH 6-8 and in borate
buffer for pH 9.
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Chapter VI
Initial Investigations of NC-based Sensors in an in vivo
Environment
Chapter VI
VI.1 Introduction
A biocompatible NC-based pH sensor was developed and its photophysical
properties were characterized in Chapter V. One application for the NC-based sensor is
to interrogate the metabolic profile of tumors during the normalization window that was
hypothesized by Jain and co-workers, as discussed in Chapter I.13 Obtaining
information on pH, 02, and glucose concentrations is essential to determining the
appropriate tumor treatment. Before the NC sensor can be properly applied for in vivo
study during tumor treatment, the sensor response must be investigated in a biological
medium that approximates the tumor microenvironment (i.e. albumin or ex vivo tumor
tissue samples). This Chapter focuses on the collaborative work among the Nocera,
Bawendi and Jain research labs to incorporate the pH sensors described in Chapter V
into a biological environment. Comparisons between one- and two-photon excitations,
challenges with calibration, and detection of pH changes in biological media are
discussed in this Chapter.
VI.2 Results and Discussion
VI.2.a Calibration
The importance of calibration was discussed in Chapter IV.2.g. In order to probe
the efficacy of the sensor in a biological environment, the sensor was placed in 4%
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Figure VI.1 Emission profile of the NC-SNARF construct in (A) BSA buffers at 0.2 pH
increments and (B) phosphate buffers at 1 pH increments. Lex = 365 nm.
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Figure VI.2 Ratio of dye to NC area of NC-SNARF in (A) BSA buffers and (B)
phosphate buffers.
bovine serum albumin (BSA) buffers with pH differing in 0.2 pH increments from 5.8 to
8.0. Figure VI.1A shows the emission behavior in BSA buffer of a construct with a
typical dye to NC ratio of 1.7. Figure VI.1B is the emission of the same construct in
phosphate buffers. Figure VI.2A and VI.B show the calculated ratio of the dye area to
the NC area integrated over the same emission wavelengths in BSA and phosphate
buffers, respectively. The ratio from pH 6 to 8 ranges from -0.2 to 0.4 in the case of
BSA buffers whereas the ratio changes from approximately 0.25 to 0.5 in phosphate
buffer. The comparison of NC to dye ratio in the two buffers demonstrates that the
quenching of the SNARF was found not to be as drastic as in the case of the dendritic
NC construct described in Chapter IV. The preserved dye emission is most likely due to
the PEGylation of NCs, which mitigates nonspecific interactions of the construct in
biological environments. The dendritic construct, described in Chapter IV.2.g, may have
promoted the interaction of the SNARF-5F with BSA due to the electrostatic attraction of
the positively charged NCs to the negatively charged BSA. With a neutral scaffold and
the use of poly(ethylene glycol), the emission from the NC-SNARF construct is not as
influenced from non-specific binding to its environment.
Figure VI.3 shows the emission of the construct in BSA buffers under two-photon
excitation as well as the calibration curve constructed by dividing the integrated NC
emission by the integrated SNARF emission. The emission spectral profile is similar,
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Figure VI.3 (A) Emission profile of NC-SNARF sensor excited at X'exto NC area extracted from the emission spectra in (A).
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Figure VI.4 Dye to NC ratio obtained through two-photon imaging microscopy.
Excitation wavelengths of Xex = 800 nm (blue circles *), Lex = 900 nm (green squares
m), and kex = 1000 nm (black triangles , ).
although a quantitative difference is observed in the ratio under one-photon and two-
photon excitation. The difference in ratio is not surprising, as the collection efficiency of
the detectors have changed and the variation in relative excitation cross-sections of NC
and dye leads to differing direct excitation contribution when moving from one-photon to
multi-photon excitation. In both cases, the calibration shows a general monotonic
increase in the ratio of dye to NC emission areas (with the exception of pH 6.0, which
seemed to have contained an impurity). Finally, a calibration curve was also collected
using two-photon laser scanning microscopy imaging. NC and dye fluorescence was
directed to two separate PMTs that collected emission at 535 ± 40 nm and 660 ± 50 nm,
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Figure VI.5 Representative images from the image calibration of the NC-SNARF
construct at pH 6.2 (Top) and pH 7.8 (Bottom). Separate red (dye) and green (NC)
emissions may be collected and the ratio may be taken to yield a calibration image.
and an image of the NC-SNARF 5F construct in BSA buffers were taken at 0.2 pH
increments for three different excitation wavelengths (Figure VI.4). When excited at
1000 nm, the signal-to-noise ratio was too low to detect any appreciable change in
signal between dye to NC ratio at different pH. Excitation at 800 and 900 nm do show
an upward trend with pH as expected, with ratios ranging from approximately 0.5 at pH
5.8 to 0.8 at pH 8. Representative images obtained for pH 6.2 and pH 7.8 are shown in
Figure VI.5. The ratio of the images obtained from the channel can be converted into a
color map that can be correlated to a specific pH.
With a calibration in hand that describes the behavior of the pH sensor between
pH 6 and 8, the sensor was directly microinjected into a LS174T human colon
adenocarcinoma tumor intersitium implanted in a mouse outfitted with a dorsal skinfold
window chamber model. The sensor was allowed to diffuse in the interstitium over the
course of hours, and the NC and SNARF-5F emission from the tumor environment was
collected with two different PMTs. Figure VI.6 shows images obtained from the dye
channel and the NC channel illustrating that both the dye and the NC are effectively
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bright enough to be imaged in the tumor interstitium. The ratio of the two image
channels was subsequently taken where only both emission intensities were above
background. Figure VI.7 shows a ratio color map of the tumor taken from the two
emission intensities. The images can then be calibrated to read a specific pH. The color
map indicates a ratio of dye to NC ranging from 0.15 to 0.3. Compared to the ratios
obtained from the BSA image calibrations, the ratio of 0.15 - 0.3 found in the
interstitium is too low, corresponding to a pH of less than 4. Previous reports, using data
taken with one-photon microscopy, suggests that the tumor interstitium (without any
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external treatment) pH ranges from 6.6 to 7.4 with pH declining as one moves away
from the nearest blood vessels.4' 5 One would expect the BSA calibration to span the
range of pH found in the tumor environment; however, one report suggests that even
under one-photon ratiometric sensing utilizing BCECF, the ratio of two emission
intensities varies drastically among PBS buffers, normal tissue environments, and tumor
tissue environments.6 Although the authors only cite intrinsic spectroscopic differences
as the cause of the change in ratio between the two different tissue types, an additional
confounding factor could be the inhomogeneity of the tumor tissue that could cause
scattering or other processes that will skew the ratio between two emission readouts.
Therefore, while BSA acts as a sufficient mimic for blood, we find it to be inadequate for
use as a calibration environment for tumor tissues.
In order to ensure that a proper ratio signal can be read within tumor tissues,
emission from the NC-SNARF construct was probed in a single cell suspension of
LS174T tumor tissues. The single cell suspension allows for the sensor to be calibrated
in an environment more similar to a live tumor tissue, which includes proteins and
possible interfering biomolecules or interfaces, such as cell surface structures. Being
chunky, amorphous, and heterogeneous, the tumor suspension provides a highly
scattering environment that causes the emission intensity of the same pH to vary
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Figure VI.8 Emission of the NC-SNARF construct, excited at Xex = 365 nm in single-cell
tumor suspension. pH 5.5 (blue line -), pH 6.0 (green line -), pH 6.5 (red line -), pH
7.0 (cyan line -), pH 7.5 (magenta line -), and pH 8.0 (yellow line ).
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Figure VI.10 Two-photon excited image calibration data in (A) phosphate buffers and
(B) ex vivo tumor tissues.
significantly, as illustrated in Figure VI.8. Although the intensity fluctuated, the ratio
between the dye and NC emissions remained consistent. Figure VI.9 shows the ratio
obtained from the emission in Figure VI.8 with three different scans per pH. Averaging
the three scans reveal that the pH sensing capability is still conserved in a tumor
environment with a monotonic increase of the dye to NC ratio with increasing pH.
A final method of calibration, pursued using ex vivo methods, was performed
under two-photon excitation. As described by Dellian et al., excised tumor tissue was
incubated in phosphate buffers at different pH, then transferred to the same pH buffers
mixed in with the NC-SNARF construct. Figure VI.10 shows the comparison of an image
based in vitro calibration in PBS buffers versus ex vivo calibration in tissues. The ratio of
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dye:NC varies. This phenomenon is not yet well understood and is most likely due to
the heterogeneity of the tumor environment. There is also the possibility that the NC
surface is not sufficiently protected, which may lead to nonspecific binding of NCs to
tissues altering the emissive properties of the sensor. Stickiness to tissues can be
observed in in vivo microscopy experiments. It is essential that this first generation NC-
SNARF sensor is evaluated in tumor environments before proceeding to designing and
refining optimized future generation NC-based sensing constructs.
VI.2.b Monitoring Changes in vivo: Initial Experiments
Given that the ultimate goal is the development of the sensors that can monitor
changes in the physiological environment during anti-angiogenic therapy, it is essential
to measure how effectively the sensor responds to dynamic physiological changes.
Hyperglycemia has been shown to increase lactic acid production, as a product of
stimulated glycolysis.7' 8 Tail-vein injection of glucose into the bloodstream of a mouse
has been shown to lower pH by at least 0.15 pH units6 and up to 0.3 pH units.5 Although
the sensors developed can distinguish 0.2 pH increments in BSA buffers, we were
interested in observing a change in the ratio of the pH sensor upon an external
stimulant (glucose) in an in vivo environment.
An initial experiment probed for the difference in pH in a tumor before and after
glucose injection using a single mouse bearing HSTS26T human soft tissue sarcoma.
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Figure VI.11 Ratio of dye to NC emission (A) pre-glucose injection (B) Five minutes
post-glucose injection.
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Figure V1.12 Change in the image ratio of the dye to NC PMT channels with respect to
time after glucose injection at t = 0 min.
The sensor was microinjected 150 microns below the tumor surface and imaged.
Glucose (6g / kg) was tail-vein injected and after waiting for 5 minutes, the tumor with
the sensor was imaged again. Figure VI.11 shows the ratio of the image of the two PMT
that collected separate dye and NC emissions. While the error bars are high because
they represent all of the individual pixel averages, the average ratio of the tumor before
glucose injection ranged from 3.0-3.5 and for post-glucose injection, the ratio ranged
from 2.8-3.2. Without a proper calibration of the sensor, the actual pH values cannot be
extracted; however, the lower dye to NC ratio indicates a more acidic pH. Importantly,
the sensor response to external stimulus of a change in pH is exhibited.
The change in the ratio over time after glucose injection was monitored. After tail-
vein injecting glucose (6 g/kg) to a mouse bearing a LS174T human colorectal
adenocarcinoma, the tumor was imaged in the same location continuously over the
course of 30 minutes. Figure VI.12 shows the change in ratio of the NC-dye construct
over time. The ratio intensity dropped at approximately three minutes, then returned to
normal. The rapid restoration of the pH is somewhat surprising; however, tumor
environments are well known to be heterogeneous by nature, and pH response is also
widely varied depending on the location of the tumor. 6'8 It is quite possible that a
location chosen for the image collection was a spot that responded minimally when a
pH change was induced.
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In the two initial experiments described above, a dynamic response of the NC-
SNARF probe was observed in two different tumor types when hyperglycemia was
induced. While the results are encouraging, sensing in a heterogeneous environment in
vivo requires multiple data points from various location of a single tumor and multiple
tumors of the same tissue type to obtain a statistically meaningful average of a tumor
pH environment. In addition, a more rigorous indication of success could be obtained
through a comparison of pH sensor signal response to injection expected to induce
acidosis (glucose) versus benign control (saline). Finally, investigating the differences
between tumor tissues and normal tissues is another method to test the efficacy of pH
sensor, as normal tissues exhibit average physiological pH (7.2 - 7.3) while tumor
tissues are more acidic (pH - 6.6 - 6.8).
VI.2.c Monitoring Changes in vivo: Glucose versus Saline
VI.2.c.1 Ketamine I Xylazine Anesthetized Mice
Seven mice implanted with LS174T human colorectal adenocarcinoma and one
with no tumors (normal mouse tissue) were prepared as dorsal window models. After
administration of ketamine / xylazine to render the mice unconscious for study, five of
the mice with LS174T tumors were injected with glucose; unfortunately, three of the
mice expired during the experiment. The mouse with normal tissue was also injected
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Figure V1.13 Change in dye to NC ratio after glucose injection at t = 0 min in two
different locations (blue line - and black line -) of a tumor.
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with glucose, and the remaining two mice with LS174T were injected with 6 g/kg of
saline solution. All mice were monitored for at least 90 minutes after glucose injection
(t = 0 minutes) at 10 minute increments. Figure VI.13 shows a representative plot for the
ratio of SNARF to NC emission with respect to time in a glucose injected LS174T tumor
in two different locations. Upon injection, the starting ratio drops by approximately 0.5
and continues to drop another 0.3. The drop in the ratio is consistent with a lower
metabolic pH. The same experiment was performed on a mouse with normal tissue, and
the change of NC:SNARF emission ratio with respect to time in two different tissue
locations is exhibited in Figure VI.14. In the normal tissue, the starting ratio is at 5.0,
consistent with a higher pH that is exhibited by normal tissues. The ratio drops to 3.0
and slowly starts to rise and return towards the original values after approximately 80
minutes after the glucose administration, which is a behavior that is consistent with prior
literature. 6' 9 Unfortunately, the mouse expired at 100 minutes after injection.
Figure VI.15 shows the response following saline infusion on the NC-SNARF
sensor response in two different locations of the tumor. The ratio continuously dropped
from 2.5 to 2.0 over the course of 90 minutes, which is a change similar to that seen
following glucose injection. Saline should have no effect on the metabolic pH; therefore,
several reasons were postulated for the sensor response.
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Figure V1.14 Change in dye to NC ratio after glucose injection at t = 0 min in two
different locations (blue line - and black line -) in normal tissue.
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Figure VI.15 Change in dye to NC ratio after saline injection at t = 0 min in two different
locations (blue line - and black line -) in tumor tissue.
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Figure VI.16 Dye to NC ratio after glucose injection at t = 0 min in two different locations
(blue line - and black line -) in tumor tissue. The mouse expired at t = 0 min, where
the black arrow indicates.
First, photobleaching of the dye would cause the dye to NC emission ratio to go
down in all experiments; such photobleaching has been observed under high intensity
visible excitation. Second, the ratio of dye to NC would also decrease if the NC-SNARF
construct became unstable over time (i.e. dissociation of the dye from the NC due to
ligand degradation). Finally, there is a concern that the anesthetic used may affect
interstitial pH.
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Figure V1.16 shows a 90 minute time trace of a tumor of a mouse that expired
immediately upon glucose injection. After the initial drop in the ratio of dye to NC, the
ratio remained constant throughout the course of the experiment. This result suggests
that the dye is not photobleaching during the 90 minute interval, nor is the construct
degrading. We therefore hypothesize that chemical anesthesia may have induced
acidosis. Many anesthetics have been reported to lower pH values,10' 11 and ketamine
itself has caused acidosis in other animals. 12-14 In order to minimize external pH
modification aside from the glucose stimulus, isoflurane gas was chosen for the next set
of experiments.15 ,1 6
V1.2.c.2 Isoflurane Anesthestized Mice
Six mice implanted with LS174T human colorectal adenocarcinoma were
prepared, and the NC-SNARF sensor was allowed to superfuse on top of the tumor.
Three mice (N = 3) were injected with glucose while the remaining three mice (N=3)
were IP injected (into the intraperitoneal cavity) with saline, and the sensor response
was monitored at four to five locations of each tumor over the course of 90 minutes.
Figure VI.17 shows a representative change after glucose injection in the sensor ratio
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Figure VI.17 Emission intensity of the NC (green solid line -), SNARF-5F (red solid
line -), and ratio of SNARF intensity:total intensity (blue solid line -) with respect to
depth imaged in a tumor of a glucose injected mouse, at t = 0 min.
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Figure V1.18 Maximum intensity projection image of a tumor superfused with the NC-
SNARF sensor at the time of glucose injection. Emissions from all three PMT channels
(blue, green, and red) are merged.
with respect to the depth of the tissue imaged, ranging from 0 - 150 microns. Because
the signal also depends on the amount of sensor that was actually superfused into the
tissue, only sections that exhibited high emission intensity from NC and SNARF were
selected for analysis. Images from 20 - 70 micron deep were analyzed, as shown in the
grey box in Figure VI.17. An example maximum intensity projected image for one tumor
location (20-70 microns deep) of a mouse injected with glucose is shown in Figure
VI.18. Emissions collected from all three PMT channels are merged. Cascade blue
dextran images the blood vessels with its blue emission. The NC-SNARF construct
emission was collected by two different PMTs that selectively detected separate NC and
dye emissions, represented by green and red colors in the image. By analyzing the dye
and NC emission intensities in the image depth slices of interest, a histogram can be
constructed at each time point and the ratio determined, as shown in Figure VI.19.
Figure VI.20 is the average ratio and intensities with respect to time, obtained from
averaging the values in the histogram at each time point. As shown in Figure VI.20, over
the course of 90 minutes after the glucose injection, the average NC emission increases
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Figure VI.19 A histogram of the emission intensity detected from (Top) red channel,
collecting SNARF emission, (Middle) green channel, collecting NC emission. (Bottom) A
histogram of the ratios obtained from dividing the red channel intensity with the total
intensity.
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Figure VI.20 Emission intensity of the NC (green solid line -), SNARF-5F (red solid
line -), and ratio of SNARF intensity:total intensity (blue solid line -) with respect to
time at tissue depth between 20 and 70 microns deep.
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Figure VI.21 Average ratio at all time points in each location of the three tumor mice
models for those injected with glucose (red solid line -) and for those injected with
saline (blue solid line -).
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while the average SNARF-5F emission decreases, consistent with a sensor responding
to an increasingly acidic environment. Similar analysis performed over all locations in
each of the 3 tumors of the experiment and ratios for each location over time were
obtained, as shown in Figure VI.21.
Figure VI.22 shows the sensor response of the glucose vs. saline injection in
multiple locations of a tumor averaged over each animal. The traces of the ratio of the
sensor response with respect to time are different with each animal, underscoring the
heterogeneity of the tumor environment. Figure VI.23 shows the average response of all
mice to the glucose and saline injections. At first glance, one can argue that the ratio
changed to a lesser extent in the tumors of mice injected with saline than in those
injected with glucose. For the saline-injected mice, the averaged ratio changes from
0.511 to 0.470 over the course of 90 minutes, while for the glucose-injected mice, the
ratio changes from 0.436 to 0.320. In order to ensure that the changes that were
observed in the ratio were statistically significant, the Student's t-test17 '18 was applied to
the slopes (or the rate of change) of the sensor response between t = 0 min and t = 90
min. The difference in the change of the sensor response between the saline and
glucose samples was found to be statistically significant when each location of the
tumors were treated independently, with a p-value of 0.0025, or at a 99% confidence
level. When the locations were averaged per animal (as shown in Figure VI.22) and the
t-test applied, the p-value was found to be 0.1356, signifying an 86% confidence level.
However, a comparison of the initial starting ratio at time t = 0 min between the two
injections was also found to be statistically different. The difference in the initial ratio is
problematic, as the pH values should be approximately the same. These results indicate
that while the sensor is able to detect the change in pH induced by the glucose,
calibrating the system to read out an exact pH value of the tumor environment is
extremely difficult. In addition to probing the tumor environment, the NC-SNARF sensor
was also superfused on top of a mouse with a dorsal window exposing normal tissue.
No IP injection was performed, and the tissue was imaged for 90 minutes. Figure V1.24
shows the change in the sensor ratio with respect to time. While the figure represents
data collected in one mouse (N = 1), the drastic change in ratio seen over the course of
90 minutes is disconcerting. The ratio change from 0.641 to 0.423 is greater than those
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Figure V1.22 Average ratio at all time points averaged per each tumor mice model for
those injected with glucose (red solid line -) and for those injected with saline (blue
solid line -).
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Figure V1.23 Average ratio at all time points averaged over all locations and all tumor
mice models injected with glucose (red solid line -) and for those injected with saline
(blue solid line -).
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Figure V1.24 Average ratio from the NC sensor at all time points in each location (thinblue line -). The thick blue line represents the average from all location.
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Figure VI.25 Calibration in phosphate buffers of the NC-SNARF
vivo experiments using mice anesthetized with isoflurane gas.
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seen for tumor tissues. The construct may be sticking to blood vessels as the NC-
construct becomes more diffused into the tissue, or the tissue may have been
abnormal, for example, due to damage at time of window insertion. The results shown in
Figure VI.22 show that multiple mouse models are necessary in order to make any
assessments on the state of the tissue environments, as the in vivo environment seem
radically different among mouse models.
Figure VI.25 shows the calibration performed in phosphate buffers. The pH range
from 5.8 to 8 is bounded by ratios of 0.64 to 0.9. Figures VI.20 to V1.24 exhibit sensor
responses that fall outside the range of the phosphate buffered calibration. An
appropriate calibration medium is still being investigated, as discussed in Section VI.2.a.
In summary, a significant response of the sensor signal to glucose IP injection
(presumed acidic stimulus) was detected in LS174T tumors. The response was
significantly greater than that for the sensors in saline, which exhibited a significant but
smaller change in ratio over time. Thus, the NC-SNARF sensor appears to be sensitive
to a change in pH in a tumor environment.
VI.3 Concluding Remarks
This Chapter describes the progress made towards applying the sensor in a
biological context. A robust sensor was made and calibrated in numerous environments,
including BSA buffers and single-cell tumor suspensions. Incorporation of the sensor
into tumors yielded a ratiometric response. The sensor, when infused into a tumor, was
able to detect changes in pH upon introduction of glucose. The heterogeneity of the
tissue environment does pose challenges to calibrating the ratiometric readout of the
sensor to an absolute pH value. In order to proceed forward towards our goal of utilizing
the NC FRET-based sensor for study of pH changes with respect to tumor treatment, a
few points should be considered:
1) Calibrations should be performed in a tumor environment with either in ex
vivo tissues or in single-cell tumor suspensions. In addition, results from
Figure V1.22 indicate that calibrations, as well as any in vivo experiments,
should be performed in several tumors and averaged to minimize error
from heterogeneity of the tumor environment.
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2) A construct that minimizes non-specific binding to blood vessels or that is
"less sticky" is desirable, as it affects in vivo delivery of the sensor as well
as calibration. The synthesis of the NC-SNARF construct can be
redesigned in order to use longer chained PEGs, which may diminish
adhesion of biomolecules and/or limit their grip on sensor photophysics.
As such, they could make calibration environment less critical. While the
longer donor-acceptor distance will lower the efficiency, the efficiency may
also be enhanced by using a longer-wavelength emitting NC.
3) A thorough study on the effect of ratio change of the two-photon excited
sensor with respect to time and depth of the tumor slice should be done
on a non-sensitive NC-dye construct. A better understanding for the effect
of the tumor environment on the ratio can be gained.
By considering the above points, a NC-based pH sensor in a tumor environment can be
calibrated to read an absolute pH value.
VI.4 Experimental Procedures
VI.4.a Materials and Methods
Cascade Blue Dextran (-500 kDa MW) was purchased from Molecular Probes, a
division of Invitrogen. Glucose D-(+) isomer and Bovine Serum Albumin Fraction V
(BSA) was purchased from Aldrich. Glass microslides were obtained from VitroCom.
Broadband filters and dichroics were obtained through Chroma Technologies. LS174T
cell line was obtained through ATCC. A dorsal skinfold window chamber model was
prepared on 8 - 10 week old male SCID mice as previously described. 19 After recovery
a small piece of LS174T human colorectal adenocarcinoma tumor (-1 mm diameter)
from a serially passaged subcutaneous in vivo source from the same murine
background is implanted in the center of the chamber. At 1 - 2 weeks time the tumor in
the chamber is of appropriate size for experiments (-4 mm diameter). All mice are bred
and maintained in a defined-flora animal colony located at the Steele Laboratory. A
single-cell suspension of LS174T tumors was obtained from excising the tumors from
the dorsal mice models, and trypsinizing the tumors at the Jain laboratory.
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Vl.4.b Spectroscopic Characterization
Steady-state fluorescence measurements were obtained in a 1 cm pathlength
cuvette from a custom-built Photon Technology Instruments fluorometer installed with a
Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube and a 150 W Xe excitation. Single-cell
suspensions and BSA were prepared in phosphate buffers for all pH.
Multiphoton laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM) was performed in collaboration
with Rakesh Jain's group in the Edwin L. Steele Laboratories for Tumor Biology,
Department of Radiation Oncology at the Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard
Medical School. All spectral measurements were taken on a custom-built multiphoton
laser scanning microscope (MPLSM) with the emission output fiber-coupled to a
spectrometer. Multiphoton excitation was performed by a Broadband MaiTai diode
pumped Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics) using 800 nm, 900 nm or 1000 nm light at
sample powers ranging from 10-60 mW. All measurements were made with the MRC
600 Bio-Rad MPLSM scan-head parked versus scanning on a Zeiss Axioskop20
microscopy using a Zeiss X20/0.5NA water objective. Fluorescence emission was
coupled into a 100-micron core fiber bundle after passing through a 720 nm short-pass
filter. Spectra of the fiber-coupled emission were collected on a Shamrock 303
spectrograph with Newton DU-420 CCD detector system (Andor Technology) using a
100 micron slit opening and 1-second detector integration. Emission spectra were
analyzed in MATLAB. Imaging was performed on an Olympus Fluoview 300 Laser
Scanning Microscope modified with a MaiTai laser (Spectra-Physics). All images were
taken at 800 nm with excitation powers of 40 mW. Non-descanned fluorescence
emission was detected by Hamamatsu HC125-02 PMTs. Descanning the emission to
remove out-of-plane fluorescence (essential in most laser scanning microscopies) is
unnecessary in MPLSM as all of the emission comes from a focal point. Nanocrystal
and dye fluorescence was directed to separate PMTs using a 565 nm-shortpass
dichroic. The NC and dye channels were further selected using 660/50 nm and 535/40
nm AR-coated broadband filters, respectively. Image stacks (512 x 512 pixels and 5-
micron z-step) were collected throughout the 100 micron path-length of the microslide
for each calibration sample using an Olympus x20/0.95 NA water objective. Image
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analysis was performed using NIH ImageJ and Matlab. Briefly, average intensity
projections for each stack were created and converted to 32-bit. The dye channel was
divided by the NC channel. The pixel average and standard deviation of the ratiometric
image were used to create a pH calibration curve.
NC-SNARF solutions were prepared in potassium phosphate BSA buffers, and
placed in 0.1 x 1 mm 2 inner diameter glass microslides attached to a standard
microscope slide for the BSA calibration. NC-SNARF solutions were also incubated in
excised tumor tissue and placed onto a microscope slide for other calibrations.
For sensing experiments with ketamine anesthetized mice, the NC sensor was
allowed to diffuse for 5 minutes into the tumor prior to replacing the coverslip. After 15
minutes, glucose (6g / kg) or saline (0.3 mL) was intraveneously injected through the tail
vein of the mouse. The tumor was imaged every 10 minutes for 90 minutes. For pH
sensing experiments using isoflurane anesthetized mice, the NC sensor was allowed to
diffuse for 5 minutes into the tumor prior to replacing the coverslip. After 15 minutes,
glucose (6 g / kg) or saline (0.3 mL) was intraperitoneally injected and four to five
different locations in each tumor were imaged every 10 minutes for 90 minutes.
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Chapter VII
Development of 'Clickable' NCs and Preliminary Studies on
NC-dye Conjugates Formed through the Click Reaction
Chapter VII
VII.1 Introduction
Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) are useful as biological fluorescent labels and
probes in many applications because of their broad absorption, their high luminescence
quantum yield, and their narrow, tunable fluorescence emission.115 Chapters II through
VI have investigated fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between
covalently linked NCs and dyes. Appending an analyte-sensitive dye allows the NC to
be sensitive to its chemical and biological environment. We have shown that the NC-
dye FRET based sensors are active under two-photon excitation, making them practical
for use as probes for biological microscopy applications.
Thus far, we have successfully employed amide linkages to form robust,
biocompatible NC-dye constructs. Other types of linkages probed in Chapters II and III,
specifically thiocarbamate and ester linkages, were found to be biologically incompatible
due to the instability of the isothiocyanate group and the propensity of the ester bonds
toward cleavage.16 The development of new methodologies for coupling NCs to dyes
will expand the library of possible constructs enabling the development of new tools for
biological probes sensing.
Click chemistry is a philosophy in coupling chemistry, popularized by K. Barry
Sharpless and M. G. Finn, that promotes the synthesis of new compounds by joining
small modular units rapidly and reliably through heteroatom linkages, similar to those
linkages found in nature.17 26 Simplicity and biocompatibility are encouraged as the
primary criteria for Click chemistry. The most notable "cream of the crop" Click
reaction25 is the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between an azide and an alkyne that was first
reported by Huisgen.27 '28 The cycloaddition of an azide to an alkyne to produce a 1,2,3-
triazole is thermodynamically favorable by approximately 30-35 kcal/mol (Scheme
VII.1A).29 The original synthesis requires high temperatures, long reaction times, and
anhydrous media to yield two (1,4- and 1,5-) regioisomers of the triazole. The recent
discovery that copper (I) catalyzes the regiospecific formation of the 1,4-triazole under
mild conditions in water (Scheme VII.1B) propelled the application of the Click reaction
forward in the areas of bioconjugation, materials science, and drug discovery.21 ,30 ,31
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Scheme VII.1 (A) 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of an alkyne and an azide is activated by
heat to give an equimolar mixture of 1,4- and 1,5-stereoisomers of the 1,2,3-triazole. (B)
Copper catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddition yields exclusively the 1,4-steroisomer.
A B
R1 N=N=N-R 1  R1
+ + Cu(I) N
,R' N ,N-N ,N-N
R2 R2  2
(50:50) (100)
Whereas the copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition has been exploited for
nanoparticle conjugation, particularly in gold 32,33 and iron oxide34 nanoparticles, few
reports feature CdSe NCs. Copper ions, which catalyze the cycloaddition, lower the
quantum yield of the NCs. In fact, a CdSe based copper dosimeter has been reported
where the luminescence quenching mechanism was discussed to be the physical
replacement of the cadmium ions by copper ions on the surface of the NC. 35
Only one example of applying the Click reaction to core CdSe NCs has been
reported as a means to functionalize alkyne-terminated NCs to azide coated gold
surfaces.36 While the phosphine oxide-terminated alkyl capping ligands with azide and
alkyne functionalities allowed the NCs to access the Click reaction as a coupling
strategy, the utility of the NCs in this work was limited due to the low quantum yields
(less than 1%). In addition, the reaction occurred in toluene, as the capping ligands
incorporated long alkyl chains. Click conjugation was only achieved by heating the
reaction to 95 OC, as the copper (I)-mediated route led to complete quenching of the NC
emission.
In light of this, other strategies for Click chemistry, that avoid the use of the
quenching copper ions, are worth pursuing. Recently, the use of a cyclooctyne moiety to
effect a strain-promoted [3+2] azide-alkyne cycloaddition was reported as an alternative
to thermal or copper-catalyzed methods, as illustrated in Scheme VII.2.37,38 The bond
angle deformation of the acetylene, at 1630, is responsible for approximately 18
kcal/mol of ring strain relative to the alkene product39,40 and allows the reaction to
proceed readily under mild, ambient conditions.3 8 Addition of electron withdrawing
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Scheme VII.2 1,2,3-triazoles formed from a strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition.
R1
R2
N=N=N-R, +
I
groups, such as fluorine, to the cyclooctyne also promotes the rate of reactivity.41 The
strained-cyclooctyne mediated triazole formation has been used to label live cells and
has been found to be biocompatible.37 '4 1' 42
This Chapter describes the methodologies to synthesize water-soluble CdSe
NCs for Click chemistry by modifying the NC surface with azide and alkyne groups.
Syntheses for new surface ligands for the NCs are reported. Both micellular
encapsulation and cap-exchange methodologies for surface modification of NCs are
pursued. Overcoated CdSe/CdZnS NCs are used to preserve a high quantum yield.
Cyclooctyne-modified rhodamine was synthesized to pursue the Click reaction without
affecting the luminescence of the NCs. Preliminary conjugation studies, as well as
future direction with 'clickable' NCs are discussed.
VII.2 Results and Discussion
VII.2.a Synthesis of Rhodamine B-labeled Cyclooctyne
Scheme VII.3 depicts the synthesis of RITC-labeled cyclooctyne. The
cyclooctyne reported originally by Bertozzi and co-workers was synthesized according
to literature procedures.37 Since the cyclooctyne compound, 1, was derivatized with a
carboxylic acid, we deemed appropriate that the most facile strategy to couple to a dye
was through a diamine linker. Functionalization of the cyclooctyne with an
ethylenediamine linker yielded compound 2 that through subsequent coupling using
Rhodamine B isothiocyantate afforded the cyclooctyne-modified Rhodamine B,
compound 3, in 50% overall yield. The choice of Rhodamine B was two-fold: 1) the dye
allowed for confirmation that the Click reaction occurred, and 2) the dye can potentially
be exploited as a FRET acceptor. The RITC-modified cyclooctyne was used to assess
the Click reactions with azide-terminated NCs prepared both by micellular encapsulation
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Scheme VII.3 Synthetic route to RITC-labeled cyclooctyne, compound 3.
\9 1) 1.1 eq. PfpTFA
OH 2) xs ethylenediamine
and by cap-exchange.
1 eq. RITC
DMF
Vll.2.b Click Chemistry with Azide-terminated Micelle Encapsulated
NCs
The first method takes advantage of the micelle-encapsulated NC-NHS ester
synthon that was developed in Chapter IV.4.h. Scheme VII.4 details the formation of the
azide terminated micelle encapsulated NCs. Solvation of the NC-NHS by 0-(2-
aminoethyl)-O'-(2-azidoethyl)-heptaethylene glycol yielded a bright clear reaction
solution that was stirred for 4 hours. Addition of water to the azide NCs resulted in slight
precipitation and lowered the quantum yield of the NCs from 53% to 2.1%. Purification
by filtration and centrifugal dialysis resulted in water-soluble azide terminated NCs.
With the azide terminated NCs in hand, the Click reaction was attempted using
the dye-labeled cyclooctyne that was developed as shown in Scheme VII.3. The two
Scheme VII.4 Synthesis of azide-terminated micelle encapsulated NCs.
1) H2N O_ N38
2) H20
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reacting species were mixed in PBS at room temperature and stirred overnight.
Purification by dialysis with distilled water yielded the NC-dye conjugate that was
coupled with 1,2,3-triazole formation. The construct was characterized using
photophysical methods. By determining the concentrations of the reacting dye and the
filtrate wash, the coupling efficiency was found to be low, at approximately 3%.
Figure VII.1 shows the UV-vis absorption profile of the NC-RITC conjugate. The
first absorption peak of both NCs and RITC are clearly visible. Decomposing the
spectrum into the respective NC and dye components reveals that the dye to NC ratio
was 2.2. Figure VII.2 shows the steady-state emission spectrum of the NC-dye
conjugate, when excited at kex = 350 nm. The emission of the conjugate exhibits both
NC and dye features. Figure VII.3 compares the photoluminescence excitation
spectrum between the conjugate and the RITC-cyclooctyne. The results suggest a small
degree of energy transfer from the NC. When monitoring the emission at kem = 625 nm,
the emission intensity at higher-energy excitation wavelengths (between 300 - 450 nm)
is greater for the NC-RITC construct compared to the RITC-cyclooctyne molecule.
Lifetimes of the NC were also measured through time-resolved emission spectroscopy.
Donor lifetime quenching was minimal, changing from 3.5 ns for the uncoupled azide-
terminated NCs to 2.9 ns when the RITC was conjugated onto the NC. The overall
efficiency of energy transfer for this system is 17%, due to the long distance between
U.2
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Figure VII.1 UV-visible absorption spectrum of the clicked NC-RITC conjugate (blue line
-) clearly exhibits both NC and dye first absorption features.
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the donor and acceptor, which is imposed by the PEG linker, as well as the low dye to
NC ratio of 2.2.
These results describe the first example of a system where a Click reaction was
achieved in water using CdSe NCs. Although the overall objective was achieved, the
system can be further improved by preparing azide-terminated NCs that exhibit less
aggregation. A smaller donor-acceptor distance will also be useful for FRET
Sx10 4
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0CC0
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X/ nm
Figure VII.2 The emission of the clicked NC-RITC conjugate (Xex = 365 nm, green solid
line -) can be deconstructed to the NC only (red dashed line - -) and the RITC only
(blue dashed line - - ) components.
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Figure VII.3 The photoluminescence excitation spectrum (kem = 625 nm) of the clicked
NC-RITC (blue solid line -) show a slight enhancement in the emission intensity in the
UV-region compared to the spectrum of the RITC alone (green solid line -).
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demonstration. The above two points provided the impetus to move towards cap-
exchanged water-soluble NCs that incorporate azide or alkyne functionalities.
VII.2.c Synthesis of Azide-terminated NCs
Based on the work from Chapter V, the use of a dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA)-
modified azide-terminated PEG was a natural initial target as a cap-exchanging ligand.
Scheme VII.5 illustrates the attempted synthesis of DHLA-azidePEG. While the
synthesis of thioctic acid (TA)-modified azide-terminated PEG proceeds expeditiously,
reduction of the TA to DHLA without reducing the azide group proved to be challenging.
The use of a mild reducing agent, dithiothreitol (DTT) still reduced the azide to an
amine. Directly coupling DHLA to O-(2-aminoethyl)-O'-(2-azidoethyl)-heptaethylene
glycol results in a mixture of products that yields TA-aminoPEG upon purification. While
the DHLA functionality is beneficial for stable chelation onto the NC surface, it also
results in the reduction of the azide on the ligand; a number of different structures of
dithiols have been shown to reduce azides.43 '44 Due to the incompatibility of the two
functional groups, monothiols instead of dithiols were incorporated in the azide
terminated capping ligand design. While enhanced stability was sacrificed, we were
interested in demonstrating the feasibility and the efficiency of coupling using Click
chemistry methods.
Scheme VII.6 describes the synthesis of the capping ligands. The capping ligand
was synthesized by coupling 3-mercaptopropionic ester, 4, with O-(2-aminoethyl)-O'-(2-
azidoethyl)-heptaethylene glycol. The ligand was purified by flash chromatography and
characterized by 1H NMR and IR. The IR spectrum is shown in Figure VII.4. The sharp
feature at 2108 cm-' indicates that the azide is preserved upon ligand isolation. TOPO-
Scheme VII.5 Synthesis of DHLA modified azidePEG reveals that DHLA and azide are
two incompatible functional groups.
O O
rOH +HN O N 3  X N O 8N3
SH SH SH SH H
S-S H
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Scheme VII.6 Synthesis of azide terminated NC capping ligand.
O O
N-0 SH + H2N 0 s a HS- _ N 8 NH
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Figure VII.4 IR spectrum of the ligand, compound 5, confirms
feature at 2108 cm-1 as indicated by the black arrow.
0
the presence of an azide
coated 542 nm emitting NCs were subsequently cap-exchanged at 600C.
Due to concerns of water-solubility, three different sets of ligands were used for
the cap-exchange. Table II1.1 lists the solubility properties of NCs cap-exchanged with A)
100% azide-PEG-SH. B) 1:1 molar mixture of azide-PEG-SH and 3-mercaptopropionic
acid, and C) 100% 3-mercaptopropionic acid. 3-Mercaptopropionic acid is a well-known
Table VII.1 Solubility properties imparted to the NCs by capping ligand mixtures used to
synthesize azide-terminated NCs.
NC sample cap-exchanged with: Soluble in EtOH Soluble in H20
A) 100% azide-PEG-SH, compound 5 yes no
B) 50% compound 5, 50% mercaptopropionic acid yes yes
C)100% mercaptopropionic acid yes yes
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ligand to impart water solubility to CdSe NCs and is used as a comparative control for
the cap-exchange process. While all NCs are well-dispersed in ethanol, the NCs
exchanged with 100% azide-terminated ligand did not solubilize in water. The use of a
longer-chained PEG, O-(2-aminoethyl)-O'-(2-azidoethyl)-nonaaethylene glycol, did not
impart any further water solubility to the NCs. NCs prepared from a mixture of azide-
terminated ligand with 3-mercaptopropionic acid did disperse in water; however, the
presence of the azide ligand had to be verified to dismiss the possibility that only the 3-
mercaptopropionic acid coordinated to the NC surface.
The presence of the azide functionality on the NCs was confirmed through
infrared spectroscopy. The NC samples were purified by multiple precipitation and
redispersion in solvent to ensure that all excess ligands were removed. Figure VII.5
shows the IR spectra for all three types of NCs. The sharp stretch at 2106 - 2107 cm-'
was observed for samples A and B, indicative of azides. Sample B exhibits a prominent
broad -OH stretch at 3335 cm-1 that is missing in sample A, indicating a mixture with
mercaptopropionic acid. Finally, NCs coated exclusively with 3-mercaptopropionic acid
exhibits no azide stretch and a broad -OH peak at 3435 cm-~ . IR spectroscopy of the
cap-exchanged NCs establishes that a mixture of 3-mercaptopropionic acid and
azidePEG ligands sufficiently coats the NC with azides for click coupling purposes.
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Scheme VII.7 Synthesis of N-propargyl-dihydrolipoamide for preparation of alkyne
terminated NCs.
O O O
-DMF NaBH4
S-S S-S EtOH / H20 SH SH
6 7 (1:1) 8
VII.2.d Synthesis of Alkyne-terminated NCs
Synthesis of alkyne-terminated NCs was pursued as a target to add to the
toolbox of functionalized NCs. Scheme VII.7 shows the synthesis of propargylamine
modified thioctic acid, with subsequent reduction of the dithiolane ring to dithiol. The
TOPO-coated 542 nm emitting NCs were cap-exchanged at 600C. As in the case with
azide NCs, concerns of water-solubility when cap-exchanged with 100% alkyne
terminated ligands were present; therefore, three ligand batches were prepared and
their solubility properties are listed in Table VII.2: A) 100% alkyne-modified dihydrolipoic
acid, B) 1:1 molar mixture of alkyne-modified DHLA and free DHLA, and C) 100%
DHLA. Similar to the azide modified NCs, the alkyne-modified dihydrolipoic acid ligand
can only impart water solubility when mixed with its free acid form. Attempts to
characterize the alkyne group on the NC surface were inconclusive. The terminal alkyne
stretch expected between 2100 to 2200 cm-1 is typically a very weak band, and a clear
(high signal to noise) IR spectrum of the NCs could not be obtained.
Table VII.2 Solubility properties imparted to the NCs by capping ligand mixtures used to
synthesize alkyne-terminated NCs.
NC sample cap-exchanged with: Soluble in EtOH Soluble in H20
A) 100% DHLA-alkyne, compound 8 yes no
B) 50% compound 8, 50% DHLA yes yes
C)100% DHLA yes yes
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Vll.2.e Click Reactions with Azide-terminated Cap-exchanged NCs
The Click reaction was performed using the cyclooctyne-modified RITC with
water-soluble NCs exhibiting azide functionality and a quantum yield of 43%. The azide
terminated NCs were dialyzed into PBS until the final concentration was 16 jiM. The
cyclooctyne-RITC was dissolved in DMF to yield a final concentration of 0.3 mM. Upon
preparing a 10:1 dye to NC molar mixture, the NC emission was found to quench, and
the NCs themselves started to precipitate. In order to probe whether the mechanism of
quenching was due to the reagents used to prepare the cyclooctyne or to the actual
coupling of the dye to the NCs, a series of NCs and reagents were mixed as listed in
Table VII.3. Only the addition of the compound 3-modified RITC and pentafluorophenyl
trifluoroacetate (pfp-TFA) to azide-terminated NCs seem to quench the NCs. Because
pfp-TFA was removed by chromatography, it is unlikely to be the cause of the
quenching during the Click reaction. Different molar ratios prepared between the azide
NCs and the cyclooctyne dye exhibited different quenching rates, although attempted
purification of these NC conjugates resulted in precipitation. UV-vis and steady-state
emission spectroscopies verified the presence of both dye and NC for NC conjugates
Table VII.3 Reaction conditions used to probe the cause of quenching of azide-capped
NC luminescence during the Click reaction
Reaction Mixtures Degree of NC luminescence quenching
RITC-cyclooctyne and azide-NCs (10:1) Immediate quenching
RITC-cyclooctyne and azide-NCs (5:1) Immediate quenching
RITC-cyclooctyne and azide-NCs (2:1) Delayed (2h) quenching
RITC-cyclooctyne and azide-NCs (1:1) No quenching, but precipitated
Compound I and azide-NCs (20:1) No quenching
Ethylenediamine and azide-NCs No quenching
TFA-pfp (in DMF) and azide-NCs Immediate quenching
RITC and azide-NCs (10:1) No quenching
Compound 2 and azide-NCs No quenching
Alkyne-modified RITC and azide NCs No quenching
RITC-cyclooctyne and carboxyPEG NCs No quenching
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Figure VII.6 Emission spectrum (ex = 350 nm) of the clicked NC-RITC (blue solid line
-) that remained in solution.
from the dialyzed fraction that did not precipitate. As the NC-RITC construct
precipitated, a blue emission began to appear when exposed to UV-light. The emission
spectrum is shown in Figure VII.6, and both dye and NC features are present.
Addition of the RITC-modified cyclooctyne dye to carboxylic acid terminated
PEGylated NCs did not quench the NC luminescence. The addition of the RITC dye
itself, propargylamine-modified RITC or the compound 3 itself also did not quench
luminescence. Given these results, a reaction most likely did occur between the azide
terminated NCs and the RITC-cyclooctyne; however, the monothiolated ligands of the
NCs were unstable to allow the construct to remain in solution. Degradation of the
construct putatively results in the blue observed emission.
VII.2.f Concluding Remarks and Future Direction
A Click reaction in water between azide terminated NCs and RITC-labeled
cyclooctyne was demonstrated with micellular encapsulated NCs. Because of low
quantum yields and the NC's propensity to aggregate, a cap-exchange strategy for Click
chemistry was also pursued. Both azide and alkyne terminated NCs were synthesized,
and they were found to be well-dispersed in aqueous environments. Unfortunately, the
use of monothiols as capping ligands of NCs proved to be detrimental for the Click
reaction.
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Scheme VII.8 Synthesis of the proposed ligand for NCs undergoing the Click reaction.
J
SH SH H0
(^Y O-N + H2 \
6 2
Nevertheless, the Click reaction for NCs is worth pursuing. An alternative ligand
for NCs to undergo the Click reaction is proposed in Scheme VII.8. Given the stability of
alkynes in the presence of thiols, the cyclooctyne moiety may be coupled to DHLA or a
DHLA-modified PEG for the placement on the NC surface. An azide terminated dye,
such as 7-methoxycoumarin-3-carbonyl azide, may be used to monitor the Click
reaction.
VII.3 Experimental Procedures
VII.3.a Materials and Methods
Trioctylphosphine oxide (90%, TOPO), cadmium 2,4-pentanedionate, N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), propargylamine, rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC), N,N'-
dimethylformamide (DMF), anhydrous pyridine, pentafluorophenyl trifluoroacetate (Pfp-
TFA), cycloheptene, sodium methoxide, silver perchlorate, methyl 4-
hydroxymethylbenzoate, 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid), Sephadex LH-20, and N-
octylamine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1-Tetradecylphosphonic acid (98%,
TDPA), n-hexylphosphonic acid (HPA), dimethylcadmium (CdMe 2) and selenium shot
were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Trioctylphosphine (TOP) and tributylphosphine (TBP)
were obtained from Strem Chemicals. 1-Ethyl-3,3'-dimethylaminopropylcarbodiimide
(EDC), 3-mercaptopropionic acid, O-(2-Aminoethyl)-O'-(2-azidoethyl)-heptaethylene
glycol, O-(2-aminoethyl)-O'-(2-azidoethyl)-nonaethylene glycol, bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide
[(TMS) 2S] and diethylzinc (ZnEt 2) were obtained from Fluka. NCs cap-exchanged with
25% DHLA-carboxyPEG and 75% DHLA-hydroxyPEG ligands were provided by W. Liu
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in the Bawendi group. All materials were used as purchased, except for TOPO, which
was purified through vacuum distillation, and diethylzinc, which was passed through a
0.2 pm syringe filter before use. All air sensitive materials were handled in an Omni-Lab
VAC glove box under dry nitrogen atmosphere with oxygen levels <0.2 ppm. Centrifugal
filters equipped with a 50,000 Da molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) dialysis membrane
were purchased through Millipore Corporation.
VII.3.b Spectroscopic Characterization
UV-visible spectroscopy of RITC coupled CdSe/CdZnS were measured on a
Hewlett-Packard 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer with the Chemstation software.
Steady-state fluorescence measurements were obtained in a 1 cm path-length cuvette
from a custom-built Photon Technology Instruments fluorometer installed with a
Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube and a 150 W Xe excitation lamp. Time resolved
emission measurements for the NCs, collected at room temperature in a 1 cm path
length cuvette, were made with a chirped-pulse amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system
using the frequency doubled (400 nm) pump light provided by a Ti:Sapphire laser
system (100 fs pulsewidth) and collected on a Hamamatsu C4334 Streak Scope streak
camera as previously described.45 Lifetime data was fitted as a bi-exponential decay
using Origin 6.0. All NMR spectra were collected at the MIT Department of Chemistry
Instrumentation Facility (DCIF) on a Varian Mercury 300 MHz or a Varian Inova 500
MHz NMR Spectrometer at room temperature. Chemical shifts are reported using the
standard 6 notation in ppm and are referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) using the
residual 'H signal of the deuterated solvent, CDCl3, CD 30D, or D20, as an internal
standard. IR Spectra of samples were collected on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FTIR
Spectrometer.
VII.3.c Synthesis of Ethylenediamine-modified Cyclooctyne
4-[(2-Cyclooctyn-1-yloxy)methyl]benzoic acid (118 mg, 0.460 mmol) was
synthesized according to literature methods 37 and dissolved in anhydrous pyridine (1
mL), to which Pfp-TFA (81 gL, 0.47 mmol) was added and stirred for 4 hours. The
reaction mixture was diluted with CH 2CI2 (30 mL), washed with 1 M HCI (3 x 20 mL) and
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saturated NaHCO3 (3 x 20 mL), and washed with H20 (3 x 20 mL). The organic layer
was dried with anhydrous MgSO 4. The solvent was reduced in vacuo, and excess
ethylenediamine (138 mg, 2.30 mmol) was added and stirred overnight. Excess
ethylenediamine was removed in vacuo, and the ethylenediamine modified 4-[{2-
cyclooctyn-1-yloxy)methyl]benzoic acid, compound 2, was purified by chromatography,
with silica as the stationary phase and EtOAc:MeOH:H 20 (70:15:15) as the mobile
phase. Product yield: 69%. 1H NMR (300MHz, D20, 6): 7.63 (d, J= 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.34 (d,
J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 4.52 (d, J = 12, 1H), 4.37 (d, J = 11.4, 1H), 4.21 (m, 1H), 3.54 (t, J =
5.7, 2H), 3.09 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 2H), 2.18-1.90 (m, 3H), 1.82-1.20 (m, 8H), 1.16 (m, 1H).
ESI-MS: m/z 301.1 [M+H]*.
VIl.3.d Synthesis of RITC-modified Cyclooctyne
Compound 2 (63 mg, 0.21 mmol) was allowed to react with RITC (111 mg, 0.210
mmol) in DMF (3 mL) and stirred overnight. DMF was removed in vacuo, and the crude
product was purified by chromatography, with silica as the stationary phase and
EtOAc:MeOH:H 20 (70:15:15) as the mobile phase. RITC-labeled cyclooctyne product,
compound 3, was isolated in 74% yield as a red solid. 1H NMR (500MHz, CDCI3, 6):
8.76 (br s, 1H), 8.12 (br s, 1H), 7.97 (d, J = 8.5 Hz 1H), 7.92 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.30 (d,
J = 8 Hz, 1H), 7.08 (br s, 1H), 7.04 (d, J = 7 Hz, 1H), 6.79 (br s, 1H), 6.66 (br s, 1H),
6.58 (br s, 2H), 6.52 - 6.43 (m, 3H), 6.17 (dd, J = 11.5 and 4 Hz, 1H), 4.61 (d, J = 12,
1H), 4.28 (d, J = 12.5, 1H), 4.05 (m, 1H), 3.56 (t, J = 4.5 Hz, 2H), 3.46-3.30 (m, 10 H),
2.30-2.27 (m, 2H), 2.04-1.84 (m, 4H), 1.72-1.66 (m, 2H), 1.52-1.43 (m, 1H), 1.32-1.04
(m, 14H).
VII.3.e Synthesis of RITC-modified Propargylamine
Rhodamine B Isothiocyanate (RITC, 100 mg, 0.190 mmol) was dissolved in DMF
(6 mL) and stirred vigorously, to which propargylamine (128 jIL, 1.90 mmol) was added.
The reaction mixture was stirred overnight, and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The
crude product was purified by chromatography, with silica as the stationary phase and
CH2CI2:EtOH (85:15) as the mobile phase. Removal of solvent under reduced pressure
yields the product as a purple solid (49 mg, 44%). 'H NMR (500MHz, CDCI 3, 6): 7.79 (d,
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J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.05 (m, 1H), 6.89 (m, 1H), 6.57 (m, 2H), 6.39 (m, 2H), 5.98 (m, 2H),
3.97 (q, J = 2.5, 8 H), 3.14 (t, J = 6.5, 2 H), 2.26 (t, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (500MHz,
CDCI 3, 8): 79.24, 71.93.
Vll.3.f Synthesis of CdSelCdZnS Nanocrystals (542 nm)
CdSe NCs overcoated with alloyed CdZnS were prepared using a modified
literature method. 1' 46,47 In a three-necked flask, vacuum distilled trioctylphosphine oxide
(TOPO, 6.0 g, 16 mmol), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 6.0 mL, 14 mmol), cadmium 2,4-
pentanedionate (0.306 g, 0.980 mmol) and 1-tetradecylphosphonic acid (0.549 g, 1.97
mmol) were added and degassed at 180 oC for three hours. The reaction vessel was
backfilled with N2, and the temperature was heated to 260 oC. A venting needle was
inserted into the septa of the flask, and N2 was allowed to flow for 20 minutes. After the
removal of the venting needle, the temperature was raised to 360 oC and 1.5M solution
of TBP (1.5 mL, prepared from dissolving 5.92 g of Se shot into 50 mL TBP) was rapidly
injected. The reaction was cooled immediately, and stirred overnight at 80 0C to obtain
core CdSe NCs with a first absorption feature at 501 nm.
The bare CdSe NCs were precipitated twice out of the growth solution with
butanol and methanol and redissolved in 4 mL hexanes. The NCs were overcoated by
injecting the hexane solution of core CdSe into a degassed solvent of distilled
trioctylphosphine oxide (10.0 g, 0.0259 mol) and n-hexylphosphonic acid (0.40 g,
0.0024 mol). The hexane was removed in vacuo at 80 oC and the solution temperature
was raised to 140 1C. Two separate precursor solutions of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide in 5
mL TOP, and diethylzinc and dimethylcadmium (in a 90: 10 molar ratio) in 5 mL TOP
was slowly added to the core solution over the course of two hours using a syringe
pump. Exact amounts were chosen (134 mg, 1.10 mmol ZnEt2 : 17 mg, 0.12 mmol
CdMe 2) to yield a -4 monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare CdSe NCs, using the
methods of Dabboussi et al.47 The final emission wavelength was 542 nm with a FWHM
of 26 nm. The quantum yield of NCs prepared was 53% after one size-selected
precipitation against a rhodamine 560 standard which is taken to be (D = 0.95 in ethanol.
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VII.3.g Synthesis of N-Octylamine-modified Poly(acrylic acid)
A functionalized polymer was synthesized by coupling a fraction (40%) of the
carboxylic acid groups of a 1800 MW poly(acrylic acid) (2.0 g, 0.0011 mol) with
octylamine (1.44 g, 0.0110 mol) using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) (2.12g, 0.0110 mol) in N,N'-dimethylformamide according to a previous report.4 8
The functionalized polymer was purified by size-exclusion chromatography using
Sephadex LH-20 with methanol as the mobile phase. 1H NMR (500MHz, CD30D, 8):
3.15 (br s), 2.25 (br, s), 1.98 (s), 1.60 (br s), 1.46 (br s), 1.28 (s), 0.866 (s). IR (KBr, cm
1): 3289 (OH, br), 2930-2853 (CH, aliphatic), 1712 (C=O), 1641 (CO-NH-R), 1564 (CO-
NH-R).
VII.3.h Preparation of Azide-terminated Micelle Encapsulated NCs
Water-soluble CdSe/CdZnS NCs were prepared by precipitating 0.5 mL of the
NC stock solution. The resulting dried CdSe/ZnS (5 mgs) was added to N-octylamine
modified poly(acrylic acid) (30 mgs) in a vial and dissolved in chloroform. The
chloroform solution was sonicated and stirred vigorously for 1 hour, after which the
solvent was removed in vacuo. The resulting solid was then dissolved in 0.2 M NaOH
solution, then dialyzed with 50000 MW centrifugal filters until the pH of the filtrate was
neutral. NC-NHS esters were subsequently prepared by adding an excess of EDC (100
mg, 0.520 mmol) and NHS (50 mg, 0.43 mmol) to the water-soluble micelle
encapsulated NCs as prepared in Section IV.4.g. Upon addition of both EDC and NHS,
flaky precipitate formed, leaving a clear, colorless solution, which was decanted. The
solid was washed with water (3 x 5 mL) to remove the excess EDC and NHS. The 542
nm emitting NC NHS-ester was dissolved in an overwhelming excess of neat 0-(2-
aminoethyl)-O'-(2-azidoethyl)-heptaethylene glycol (500 mg, 1.10 mmol). The
azidePEG-NC solution was stirred for 1 hour, to which water (5 mL) was added. Slight
precipitation formed, which was filtered with a 0.2 pm syringe filter, and the NC solution
was dialyzed with 50,000 Da MWCO centrifugal filters to remove excess starting
material azidePEG. After purification, the quantum yield of the NCs was found to be
2.1% against a rhodamine 560 as a reference standard, which was taken to be 95% in
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ethanol.
VII.3.i Click Reaction of Azide-terminated Micelle Encapsulated NCs
with RITC-labeled Cyclooctyne
RITC-cyclooctyne was dissolved in PBS buffer (pH ~ 7.4) to make an 18 gM
stock solution. 1.5 mL of the RITC solution was mixed with 2 mL of 0.5 [LM azidePEG
NC solution in PBS, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 20 hours. Purification was
achieved through multiple dialysis through 50000 MWCO centrifugal filters until the
filtrate was free from any residual dye, as confirmed by UV-vis spectroscopy. The final
dialyzed construct was filtered through a 0.2 gm filter. The coupling efficiency was
calculated to be 3% by comparing the dye component of the UV-vis spectrum between
the reaction mixture and the final NC-dye conjugate.
VII.3.j Synthesis of N-(2-Azidoethyl)heptaethylene Glycol
Mercaptoacetamide [AzidePEG]
3-Mercaptopropionic acid NHS-ester, 4, was synthesized using literature
methods.49 O-(2-Aminoethyl)-O'-(2-azidoethyl)-heptaethylene glycol (500 mg, 1.10
mmol) was allowed to react with 3-mercaptopropionic acid NHS-ester (0.278 g, 1.40
mmol) in 5 mL DMF and stirred overnight. Solvent was removed in vacuo and the
product, compound 5, was purified using flash chromatography with silica as a
stationary phase and CH 2CI2: MeOH (93:7) as the mobile phase. The product yield was
47%. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCI 3): 3.65 (m, 30H), 3.56 (m, 2 H), 3.47 (m, 2H), 3.39 (t, J=
5 Hz, 2H), 2.81 (q, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 2.51 (t, J = 7,2H), 1.64 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H). IR (neat,
cm-'): 2986-2878 (CH, aliphatic), 2686 (-SH), 2108 (N3), 1720 (C=O), 1673(CO-NH-R).
VII.3.k Synthesis of N-(2-Azidoethyl)nonaethylene Glycol
Mercaptoacetamide
Same procedure was applied for the synthesis of N-(2-azidoethyl)nonaethylene
glycol mercaptoacetamide as described in section VII.3.j. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDCI 3):
3.63 (m, 32H), 3.53 (m, 2 H), 3.45 (m, 2H), 3.37 (t, J = 5 Hz, 2H), 2.81 (m, 2H), 2.49 (t, J
= 7, 2H), 1.64 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H).
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VII.3.1 Cap-exchange of NCs with AzidePEG
Three separate vials with stirbars containing ligands A) azidePEG (50 mg, 0.095
mmol) B) azidePEG:3-mercaptopropionic acid mixture (50 mg, 0.095 mmol : 10 mg,
0.094 mmol), and C) 3-mercaptopropionic acid (20 mg, 0.19 mmol) were prepared.
Three separate 0.2 mL aliquots of CdSe/CdZnS solution were precipitated by methanol
and resuspended in 0.1 mL chloroform. The NC chloroform solution was injected into
the vial containing the vigorously stirred ligand, and the chloroform was removed under
reduced pressure. The vials were placed in a 60 oC oil bath for 6 hours, then cooled to
room temperature. Ethanol was added to the cap-exchanged NCs. After addition of 1
drop of chloroform and 5 mL of hexanes, the NCs precipitated and the supernatant was
decanted. Addition of pH 6.0 buffer to NCs capped with ligand set A failed to dissolve
the NCs; however, addition of pH 9.0 borate buffer resulted in water solubilized NCs for
ligand sets B and C. The water solubilized NCs were dialyzed with distilled water to
remove excess ligand and to neutralize the pH. The NCs were filtered using 0.2 pm
filter. The NCs coated with ligand set B was further dialyzed in PBS to a final
concentration of 16 gIM. The purified azidePEG-solubilized NCs (with ligand set B) were
found to exhibit a quantum yield of (D = 45% in water compared with the reference,
rhodamine 590, which was taken to be 95% in ethanol.50 NC-ligand set A, IR (CH 2CI2,
cm-'): 2925 (CH, aliphatic), 2106 (N3), 1714 (C=O), 1661 (CO-NH-R). NC-ligand set B,
IR (CH 2CI 2, cm-1): 3335 (OH, br), 2912 (CH, aliphatic), 2107 (N3), 1717 (C=O), 1662
(CO-NH-R). NC-ligand set C, IR (KBr, cm-1): 3435 (OH, br), 2926 (CH, aliphatic), 1701
(C=O).
VII.3.m Synthesis of N-Propargyl Lipoamide (Alkyne-TA)
The alkyne-modified dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA) was prepared as follows. Thioctic
acid NHS-ester, 6, was prepared according to literature methods. 51 TA-NHS (3.0 g, 9.9
mmol) and propargylamine (0.68 mL, 9.9 mmol) were allowed to react in 20 mL DMF
overnight. The solvent was removed in vacuo, then the crude product was purified by
flash chromatography, with silica as the stationery phase and CH 2CI2:MeOH (97:3) as
the mobile phase. Removal of solvent under reduced pressure gave N-propargyl
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lipoamide, compound 7. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCI 3): 5.61 (br s, 1H), 4.05 (m, 2H), 3.56
(m, 1 H), 3.14 (m, 2H), 2.45 (m, 1H), 2.21 (m, 2H), 1.72 (m, 1 H), 1.69 (m, 4H), 1.46 (m,
2H).
VII.3.n Synthesis of N-Propargyl Dihydrolipoamide (Alkyne-DHLA)
N-Propargyl lipoamide, 7, (1.42 g, 5.60 mmol) was dissolved in a ethanol:water
mixture (1:1) and cooled to 4 oC. Excess sodium borohydride (3 equiv.) was slowly
added and the reaction was allowed to warm up to room temperature and stirred 10
hours. The product was extracted with CH 2CI2 (3 x 75 mL), washed with water (3 x 75
mL), dried with Na 2SO4, and filtered. Removal of solvent under reduced pressure
yielded a white amorphous solid, compound 8, at 60% yield. 'H NMR (500 MHz,
CDCI3): 5.63 (br s, 1 H), 4.05 (m, 2H), 3.65 (m, 1 H), 2.81 (m, 1 H), 2.63 (m, 3H), 2.23 (m,
3H), 2.02-1.10 (m, 10H).
VII.3.o Cap-exchange of NCs with Alkyne-terminated Ligands
Three separate vials with stirbars containing ligands A) alkyne-DHLA (100 mg,
0.20 mmol) B) alkyne-DHLA: free DHLA mixture (50 mg, 0.20 mmol : 50 mg, 0.24
mmol), and C) free DHLA (100 mg, 0.48 mmol) were prepared. Three separate 0.2 mL
aliquots of CdSe/CdZnS solution were precipitated by methanol and resuspended in 0.1
mL chloroform. The NC chloroform solution was injected into the vial containing the
vigorously stirred ligand, and the chloroform was removed under reduced pressure. The
vials were placed in a 60 oC oil bath for 2 hours, then cooled to room temperature.
Ethanol was added to the cap-exchanged NCs. After addition of 1 drop of chloroform
and 5 mL of hexanes, the NCs precipitated and the supernatant was decanted. Addition
of distilled water to the NCs exchanged with ligand set A failed to dissolve the NCs;
however, addition of distilled water resulted in solubilized NCs for ligand sets B and C.
The water solubilized NCs were dialyzed with distilled water to remove excess ligand
and to neutralize the pH. The NCs were filtered using 0.2 pm filter.
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Vll.3.p Click Reaction with Azide-terminated NCs and RITC-labeled
Cyclooctyne
A spatula-tip of RITC-labeled cyclooctyne dye was dissolved in 100 PIL of DMF to
give a final concentration of 0.3 mM, as measured by UV-vis absorbance, with the
approximation that the extinction coefficient, E at 556 nm of RITC in ethanol is given to
be 100,000 M-1 cm- 1.20 gL of 16 pM azide-NC PBS solution was added to 4 separate 2
mL Eppendorf tubes. In each of the 4 vials different molar ratios of dye to NCs were
added: 5.3 iL (5:1), 2.12 iL (2:1), and 1.06 iL (1:1) of the RITC-cyclooctyne DMF
solution and 0.54 gL (5:1) of RITC-modified propargylamine (control) were added,
respectively and stirred for 2 hours. A second control construct with DHLA-
carboxyPEG:DHLA-hydroxyPEG (25:75) terminated NCs (5 gL) with RITC-cyclooctyne
DMF (1 pL) was also mixed and stirred for 2 hours. A quenching of the NC
luminescence and precipitation was observed immediately for the azide NC:RITC-
cyclooctyne (5:1) mixture and after 1 hour for the (2:1) mixture. The sample with the
least amount of RITC-cyclooctyne (1:1 solution) remained luminescent, but purification
of the compound by dialysis resulted in the majority of the products being precipitated.
After dialysis, the NC-RITC construct that remained in solution was characterized by
UV-vis and steady-state emission spectroscopies. Both control constructs were shown
to retain their NC luminescence properties.
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Conclusions and Future Outlook
Chapter VIII
VIII.1 Introduction
Through the manipulation of the CdSe NC surface and through the modulation of
FRET, Chapters II-VII have demonstrated various approaches of conjugating NCs to
energy acceptor molecules, as well as imparting to the NCs chemical and biological
sensitivity to their environment. The scope of this thesis has been limited to primarily
one type of quantum dot and sensing one analyte, hydronium ions. NC-based pH
sensors were constructed, initially as a proof-of-concept, and several years of work
have culminated into optimizing a NC-based pH sensor into a tool for sensing using
multi-photon microscopy methods. With a better understanding of the surface chemistry
of NCs and the sensing mechanism that underpins the sensitivity that NCs possess,
new opportunities for NC sensing arise. This Chapter attempts to put into perspective
the future possibilities that may appear from the work described in this Thesis. Proof-of-
concept ideas for new analytes, as well as new applications of pH, are outlined and
discussed in this section.
VIII.2 New Applications for pH Sensing
Chapters IV and V focused on the synthesis and development of biocompatible
pH sensors specifically for incorporation into an in vivo tumor environment. However, a
need exists in other areas for pH reporting, especially inside live cells. 1 -3 Intracellular pH
affects a wide range of cellular processes, such as cell proliferation, apoptosis, and
mitochondrial dysfunction.2 These processes are often regulated by transport proteins
that transfer ions across cell membranes.3'4 Despite established effects of pH on the
cellular functions, understanding and knowledge of how pH changes affect specific
proteins and assemblies that drive the processes are limited.2 Endocytosis is an
additional cellular process that exhibits a great pH change from pH 7.3 to less than 5.0. 5
Studies of endocytotic processes often entail monitoring pH concurrently.67 NCs have
been used for cell studies such as single particle tracking of receptor endocytotic
trafficking 8 and labeling cell surface proteins.9,10 A NC-based pH sensor would have
great potential for studying intracellular processes.
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In the Nocera and Bawendi groups, we have begun a program to investigate pH
sensing and imaging in cells using NC-based sensors. Because SNARF-5F, the pH dye
Scheme VIII.1
environments.
Structure of CypHer 5E, a pH sensitive dye that fluoresces in acidic
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Figure VIII.1 (Left) UV-vis absorbance spectra of CypHer 5E at different pH. (Right)
Relative emission intensity of CypHer 5E at different pH (ex = 620 nm). pH 4.0 (blue
solid line -), pH 5.0 (green dashed line - - ), pH 6.0 (red solid line -), pH 6.5 (cyan
dashed line - -), pH 7.0 (magenta solid line -), pH 7.5 (yellow dashed line ), and pH
8.0 (black solid line -).
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used in Chapters IV through VI exhibited enhanced emission intensity as the pH
increased, a new dye that was more sensitive over acidic regions was desired in order
to probe the cellular environment. Scheme VIII.1 and Figure VIII.1 show the structure
and the photophysical properties of CypHer 5E NHS-ester, a popular choice among
cellular biologists as a FRET acceptor dye. CypHer 5E is a cyanine-based pH sensor
that exhibits distinct pH-dependent acid and base forms in its absorbance spectrum but
only one emissive form when excited at the maximum absorbance wavelength of max =
620 nm. The acceptor dye may be paired with a 620 nm emitting donor NC to construct
a FRET-based pH sensor, similar to the sensor discussed in Chapter III.
Figure VIII.2 shows the photophysical properties of the NC-CypHer construct.
The dye to NC ratio is estimated to be 1:1. In this preliminary construct, the emission of
the dye was minimal, compared to that of the NC, due to the low coupling of the dye.
Nevertheless, we were interested in observing whether the construct itself may undergo
endocytosis into cells. The NC-CypHer and casein (which was used to help block
nonspecific binding) was co-incubated with bovine aeortal endothelial cells (BAOEC),
washed, and imaged, using two bandpass filters at 605 nm and 655 nm to collect the
NC and dye emissions. Figure VIII.3 shows the merged image of the fluorescence of the
sample with the differential interference contrast (DIC) image that outlines the cell
features. The fluorescence seems to be localized within the cells, which indicated that
they were successfully endocytosed, and both the dye and the NC emissions are
visible, which is promising for developing NC based tools for intracellular imaging and
pH sensing.
Much work remains to be done. A proper calibration in cellular media, the study
of photobleaching of the CypHer 5E, and an improved, optimized coupling efficiency of
the CypHer 5E to the NC are all necessary in order to effectively utilize the sensor.
Once a change in the pH sensor emission is shown through endocytosis as a proof-of-
concept, the NC-CypHer construct may be used as a tool for studying various
endocytotic processes.
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Figure VIII.2 (Left) UV-vis absorption of NC-CypHer 5E construct at different pH values.
(Right) Normalized emission intensity (Lex = 420 nm) of NC-CypHer 5E at different pH
values. pH 4.0 (blue solid line -), pH 5.0 (green dashed line - - ), pH 5.5 (red solid line
-), pH 6.0 (cyan dashed line - -), pH 6.5 (magenta solid line -), pH 7.0 (yellow dashed
line ), pH 7.5 (black solid line -), pH 8.0 (black dashed line - -).
Figure VIII.3 (A) Merged image of the DIC and the fluorescence collected from the 605
filter (green) and the 655 filter (red). (B) Ratio map constructed from the emissions of
the two filters. (C) Ratio map overlaid with the DIC image of the cells.
VIII.3 New Analytes to Sense
The NC FRET-based mechanism of sensing analytes is general and can easily
be applied to other targets. As mentioned in Chapter I, oxygen tension is also another
metabolic functional parameter in a tumor environment that would be informative for
cancer treatment. Chapter I.1.b describes the collisional quenching mechanism used in
phosphorescent oxygen sensors. One such sensor is a palladium meso-tetra-(4-
carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (Oxyphor Ro). 11,'12 The Q band absorption of the porphyrin at
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524 nm is readily accessible to NC FRET donors. Figure VIII.4 A shows UV-vis
absorption spectra of the Oxyphor Ro by itself and when conjugated to the NC. The
broad NC absorption feature is apparent at the wavelengths of higher energy. Figure
VIII.4 B shows the emission spectra of the NC-oxyphor conjugate when the sensor is
saturated with nitrogen, then later saturated with oxygen. Scheme VIII.2 depicts the
mechanism of the NC-oxyphor sensor. The oxyphor emission, ranging from 650 to 800
nm, is clearly enhanced in the absence of oxygen. However, the absorbance of the
sensor is oxygen independent; therefore, NC FRET-based ratiometric sensing is
achieved by utilizing the NC emission as an internal standard that remains insensitive to
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Figure VIII.4 (A) absorption spectra of Oxyphor Ro (yellow solid line ) and NC-
Oxyphor Ro conjugate (light green solid line ). (B) Emission intensity (Xex = 350 nm) of
the NC-Oxyphor Ro conjugate saturated with oxygen (blue solid line -) and nitrogen(red solid line -).
Scheme VIII.2 The signal transduction mechanism for the oxygen sensor is different
from that of the NC-based pH sensors. The oxygen sensor relies on the NC as a two
photon antenna and as an internal standard.
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oxygen concentration. The photophysical characterization of the NC-oxyphor construct
was sufficient as a proof-of-concept for a new type of NC FRET-based sensor, and
more sophisticated NC-based oxygen sensors are currently being pursued in our
laboratory. 13
VIII.4 Moving beyond CdSe Nanocrystals
The scope of this Thesis has been limited to CdSe/CdZnS, CdSe/ZnS, or in one
case, ZnSe/CdSe/ZnS, with emission ranges of approximately 500-660 nm. 1
4
-
17
Although the use of the CdSe system has been advantageous due to the well-
developed synthesis, high quantum yields in water, and visible nature of their
photoluminescence, the choice of acceptor dyes for the FRET system becomes
restricted to those that only absorb between 500-660 nm. Many chemically-sensitive
molecular fluorophores have absorption at shorter wavelengths than is easily accessed
with cadmium based NC emission, rendering them unsuitable for FRET pairing with
CdSe NCs.1,1 8-23 The use of NCs composed of different materials would allow us to
access more wavelengths for the creation of donor-acceptor FRET pairs. CdS, 14
ZnSe,24 and ZnSeTe25 would access NC donor wavelengths that are higher in energy,
between 400-550 nm. In fact, CdS/ZnS has already been used to construct a
fluorescein-based pH sensor using the sensing mechanism described in Chapter 111.26
Other materials, such as InAs,27 CdTe,14 ,28 30 Cu-In-Se, and Ag-In-Se31 NCs would
access NC donor wavelengths that are lower in energy, between 600-1000 nm. The
NCs emitting in the red or NIR are better suited towards biological applications due to
the existing 'biological window' that would minimize autofluorescence by other
absorbing biomolecules.32 As InAs and CdTe have been used for biological
applications,27 30 they may be a natural choice as NIR-emitting FRET donors for new
sensing constructs.
VIII.5 New Mechanism of Sensing Incorporating NCs
In order to expand our sensing repertoire for NCs, new mechanisms for signal
transduction should be considered. Recently, NCs have been shown to undergo
electron transfer as both donors 33 35 and acceptors, resulting in a quenching of the NC
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luminescence. 36-39 Modulation of the charge transfer processes through analyte
interactions have resulted in maltose 38,39 and glucose34 40 sensors. However, these
sensors usually relied on the conformational change of the maltose binding protein for
maltose sensors, 38,39 or a mixture of reagents for glucose sensors.34,40 No small
molecule, covalently tethered NC donor-acceptor electron transfer pair has been used
for sensing. A good starting point for sensor design is an understanding of the
parameters that affect electron transfer using NCs. In fact, a thorough investigation of
NC electron transfer (both as donor and acceptor) that examines the rate of electron
transfer through modulation of distance, solvent reorganization energy, or driving force
has not been performed. The NC surface chemistry discussed in this thesis may aid in
modulating the distance between the donor-acceptor pair. Surface chemistry of the NCs
must also be considered for solubility, if electron transfer rates with respect to solvent
reorganization energy are to be studied. Variation of redox potentials of the charge
transfer partner will aid in the study of driving force dependence. An electron transfer
partner to the NC that has a clear charge separated state that can be easily
distinguished, such as the rhenium complex reported by Huang et al.33 would be ideal
for characterization of charge transfer through ultrafast techniques. Additional
considerations for the study of charge transfer include the effect of the overcoating layer
of the NCs, the size of the NCs, and the materials of the NCs. All the aspects discussed
above must be considered before a reliable, well-understood, well-characterized, and
robust sensor using a charge transfer mechanism can be created.
VIII.6 Concluding Remarks
This Thesis has focused on NC surface chemistry, conjugation techniques of
NCs to small molecules, and characterization of NCs as FRET donors for the purpose
of constructing NC-based chemical and biological sensors. Applications for in vivo
sensing of the tumor metabolic environment have been pursued. Many avenues of NC
sensing still remain unexplored, some of which are described in this Chapter. The
development of the NC constructs will supplement and complement existing sensing
technologies for new applications and techniques. Further research on NC-acceptor
molecule conjugates will bring forth new and exciting opportunities to contribute to the
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field of optical sensing.
VIII.7 Experimental Procedures
VIII.7.a Materials and Methods
CypHer 5E was purchased from GE Healthcare. Oxyphor Ro was purchased from
Oxygen Enterprises. Decylamine, anhydrous N,N'-dimethylformamide (DMF),
trioctylphosphine oxide (90%, TOPO), cadmium 2,4-pentanedionate, dodecanal, 1800
MW poly(acrylic acid), 5-amino-l-pentanol, N-octylamine, 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide in methanol, N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), thioctic acid, thionyl chloride,
sodium azide, triphenylphosphine, sodium bicarbonate, dicyclohexylcarbodiimide
(DCC), 4,4'-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), basic A120 3 (150 mesh), and Sephadex LH-
20 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1-Ethyl-3,3'-dimethylaminopropylcarbodiimide
(EDC), hexadecylamine (HDA), poly(ethylene glycol) 400, bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide
[(TMS) 2S], and diethylzinc (ZnEt2) were purchased from Fluka. Selenium shot and
hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) were obtained from Alfa Aesar. Trioctylphosphine (TOP)
and sodium borohydride (NaBH 4) were purchased from Strem Chemicals. Bovine N,N'-
dimethylcasein was ordered from Calbiochem. Bovine aeortal endothelial cells were
ordered from Genlantis. All air sensitive materials were handled in an Omni-Lab VAC
glove box under dry nitrogen atmosphere with oxygen levels <0.2 ppm. All materials
were used as purchased, except for TOPO and 5-amino-1-pentanol, which were purified
through vacuum distillation, and diethylzinc which was passed through a 0.2 gm syringe
filter before use. Centrifugal filters equipped with a 50,000 Da molecular weight cutoff
(MWCO) dialysis membrane were purchased through Millipore Corporation.
V111.7.b Spectroscopic Characterization
UV-vis spectroscopy of SNARF coupled CdSe/CdZnS were measured on a
Hewlett-Packard 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer with the Chemstation software.
Steady-state fluorescence measurements were obtained in a 1 cm pathlength cuvette
from a custom-built Photon Technology Instruments fluorometer installed with a
Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube and a 150 W Xe excitation lamp.
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All NMR spectra were collected at the MIT Department of Chemistry
Instrumentation Facility (DCIF) on a Varian Mercury 300 MHz or a Varian Inova 500
MHz NMR spectrometer at room temperature. Chemical shifts are reported using the
standard 8 notation in ppm and are referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) using the
residual 'H signal of the deuterated solvent, CDCl 3, as an internal standard. IR Spectra
of samples were collected on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FTIR spectrometer. Differential
interference contrast imaging and fluorescence imaging of cells were performed on a
Nikon Eclipse TEU 2000 microscope equipped with 488 nm excitation source and
emission filters at 605 ± 55 and 655 ± 15 nm.
Vll1.7.c Synthesis of CdSe/CdZnS (Xem = 620 nm)
CdSe NCs overcoated with alloyed CdZnS were prepared using a modified
literature method. 14-16 A vial containing cadmium 2,4-pentanedionate (0.317 g, 0.00100
mol), dodecanal (0.50 mL, 0.0023 mol) in trioctylphosphine (6.0 mL, 0.0135 mol) was
degassed at 180 oC for an hour, then cooled to yield a homogenous bright yellow
solution. 1.5 M trioctylphosphine selenide (TOPSe, 4 mL, prepared from dissolving 5.92
g Se shot into 50 mL TOP) was subsequently added to the vial being cooled to room
temperature. The contents of the vial were subsequently injected rapidly at 360 oC into
a three-necked flask (equipped with an air condenser, temperature controller, and a stir
bar) containing degassed solvent of trioctylphosphine oxide (6.25 g, 0.0162 mol),
hexadecylamine (5.75 g, 0.0238 mol), and trioctylphosphine (3.4 mL, 0.0076 mol). The
temperature of the growing CdSe NCs was cooled immediately by removing the heating
mantle to obtain NCs with a first absorption feature of 596 nm.
The bare CdSe NCs were precipitated out of the growth solution with butanol and
methanol twice and brought up in 4 mL hexanes. The NCs were overcoated by injecting
the hexane solution of core CdSe into a degassed solvent of distilled trioctylphosphine
oxide (10.0 g, 0.0259 mol) and n-hexylphosphonic acid (0.40 g, 0.0024 mol). The
hexane was removed in vacuo at 80 oC, and decylamine (0.50 mL, 0.0020 mol) was
added. After stirring for 1 hr, the solution temperature was raised to 140 'C. Two
separate precursor solutions of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide in 5 mL TOP, and diethylzinc
and dimethylcadmium (in a 80: 20 molar ratio) in 5 mL TOP was slowly added to the
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core solution over the course of two hours using a syringe pump. Exact amounts were
chosen to yield a -2.5 monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare CdSe NCs, using the
methods of Dabboussi et al.16 The final emission wavelength was 620 nm with a FWHM
of 26 nm.
VIII.7.d Synthesis of Cap-exchanged Water-soluble NCs
The CdSe/CdZnS synthesized in section V11.7.c (0.5 mL) was precipitated from
the growth solution once using a mixture of n-butanol and methanol. DHLA-hydroxyPEG
and DHLA-aminoPEG were prepared as described in Chapter V.4, and the cap-
exchange proceeded as described in Chapter V.4.h.
VIII.7.e Synthesis of NC-CypHer Construct
CdSe/CdZnS water-solubilized NCs as prepared from Section VIll.7.d was
dialyzed into pH 8.3 sodium bicarbonate buffer (0.1 M) until the final volume was 0.6
mL, which was estimated to be 3 [IM. CypHer 5E mono-NHS ester (1 mg) was
dissolved in DMSO (100 gIL), 9 gIL of which was injected to a vigorously stirring solution
of the water-solubilized NCs, and stirred overnight. The reaction mixture was diluted
with 10 mL of distilled water, then dialyzed with 50,000 MWCO centrifugal filters until all
residual uncoupled dye was removed, as measured from the absorbance of the filtrate.
The NC-CypHer pH sensor was characterized by UV-vis and emission spectroscopy in
acetate buffer for pH 4 and in phosphate buffers for pH 5-8.
VIII.7.f Incorporation of NC-CypHer Construct into Cells
Bovine aeortal endothelial cells (BAOEC) in a Petri dish were washed with PBS
buffer (3 x 100 gL) and incubated with 100 gIL of 1% casein solution in PBS for 2
minutes. NC-CypHer construct mixed with 0.5% casein was added to the cells (100gL
total volume, -200 nM) and incubated at 37 oC and 5% CO2 for 30 minutes. Afterwards,
the cells were washed with PBS (7 x 100 iL). Cells were place on microscope slides
and imaged under the microscope at 488 nm excitation at an acquisition time of 5
seconds. Fluorescence images were collected using emission filters centered at 605 +
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55 and 655 ± 15 nm.
VIII.7.g Synthesis of ZnSeICdSelZnS Nanocrystals (,,em = 533 nm)
ZnSe/CdSe NCs were prepared as previously reported. 17 ZnSe NCs were
synthesized by rapidly injecting a solution consisting of diethylzinc (96 mg, 0.78 mmol)
dissolved in TOP (4.0 mL, 0.0090 mol) and 1.0 M TOPSe (1 mL, 1 mmol, prepared from
dissolving 3.948 g Se shot into 50 mL TOP) into a 3-necked flask containing degassed
hexadecylamine (7.0 g, 0.029 mol) at 310 oC. The resulting solution was cooled to
2700C and the NCs were allowed to grow for an hour. The temperature of the ZnSe
solution was then lowered to 150 oC. In a separate 4-necked flask equipped with an
addition funnel, air condenser, and temperature controller, TOPO (8.0 g, 0.0207 mol)
and HPA (0.40 g, 2.4 mmol) was degassed at 1500C. The addition funnel was loaded
with a solution consisting of dimethylcadmium (78 mg, 0.55 mmol), 1.5M TOPSe (0.60
mL, 0.90 mmol), and TOP (4.4 mL, 9.9 mmol). Immediately after 4 mL of the ZnSe
growth solution prepared above (and maintained at 150 oC) was transferred to the 4
necked flask, the contents of addition funnel was allowed to drip at approximately 1
drip/second. The resulting solution was stirred at 150 0C for 24 hours and was found to
have a first absorption feature at Xabs = 472 nm.
The ZnSe/CdSe NCs were precipitated once with methanol, resulting in a yellow
paste. The NCs were extracted with 3 x 5 mL hexanes until the paste turned white. The
extracted hexane solution of NCs were re-precipitated with n-butanol and methanol
twice more and re-dissolved in 4 mL hexanes. The hexane NC solution was then
injected into an additional 4-necked flask containing degassed distilled TOPO (10.0 g,
25.9 mmol) and HPA (0.40 g, 2.4 mmol) that was stirring at 800C. The hexanes were
removed from the NC solution in vacuo at 800C. The temperature of the solution was
then raised to 150 oC. Two separate precursor solutions of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide in
5.0 mL TOP, and diethylzinc and dimethylcadmium (in a 80: 20 molar ratio) in 5.0 mL
TOP was slowly added to the core solution over the course of two hours using a syringe
pump. Exact amounts were chosen to yield a -5 monolayer coating of ZnS on the bare
CdSe nanocrystals, using the methods of Dabboussi et al. 16 The NCs were stirred
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overnight at 801C after the addition of the shell precursors, yielding ZnSe/ CdSe/ CdZnS
NCs with a first absorption feature of Xabs = 505 nm and an emission centered at Xem =
533 nm.
VIII.7.h Preparation of Polymer Micelle Encapsulated NCs
Water-soluble CdSe/CdZnS nanocrystals were prepared by precipitating 1 mL of
the NC stock solution. The resulting dried CdSe/l ZnS (10 mgs) was added to octylamine
and 5-amino-1-pentanol modified poly(acrylic acid) (60 mgs) in a vial and dissolved in
chloroform. The chloroform solution was sonicated and stirred vigorously for 1 hour,
after which the solvent was removed in vacuo.
VII.7.i Preparation of NC-Oxyphor Construct
A sample of the polymer coated NCs was dissolved in 2 mL DMF, to which
Oxyphor Ro (2.0 mg, 2.2 gmol) and EDC (2.0 mg, 10 imol) was added and stirred
overnight. . Evaporation of DMF and addition of H20 and 0.1 mL 0.1 M
tetrabuytlammonium hydroxide in methanol yielded water-solubilized ZnSe/CdSe/ZnS
NCs conjugated to Oxyphor Ro. The conjugates were purified by dialysis through
Millipore centrifuge tubes equipped with 50000 Da MWCO filters. After multiple
washings, the free dye was completely removed from the NC-dye construct as verified
by the absence of the parent dye absorption features in the UV-vis absorption spectrum
of the filtrate.
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